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ABSTRACT 

The production processes on industrial sites normally require large amounts of 

heating, cooling and power for their operation. Therefore, optimisation and 

synthesis of utility systems is of central interest to the industrial managers. The 

problem of the global climate change has brought forward the question of 

reducing significantly the emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. 

 

In this thesis, new models and procedures for tackling the above problems are 

presented. Firstly, improved models of the utility equipment have been 

developed, taking into account the various performance factors, and economic 

and environmental implications of their operation. Secondly, a robust procedure 

for optimisation of the operation of existing utility systems has been developed. 

It follows a Successive Mixed Integer Linear Programming (SMILP) procedure, 

which results in rapid convergence. 

 

A top-level analysis for utility systems has been formulated, which allows the 

evaluation of potential energy saving projects in the processes on a site. The 

analysis follows a stepwise optimisation procedure, independent of the 

underlying models. Also, an improved efficiency analysis using the power-to-

heat ratio has also been developed in order to aid the understanding of the 

efficiency limits of the utility systems. 

 

Finally, a new model and a superstructure-based procedure for the synthesis of 

process utility systems have been developed. The model consists of a rigorous 

non-linear and a simplified linear versions. The synthesis procedure includes 

superstructure construction, initialisation and optimisation. The superstructure 

optimisation extends the operational SMILP procedure to the synthesis context. 

Using the synthesis procedure, the problems of optimal synthesis and cost-

effective de-carbonisation of utility systems are tackled and illustrated by the 

means of a case study. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Utility systems in the site context 

A typical chemical or other industrial site usually consists of a number of 

production and auxiliary processes. These processes require supply of different 

utilities in order to carry out their functions. Such utilities are: 

 Process heating. Steam is usually the preferred heating medium because 

of its high specific heat content in the form of latent heat and superheat. 

High temperature processes, however, may require heating with hot oil or 

directly with flue gas in furnaces. 

 Process cooling. This is performed by using cooling water, ambient air, or 

refrigeration. 

 Power demands. These arise from the need for driving process equipment 

– such like pumps, compressors, mills, etc. and also lighting and electric 

heating (where high precision and responsiveness is necessary). 

 Water supply and disposal. This is also an important utility. It includes 

mainly the supply of fresh water, eventually treated to satisfy the water 

quality requirements, as well as the waste water treatment, recycling and 

disposal. 

 

In this work, the utility system is considered in a more specific context. Here it is 

defined as the system supplying the site processes with heating and cooling as 

well as satisfying their power demands. The focus of the present research is on 

the heat and power cogeneration and emission reduction. The cooling is 

assumed to be provided by a separate site system at a given cost. 

 

A simplified site configuration is shown in Figure 1-1. The utility system interacts 

with the site processes in several ways. It supplies steam for heating or 

generates some steam from high-temperature process cooling. The residual 

cooling demands are met by using direct utility cooling (with water). Also, the 

utility system satisfies the power demands of different processes. 
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The utility system generates certain amounts of useful heat (in the form of 

steam) and power on site, burning fuels. The on-site power generation may 

result in a power balance, deficit, or excess with respect to the process and 

auxiliary power demands. In the case of deficit, it is covered by import from the 

central grid, resulting in certain costs for the imported power. Regarding the 

power excess, this is a special case. If the regulations and the company 

contracts allow, this may be exported to the central grid, resulting in revenue for 

the site. 

 

 

 
 
 

Site 

processes 

Steam 

Utility cooling 

Power 

Fuel supply 

Power grid 

Power 

Fuels 

HRSG 

GT 
Fired boiler 

Steam turbines 

From a cooling system 

 

 Figure 1-1. Site utility system configuration 

 

1.2. Operational and economic features 

1.2.1. Fundamental trade-offs 

The economics of a site utility system is determined by the energy consumption 

in the form of fuel or power import, the power or steam export, as well as by the 

capital cost of the installed equipment. All these system properties are 

interconnected and form several fundamental trade-offs. The main economic 

trade-offs are: 

 Fuel consumption versus power import / export. This is an energy-energy 

trade-off. 
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 More capital for on-site power generation versus more power import. This is 

a capital-energy trade-off. 

 Larger gas turbines versus larger steam turbines. This is a capital-capital 

trade-off. 

 Larger gas turbines versus larger steam boilers. This is a capital-capital 

trade-off, as well as an energy-energy trade-off. 

 

1.2.2. Variation of economic and process specifications with time 

When a processing site is considered, the economic conditions such as the 

market prices of fuels and electricity usually vary with time. In parallel, there are 

also variations in the market demands for the site products, feedstock 

compositions, fuel compositions, the temperatures of the ambient and the 

different auxiliary input streams such as the make-up water. 

 

This variability of the site parameters introduces another dimension into the 

trade-off between the capital spent for power generation equipment and the 

power import. It becomes apparent, that the efficiency and economic 

performance of the site will vary together with the site parameters. 

 

In the research literature, the most popular approach to deal with variability of 

system specifications is the so called „multiperiod optimisation‟ (Floudas and 

Grossmann 1986, Mavromatis and Kokossis 1998a and 1998b, Shang 2000). 

This approach defines a number of operating periods. In each different period 

the variable parameters assume different fixed values. The same approach is 

followed in the present work. 

 

1.3. Environmental impacts 

The major energy resources, currently used in industry, are fossil fuels. These 

generate vast amounts of emissions of oxides of carbon, sulphur and nitrogen. 

These gases are the major cause of the greenhouse effect and the global 
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climate change (global warming). This is a problem of prime importance to the 

sustainable development of the world civilisation. 

 

The carbon emissions from industrial utility systems can be reduced using 

different options, involving exploitation of renewable primary energy resources 

and energy efficiency measures. It is one of the goals of the current work to 

explore the economics of these emission reduction options and to incorporate 

the issue into the procedure of utility system synthesis. 
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Chapter 2. Literature overview 

Historically, as all process synthesis problems, the first methods for utility 

system synthesis have been based mainly on heuristics such as Nishio et al. 

(1980), and combinatorial algorithms such the one by Petroulas and Reklaitis 

(1980). These were further developed by introducing more process insights with 

the thermodynamic approach by Chou and Shih (1987). 

 

The next stage of development is the introduction of mathematical programming 

methods. Most authors employ Mixed Integer Linear Programming procedures 

based on linearised utility system models. There was also an attempt to 

improve the modelling accuracy, which led to the Mixed Integer Non-Linear 

Programming (also referred to as MINLP) procedure developed by Bruno et al. 

(1998). 

 

These and other significant developments in the area of utilities and thermal 

systems are discussed in more detail below. 

 

2.1. Targeting of utility systems 

To develop a good understanding of total site energy systems, a graphical 

method based on the concept of the site heat source and heat sink profiles 

was first introduced by Dhole and Linnhoff (1992). An example of total site 

profiles is given in Figure 2-1. The method allows a target to be set for the total 

site heat recovery. Data for process heat recovery are first converted to grand 

composite curves (GCCs). The pockets on the GCCs that represent the scope 

for process to process heat recovery are removed and these modified GCCs 

are combined to form a site heat source profile and a site heat sink profile. 

Further, the sink and source profiles are superimposed on the steam header 

saturation temperatures. From the resulting graph, the composite curves of 

steam generation and usage are constructed, accounting for feasible heat 

transfer from the heat source profile to the steam generation composite and 

from the steam usage composite to the heat sink profile (Figure 2-2). 
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Figure 2-2. Constructing Total Site Composites from Total Site Profiles 

 

The steam composites are analogous to the composite curves for individual 

processes. The heat recovery for the total site is indicated by the overlap 

between the source and sink profiles. The maximum amount of heat recovery, 
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achieved through the steam system, is limited by the site pinch that restricts any 

further overlap of these two curves. The steam mains located at the site pinch 

feature opposite net steam loads, i.e. the steam main above the site pinch is a 

net steam user and the one below the site pinch is a net steam generator.  

 

The work by Dhole and Linnhoff (1992) has been developed further by Raissi 

(1994) and Klemes et al. (1997). Using the site profiles and steam composite 

curves allowed them to set thermodynamic targets for cogeneration of heat and 

power and for fuel consumption for the cases of maximum heat recovery and 

minimum cost of utilities.  

 

The case of maximum heat recovery leads to minimum boiler (VHP) steam 

requirement, achieved through the maximisation of steam recovery. However, 

for this case the power generation by steam turbines is also minimal, which 

results in maximum power import. This scenario can be represented by total site 

profiles shifted to a position of maximum overlap (Figure 2-2). It is important to 

emphasize that this target represents the thermodynamic limitation on the 

system efficiency and not a mandatory specification that must be achieved. 

 

The case of minimum utility cost is established by exploring the trade-off 

between steam recovery and power generation by steam turbines. If followed as 

a design guideline, it usually leads to a design that is different from the 

minimum fuel case. 

 

Another direction in utility system targeting is to explore its co-generation 

efficiency for a certain range of site power demands at constant heat demand. 

Such a procedure would assess the thermodynamics of the utility system with 

respect to a varying power-to-heat ratio. The latter is also referred to as R-ratio. 

The book by Kenney (1984) established the power-to-heat ratio as an analytical 

tool for utility system targeting. He studied different utility system configurations 

assuming a particular steam system for varying R-ratios, building the so-called 

‘fuel utilisation curves’. This idea has been further developed by Kimura and 
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Zhu (2000), who distinguish between ‘ideal R-curve’ and ‘actual R-curve’. The 

former is constructed for an ideal utility system and the latter – for an existing 

utility system. The R-curve analysis and the power-to-heat ratio are of 

significant importance to practical engineers. Therefore, special attention is paid 

to the concept of the ideal R-curve. Chapter 6 is devoted to this problem. 

 

2.2. Optimisation and synthesis of utility systems and standalone power 

stations 

Much work has been published on the design and optimisation of utility 

systems. While some researchers advocate the use of heuristics and 

thermodynamic insights, others propose mathematical optimisation. 

 

Nishio et al. (1980) have proposed a design method for utility systems based on 

estimation of thermodynamic losses and the irreversibility in the system. They 

used heuristics in order to minimise the exergy losses from the system and a 

simple LP algorithm for steam turbine allocation to driver demands. 

 

Petroulas and Reklaitis (1980) addressed the synthesis of plant utility systems 

by applying a decomposition strategy. They considered the utility system only 

as a source of mechanical energy for direct drives. The authors decomposed 

the design task into two sub-problems – header selection and driver allocation. 

They introduced a discretisation technique to handle the choice of pressure 

levels for steam headers using a linear model. Their approach uses dynamic 

programming and linear programming techniques. This is, effectively, a 

combinatorial optimisation approach. 

 

There are two significant features of this method (Petroulas and Reklaitis 1980). 

Firstly, the paper considers the utility system as a whole. It outlines that there 

exist complex interactions among its subsystems. Secondly, it recognises the 

importance of selecting the optimal number and pressure levels of the steam 

headers. The paper defines a shaftwork loss function as the optimisation 

objective. The set of discrete candidate pressures for the steam headers is 
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formed from the supply and target temperatures of the process heat sources 

and sinks. For a fixed number of headers, with regard to the minimisation of the 

objective function, it is shown that there is a very high probability that the 

optimal pressure levels belong to the set of candidate pressures derived from 

the starting and final temperatures of the heating and cooling demands of the 

site processes. 

 

There are certain limitations of this approach (Petroulas and Reklaitis 1980), 

related mainly to the underlying assumptions. In the part of selecting the steam 

header conditions, it tries to satisfy the site power demand completely by on-site 

generation, thus achieving a power balance on the site. Further, the steam 

turbine efficiency is considered constant with the load, which introduces a 

significant imprecision. Finally, the objective function clearly incorporates only 

energy cost information and no attempt is made to account for the capital costs, 

which usually constitute a substantial part of the overall site expenses. 

 

Chou and Shih (1987) proposed a methodology for utility system design, based 

on thermodynamic insights, with an objective to minimise fuel consumption and 

capital investment or maximise the efficiency of the utility system. For a given 

heat and power load, a preliminary configuration is assumed and the aim is to 

satisfy the process heat demand first. In the case if the power demand is not 

met, additional condensing turbines are considered to meet the remaining 

power demand. The methodology is based on the minimisation of the 

inefficiencies throughout the utility system, using heuristics. The approach 

develops a good understanding of the utility system thermodynamics. The 

emphasis on the thermodynamic component tends to minimise the fuel 

consumption. Some limitations of this approach are that the model does not 

take into account the complex interactions between the utility subsystems and 

that the turbine / boiler efficiencies are assumed to be constant. Although the 

utility system configurations obtained will feature low fuel consumption and, 

most likely – low operating cost, the method does not account for the energy-
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capital trade-off. Finally, this method also aims to bring the sites to power 

balance, which may not be the most economic mode. 

 

Peterson and Mann (1985) considered many practical aspects of utility system 

design. The paper gives a comprehensive overview of the issues to account for 

during the design process. They give an analysis of the construction of system 

steam balances, based on a thorough enumeration of nominal and extreme 

operation modes and what-if scenarios. Regarding the high-level utility system 

configuration, the authors emphasise on the importance to establish the 

selection and sizes of the major equipment items such as boilers and gas 

turbines early during the design process in order to account for the long periods 

of manufacturing and delivery of such facilities. 

 

Another approach, using mixed integer linear programming (MILP), has been 

suggested by Papoulias and Grossman (1983) for constant process heat and 

power demand for a site. Later, Iyer and Grossmann (1998) extended this work 

further by introducing multiperiod operation into the utility system model. They 

used a superstructure-based design approach that accounted for all the 

possible interconnections within the utility system and subjected it to structure-

parameter optimisation. These papers prove the strength of mixed-integer 

techniques in optimising the structure and the operation of the utility system 

simultaneously. In this sense, the mathematical programming is superior to 

purely heuristic methodologies. However, the emphasis on the simultaneous 

structure-parameter optimisation introduces a strong bias towards the solution 

technique and the thermodynamic insights have lower priority. This fact leaves 

open several very important issues. Firstly, the number of the steam headers is 

not optimised, but postulated. Secondly, the selection of the pressure levels for 

each steam header is not based on a systematic approach or underlying 

physical insight. Thirdly, there is no consideration of the degree of steam 

recovery and the fact that steam may be generated by using process heat 

rejection (i.e. cooling). Finally, the variation of the efficiency of steam turbines 

with their size and current load are not taken into account. 
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Bruno et al. (1998) have proposed a MINLP design model for utility systems 

based on the approach of Papoulias and Grossmann (1983), discussed earlier. 

They used the same type of superstructure. However, some improvements 

were made with regard to complex steam turbines and their efficiency as 

function of the load, and more precise estimation of the steam properties. The 

advantage of the method is the simplicity of the synthesis procedure. It 

recognises the inherent non-linearity of the problem and subjects the 

superstructure to an explicit MINLP optimisation. However, similar to the base 

method it extends, this one also assumes fixed predefined number and 

pressure levels for the steam headers. The power import is not considered as 

an option for the site. Also, the steam turbine efficiency is represented merely 

by a second-order polynomial, which does not have any process-related basis. 

 

A model of power generation by steam turbines to be applied to targeting, 

optimisation and synthesis of steam turbine networks has been developed by 

Mavromatis (1996) and Mavromatis and Kokossis (1998a). The model 

coefficients have been obtained for backpressure turbines only. The model 

application to the design of steam turbine networks (Mavromatis and Kokossis 

1998b) includes an improved co-generation targeting procedure. The part for 

steam turbine network synthesis is based on mixed-integer linear optimisation. 

This method also provides a post-optimisation procedure for merging 

component (i.e. single-stage) turbines into complex machines, observing 

thermodynamic and scheduling equivalence of the configurations. This 

technique is based on the work by Chou and Shih (1987). 

 

The steam turbine model first developed by Mavromatis (1996) and Mavromatis 

and Kokossis (1998a) has been further extended by Shang (2000) to include 

also the modelling of condensing steam turbines. 

 

However, the steam turbine models, developed by Mavromatis (1996), 

Mavromatis and Kokossis (1998a) and Shang (2000), also have a number of 
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shortcomings. Firstly, these models do not account for all factors influencing the 

steam turbine performance. For instance – they account for the pressure of the 

inlet steam via its saturation temperature, but not for the exhaust pressure. 

Secondly, the part-load modelling assumptions are too simplistic, introducing 

only the notion of the turbine isentropic efficiency and identifying the Willan‟s 

line intercept with the energy losses from the steam turbines. 

 

Shang (2000) has also developed hardware models for fired steam boilers and 

for gas turbines. He also established a framework for steam levels selection, 

superstructure construction and subsequent optimisation of the resulting utility 

system configuration. The number of steam headers on the site is treated as a 

specification. Having this number, the temperature boundaries of the process 

demands for steam usage and generation are defined as level candidates for 

the various steam headers. After this initialisation stage, a MILP transhipment 

formulation is used to obtain the optimal steam header pressure levels. The 

formulation features one steam turbine per expansion zone. This approach to 

header selection extends the previously discussed technique, suggested by 

Petroulas and Reklaitis (1980). The difference from that earlier technique is that 

it specifies where to obtain the candidate pressures, based on the temperature 

boundaries of the site-level heat cascade (the kink points in the site heat source 

and sink profiles). There are several drawbacks to this approach. Firstly, the 

number of steam headers is assumed fixed and the system cost is not 

assessed for sensitivity with regard to the number of headers. Next, there is no 

systematic criterion for the decision which temperature boundary to assign to 

which header. The configuration of the steam and power generation equipment 

is optimised and decided after the selection of the steam levels rather than 

being optimised simultaneously with header selection. Also, in order to reduce 

the superstructure, the methodology applies thermodynamically based 

equipment screening. This assessment is performed for each option alone and 

the inefficient options are left out. This type of screening procedure tends to 

neglect very important tradeoffs like that of the on site power generation with 
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the power import-export, the fuel – capital trade-off and fuel – power 

import/export trade-off. 

 

A two-level hierarchical methodology for design and retrofit of standalone power 

plants has been proposed by Manninen (1999) and Manninen and Zhu (2001). 

This methodology relies on a superstructure formulation and interaction 

between the design levels. One of the main modelling developments in the work 

by Manninen (1999) is the very convenient linear regression model of gas 

turbine performance and capital costs. It is based on ISO specifications, 

provided by gas turbine manufacturers. This model accounts only for the full-

load performance (i.e. the design points). Another important feature of this work 

is the introduction of a hierarchy of two synthesis procedures (a high-level 

design and a detailed design), which may interact with each other. This comes 

as recognition of the fact that initially very little is known about the system being 

designed, so the first stage employs a simpler system model to establish the 

basic flowsheet and operating parameters and after that, the second procedure 

uses a more detailed model and optimises the operation and the lower-lever 

structural features. 

 

Marechal and Kalitventzeff (1998) published a three-step procedure for design 

of utility systems given particular heat and power demands from site processes. 

The three steps rely on enumeration and heuristic screening of the available 

equipment choices. The same authors (Marechal and Kalitventzeff 2003), 

present a methodology for determining the necessary operating periods for a 

site utility system and provide a procedure for multiperiod targeting of a utility 

system, consisting of gas turbines and steam headers. 

 

2.3. Emissions reduction 

The various methods, described above, help to reduce the flue gas emissions 

from a site indirectly through eventually reduced fuel consumption. There are 

some direct techniques for reducing flue gas emissions through of end-of-pipe 

treatment or decrease of the emission production (e.g. low SOx and NOx 
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burners), that are installed close to the source of the emissions. If approached 

in isolation, the projects determined may have no return on the capital 

investment.  A total site integration method was developed by Singh (1997) and 

by Singh, Smith and Zhu (1998), which accounts for flue gas emission 

minimisation and regulations. 

 

Besides the use of direct abatement techniques, other options are also 

considered - including gas turbine integration, choice of fuels, changes to utility 

system, production processes with their heat exchanger networks, etc. (Figure 

2-3). The simultaneous optimisation of these options provides synergetic effects 

in reducing the capital investment and operation cost while satisfying emissions 

regulation at the same time. To reduce the complexity and the size of the 

optimisation problem, all the initially formulated options are evaluated 

eliminating those options that are technically infeasible and economically non-

viable. The remaining options are optimised to obtain an optimal set that meets 

the objective of reducing flue gas emissions with minimum cost. 

 

Gas turbine Boiler house

Steam system
Process related 

options

DeSOx/deNOx unit

Utility related options

 

 Figure 2-3. The utility subsystems classification performed by Singh 

 

The significance of this work (Singh 1997) is in the demonstration that a 

systematic approach to the problem can effectively account for emission 

reduction and suggests a practical way to deal with existing regulations. 

However, there are several drawbacks to this methodology. The steam levels 

are not chosen systematically. Next, the screening of the design options is 
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performed in isolation from each other, which introduces a contradiction with the 

overall philosophy to take the interactions into account. The latter may prevent 

the procedure from exploring good solutions. It also relies on the very simplistic 

steam turbine models developed by Mavromatis (1996), Mavromatis and 

Kokossis (1998a) and a very simplistic gas turbine model. Finally, this method 

produces solutions for single period of operation and emphasises on 

minimisation of SOx and NOX emissions. 
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Chapter 3. Problem analysis and objectives of the thesis 

3.1. General considerations 

The problem of utility system synthesis is a subclass of general process 

synthesis. It has non-linear features arising from the energy balances, the 

estimation of the part-load performance of steam and gas turbines and the 

estimation of steam properties. Also, the problem features discrete structural 

and operating decisions such as equipment and fuel selection as well as 

operating schedules of the facilities and the power import/export mode. 

 

Thus, the synthesis task includes an optimal choice among a number of 

different alternative flowsheets. In the majority of the known synthesis methods, 

these alternative flowsheets are represented by a common superstructure, 

which is subjected to structure-parameter optimisation. This fact calls for 

development of a robust optimisation framework, including a set of procedures 

for the superstructure construction and initialisation of the optimisation process. 

 

3.2. Necessary improvements 

3.2.1. Optimisation framework 

The analysis of the previous approaches to the synthesis of thermal systems 

and industrial utility systems in particular, performed in Chapter 2, shows a 

significant development in the modelling and computational frameworks. The 

heuristic and combinatorial approaches are simple and easy to implement, but 

they often miss good design options and are inappropriate for large-scale 

systems and multiperiod operations. 

 

The MILP approaches introduce a more comprehensive framework based on 

superstructure optimisation. However, they require a number of linearisation 

assumptions to be made. This, in many cases, significantly changes the 

problem being solved and produces inaccurate results. The MINLP methods 
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feature better accuracy but lack robustness and reliability. This is caused by the 

computational difficulties related to the non-convexity of the resulting 

optimisation model. A common drawback of these previous approaches to the 

superstructure optimisation is that they both produce a single solution. The 

practice of process synthesis, however, shows that there are rather sets of 

three to ten suboptimal solutions with the total cost varying within 5 to 10%. 

This, compared with the low precision at this early stage of design, means that 

such solutions would be equivalent and they all have to be considered further at 

more detailed design stages. 

 

3.2.2. Modelling of utility system components 

Another important issue is the availability of adequate models for the various 

equipment types, involved in a utility system. As discussed in the literature 

overview (Chapter 2), several models representing the performance and capital 

costs of steam turbines, gas turbines and boilers have been developed by 

previous authors. However, in order to improve the accuracy of calculation and 

to make sure that all important factors, determining the performance and cost, 

are captured, further improvements to these models are necessary. 

 

3.2.3. Analysis of utility systems 

A third key problem is the analysis of existing utility systems. This is capable of 

providing valuable information about the inherent limitations of an existing utility 

system and, consequently – the true economic value of potential utility savings 

as a result of energy efficiency improvements in the site production processes. 

The latter is usually done via retrofit of the process heat exchanger networks or 

modifications to the processes. This requires a better estimation of the potential 

savings in order to assess the payback period and other economic parameters 

of the retrofit projects. 
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3.3. Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions 

3.3.1. Industrial energy conversion and the carbon cycle 

A general diagram of the material and energy flows around an industrial site is 

shown in Figure 3-1. Currently, industrial sites burn carbon-based fuels and 

import or export electrical power, satisfying their energy needs. The fuels burnt 

are primarily fossil fuels, although recently some smaller sites appear to turn 

their attention to burning biomass or other bio-fuels. 

 

As can be seen in Figure 3-1, there are several other principal sources of 

primary energy. These are solar radiation, geothermal energy and wind energy. 

One other source can be nuclear power generation, which is usually done in 

standalone power plants only and is beyond the scope of the current thesis. 
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 Figure 3-1. Energy conversion and carbon cycle 

 

Other fundamental ways to reduce the release of carbon dioxide into the 

atmosphere are also shown in Figure 3-1. These include two basic options. One 

is to capture and store the carbon dioxide in different forms, which is termed 

sequestration. The other option is simply to close the carbon cycle by using bio-

fuels. The latter are usually produced from different types of bio-mass, 

generated by absorbing solar energy. 
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The last option, capable of reducing the emissions of carbon dioxide, which can 

be derived from the diagram in Figure 3-1, is the improvement of the energy 

efficiency of the site. This may include efficiency improvements to the utility 

system or to the production processes. 

 

3.3.2. Analysis of emission reduction options 

Following is a brief review of the options for CO2 emission reduction, their 

applicability to industrial energy conversion to power and heat and the 

implications of adopting them as climate stabilisation measures. 

 

Nuclear power 

One option is to increase the capacity for nuclear power generation. However, 

this method of energy conversion applies solely to standalone power plants and 

is, therefore, out of the scope of the current thesis. 

 

Wind, solar and geothermal energy 

Another interesting possibility is the direct utilisation of solar and wind energy 

resources. This is usually done with wind turbines and photovoltaic panels. 

They produce no CO2 emissions and the primary resource is free of charge. An 

important issue, however, is that at the current levels of capital costs for these 

machines, the resulting production cost of power can be rather prohibitive (Solar 

Photovoltaic Price Index 10 March, 2004, Wind Energy Economics 10 March, 

2004). However, with the continuing development of the wind turbine and 

photovoltaic technologies, this problem is expected to disappear. 

 

In the context of industrial utility systems there are several major obstacles to 

the use of wind and solar energy: 

 The flows of the primary resources – wind and sunlight, are unstable and 

quite volatile. This makes the utilisation of these energy sources extremely 
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difficult. For instance, certain buffering capacities could be introduced in 

order to smooth the flow variations. This, however, would make the option 

even more expensive. 

 The order of magnitude of the possible power generation using these 

sources is significantly smaller than the usual site demands for mechanical 

and electrical power. This fact makes such utilities unsuitable for on-site 

power generation. 

 Finally, the only useful form of energy obtained from wind turbines is 

mechanical or electrical power. No heat is produced. The same also holds 

in general for the solar photovoltaic panels, although combined devices 

integrating photovoltaic panels and solar thermal collectors could be 

conceived. 

 

Regarding the potential use of geothermal energy, the locations where this 

resource is available, are generally not suitable for industrial sites. 

 

Capture and sequestration of carbon dioxide 

There are processes that allow capturing the carbon dioxide carried with the 

flue gases and further storage into different sinks. For example, an absorption / 

regeneration process based on amines as sorbents can be used to capture CO2 

from flue gases. It is also possible to use indirect capture methods such as air 

separation before combustion, or fuel reforming combined with CO2 separation 

and further burning of the remaining hydrogen. As a result, the flue gas after 

combustion would consist of almost pure CO2 and water respectively.  

 

Regarding geological sequestration, there are no complete studies yet, capable 

of producing reasonable cost estimates. However, an order of magnitude 

estimate of such costs can be produced based on what is known about natural 

gas production, since geological sequestration is intended to fill in empty gas 

wells and similar geological formations under the sea bed or underground. 
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A study, exploring these options, has been performed by Li et al. (2003). The 

capture and sequestration costs for the amine based systems have been 

estimated in the range of $30 to $60 per tonne CO2 avoided. 

 

Sequestration into minerals has also been investigated theoretically. Lackner et 

al. (1997) performed a preliminary estimation of such processes. According to 

these sources, the likely cost of sequestration is, again, of the order of $30 to 

$60 per tonne CO2 avoided. However, the referenced cost estimates are 

reported to be optimistic lower bounds. 

 

Finally, a third option is the biological capture of the CO2 and further possible 

utilisation or storage of the grown biomass. The main processes involving this 

type of capture are based on photosynthesis (Michiki 1995, Sung et al. 1999). 

The results of the kinetic evaluations of these processes show relatively small 

rates of CO2 absorption – around 1-1.5 (g CO2)/(l∙day), where the litres refer to 

the volume of the bioreactors. Presently, the implementation of such methods 

would require enormous bioreactor volumes. This, consequently, makes such a 

process industrially infeasible. 

 

Bio-fuels 

Another possibility is to use bio-fuels. These close the carbon cycle and 

indirectly utilise the sunlight. The latter is, practically, abundant and free. The 

involved energy cost increase is rather moderate and is not likely to exceed 20 

to 40%. The potential problem here lies in the capacity for bio-fuel production, 

since the growing and harvesting large amounts of biomass would ultimately 

compete with the food producing agriculture processes. Thus, a possible 

challenge may be to combine food and biofuel production, sharing their primary 

resource base and costs. 
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Improving energy efficiency 

After considering all the obvious emission reduction options, easily seen in 

Figure 3-1, one can also consider another option, which at first may seem 

contradicting the economic growth. Naturally, having all other conditions equal, 

an increase of the energy efficiency in some of the site processes or the utility 

system itself, would cause reduction in the fuel and power import requirements 

which is, in turn, an indirect way to reduce the CO2 emissions. This is a part of 

an energy-capital cost trade-off. 

 

3.4. Current approach 

3.4.1. Statement of the synthesis problem 

The major goal for the current thesis is to develop a method for utility system 

synthesis. More specifically, solution to the following problem is sought. Given 

are: 

 A number of operating periods with their corresponding duration fractions 

of the period of one year; 

 A set of site processes with their net heating and cooling demands (after 

eventual internal heat recovery) for each operating period; 

 The site power demands for each operating period; 

 The upper limit on power export; 

 A set of economic data, including fuels and their prices, for each period 

of operation; 

 Sets of ambient temperature and cooling water specifications; 

 Sets of potential equipment options with their performance 

characteristics and capital cost information; 

 General economic data such as plant life, average expected interest rate, 

capital cost installation factor, prices for importing and exporting power; 

 Thermal specifications such as the temperature of the boiler feed-water; 

 Emission generation specifications and emission costs; 

 Fuel specifications, including heating values and prices; 
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 Specifications of rates of internal power consumption. 

 

Using the above specifications, a utility system flowsheet has to be synthesised, 

which satisfies the imposed energy needs at minimum total annualised cost. 

 

It is important to note that the above problem statement defines an optimisation 

task with built-in uncertainty, This results directly from the uncertainty of most of 

the data specifications, the need to consider many equipment alternatives and 

the initial lack of any process structure, This, usually, results in a set of several 

solutions with very close total annualised costs, which potentially feature 

significantly different equipment configurations and may even have different 

structure of the on-site power generation and import-export of power. 

 

Thus, the result from such an optimisation procedure inevitably will contain a 

collection of different flow-sheet options, which would need to be further 

examined in more detail, assigning specific equipment items in the place of the 

generic ones, with specific performance and capital costs from direct vendor 

quotations. 

 

3.4.2. Focus of the current research 

The current research is focused on the several key issues outlined in the 

problem analysis. Regarding the initial synthesis of utility system flow-sheets, 

the goal is to develop a methodology, which constructs a utility system 

superstructure, based on process insights and usage of thermodynamic 

principles. Further this superstructure needs to be optimised employing a robust 

optimisation procedure with an account to sensitivity of the solutions towards 

the major factors influencing the system performance and cost. Also, 

improvements to the procedures for optimisation, analysis and power-to-heat 

ratio targeting, need to be considered. 
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3.5. Thesis objectives 

Reflecting the discussion in the previous sections, in order to achieve the goals 

formulated in section 3.4 (Current approach), the following objectives have been 

set. 

 

The first is to develop improved models of steam turbines, gas turbines, fired 

boilers and heat recovery steam generators. These should increase the 

modelling precision and the confidence in the results. A special attention is 

necessary to be paid to the correct modelling of the part-load performance 

trends and capturing all factors with significant influence over the performance 

of the machines. With regard to the modelling of the equipment types, the most 

suitable scheme of more rigorous and simplified models, suited for optimisation, 

are needed. Chapter 4 deals with this objective. 

 

The second objective is to establish a robust optimisation procedure for existing 

utility systems. This is an important stage in the development of a procedure for 

optimal synthesis and improving the framework for analysis of existing systems. 

The developed models and optimisation procedure are validated by application 

to problems of energy reduction for existing sites. This is the subject of Chapter 

5. 

 

The problem of targeting the utility system performance, using the site power-to-

heat ratio, is considered in Chapter 6. 

 

The top-level analysis of utility systems, targeting the economics of energy 

saving projects for existing sites is discussed in Chapter 7. This methodology 

aims at linking the problems of energy efficiency of the different site processes 

with that of the central utility system. 

 

The final objective is to develop and validate a procedure and models for 

optimal synthesis of industrial utility systems. These make an extensive use of 

the models and the optimisation framework developed by following the first two 
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objectives. Chapter 8 is devoted to this problem with subsequently Chapter 9 

presenting a case study with a demonstration of application of the developed 

new synthesis procedure. 

 

All these objectives also incorporate the special consideration of reducing the 

emissions of carbon dioxide and the other greenhouse gases resulting from the 

system operation. 
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Chapter 4. Hardware models 

4.1. Introduction 

Before a simulation and optimisation model for utility systems can be 

formulated, the basic elements of the system need to be modelled adequately. 

In particular, the models for full-load and part-load performance of steam 

turbines, gas turbines and boilers need to be developed. This chapter presents 

improved models for steam turbines, gas turbines, fired steam boilers and heat 

recovery steam generators. The new models give a better description of the 

part-load performance than previously published models. A specific aim during 

the model development has been to obtain models that are convenient for use 

in simulation and optimisation studies of complete utility systems. This involves 

finding the right balance between simplicity and accuracy. Model simplicity is 

required by the incorporation of the unit models into the model for the overall 

utility system, which is, in fact, a heterogeneous process network. 

 

4.2. Steam turbines 

4.2.1. Analysis of the previous models 

There are several steam turbine models used in the literature. As it is discussed 

in Chapter 2, some authors use fixed steam turbine efficiencies. This is the case 

with the works by Petroulas and Reklaitis (1980) and Papoulias and Grossmann 

(1983). Later works in the field of utility systems and co-generation have applied 

steam turbine models with variable efficiency. For example, Bruno et al. (1998) 

use an explicit model, defining the steam turbine efficiency as a second order 

polynomial of the current steam turbine load. The drawbacks of this model are 

that it is explicitly non-linear, does not have a physical basis and it is not used 

by the engineers in industry. 

 

In the work of Mavromatis (1996) and Mavromatis and Kokossis (1998a), a 

different model for backpressure steam turbine performance was suggested. In 
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that work, the steam turbine performance was related to its size in terms of 

maximum shaft power, and to part-load performance. It modelled the shaft 

power as a function of the steam mass flow. The model defines a linear 

relationship known as the Willan's line (Figure 4-1). The authors assumed that 

the steam turbine performance is completely described by the Willan‟s line. This 

model was extended to condensing steam turbines by Shang (2000). 

 

All these sources (Mavromatis 1996, Mavromatis and Kokossis 1998a, Shang, 

2000) follow the same model structure and employ the same equations, but use 

different values for the turbine regression coefficients. The power produced by a 

steam turbine is calculated as: 

 intWmnW   (4-1) 
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 Figure 4-1. The Willan's line 

 

Both turbine models have serious shortcomings. The intercept of the Willan's 

line was identified by Mavromatis (1996), Mavromatis and Kokossis (1998a) 

and by Shang (2000) with the turbine energy losses. Also, the fractions before 

the parentheses in Equations 4-2 and 4-3 include the fixed value of 0.2, which 
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represents the ratio of the Willan‟s line intercept to the maximum power 

generation by the turbines. Mavromatis (1996), Mavromatis and Kokossis 

(1998a) and Shang (2000) correlated the turbine performance against the 

saturation temperature of the inlet steam only (Equations 4-4 and 4-5). 

 in,sat10 TaaA   (4-4) 

 in,sat32 TaaB   (4-5) 

 

The values of the coefficients a0 to a3 given by Mavromatis (1996), Mavromatis 

and Kokossis (1998a) and Shang (2000) are presented in Table 4-1. The 

saturation temperature of the inlet steam represents its pressure. The effect of 

the back-pressure is not taken into account. The model also assumes that the 

performance line is a straight over the entire range of operation with a fixed 

intercept of the line with the turbine load. 

 

Table 4-1. Regression coefficients for the previous steam turbine model 

 Back Pressure Turbines Condensing Turbines 

 Wmax < 1.2 MW Wmax > 1.2 MW Wmax < 1.5 MW Wmax > 1.5 MW 

a0 (MW) -0.13 -0.928 -0.0981 -0.0376 

a1 

(MW/C) 

0.00117 0.00623 0.001 0.0014 

a2 (–) 0.989 1.12 1.2059 1.1718 

a3 (1/C) 0.00152 0.00047 0.0006 0.0003 

 

4.2.2. Thermodynamics and performance trends of steam turbines 

The development of an improved model starts with the representation of a 

steam turbine on a Mollier diagram (Figure 4-2). The isentropic efficiency for a 

given turbine load is defined as: 
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The expansion process transforms a portion of the energy of the inlet steam into 

power. The total power from the expansion is further split into useful power, 

delivered to the shaft and energy losses (Figure 4-2). Energy losses from steam 

turbines can be classified into mechanical friction losses, casing heat losses 

and kinetic energy losses with the turbine exhaust. 
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 Figure 4-2. Expansion of steam in a turbine 

 

4.2.3. Factors determining steam turbine performance 

Steam turbine performance is affected by a number of factors. The most 

significant among them are: 

 Turbine size in terms of maximum power load 

 Pressure drop across the turbine 

 Current load 

For a given steam turbine, with a specified maximum steam flow, it is possible 

to calculate its maximum shaft power. During operation, however, it is likely that 

many turbines will work at part-load. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the 

actual enthalpy change, isentropic efficiency and the energy losses with 

changing turbine load. 
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From operating practice it is known that at lower loads, steam turbines are less 

efficient than at higher loads (Mavromatis 1996, Mavromatis and Kokossis 

1998a), Figure 4-3. The overall turbine efficiency can be represented as 

consisting of two components: the isentropic efficiency and the machine 

efficiency. The machine efficiency is generally higher than the isentropic 

efficiency (Siddhartha and Rajkumar 1999) and varies in a relatively narrow 

range. In contrast, the isentropic efficiency changes substantially with load 

(Equation 4-7). 
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 Figure 4-3. Steam turbine efficiency variation with part-load 
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 Figure 4-4. Steam turbine performance curve 
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Thus, the major contribution to the non-linear trend of the overall efficiency with 

part-load (Figure 4-3) is from the isentropic efficiency is. The turbine model 

needs to capture this behaviour. 

 

The change in overall efficiency can be interpreted in the context of the 

relationship of the shaft power versus the mass flow of steam. From the 

behaviour illustrated in Figure 4-3, it follows that at smaller loads, a unit 

increase in the steam flow will result in smaller power increase than at higher 

loads. This is represented in Figure 4-4. 

 

Consequently, for given steam inlet and outlet conditions, the relationship 

between the generated power and the steam mass flow is non-linear, as seen in 

Figure 4-4. However, it can be approximated relatively accurately by one or 

more straight linear segments called Willan's lines (Figure 4-5). By employing a 

concept called "intercept ratio", the slope and intercept of each modelling line 

can be calculated and thus, the turbine behaviour specified. In most cases one 

modelling segment per steam turbine is sufficient. When higher precision is 

required, two segments may be introduced. 
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 Figure 4-5. Modelling lines superimposed on the performance curve 

 

To model the turbine in this way requires the coefficients of the lines to be 

characterised. This should be done for each approximation interval separately. 

The line slopes are related to the actual enthalpy change across the turbine. For 
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any load of a given steam turbine with fixed inlet and outlet pressures and fixed 

inlet temperature, the isentropic enthalpy change remains constant. As a result 

of changing isentropic efficiency, the actual enthalpy drop across the turbine 

changes with load. However, this cannot exceed the isentropic enthalpy 

change. Thus, the actual steam turbine performance curve is replaced by one 

or more line segments with different, but fixed coefficients (Figure 4-5). The 

performance equation in each modelling interval has the form of the Willan‟s 

line (Equation 4-1). The actual performance curve is given by: 

 Lossreal WmhW    (4-8) 

 

where '

21real hhh   (Figure 4-2) is the actual change in steam enthalpy across 

the turbine and WLoss designates the energy losses from the turbine. Although 

both Equation 4-1 and Equation 4-8 have the same form, their coefficients have 

different meanings. This has certain implications for the determination of the 

coefficients. The expression for power production from an isentropic turbine is: 

 mhW isis    (4-9) 

 

If this is compared with the linear approximation of Equation 4-8, it becomes 

apparent that the slope of the Willan's line (Equation 4-1) is related to the 

isentropic enthalpy change and turbine isentropic efficiency. 
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 Figure 4-6. Modelling the intercept of the Willan's line 
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The intercept of the Willan‟s line can be assumed to be proportional to the 

maximum power, as illustrated in Figure 4-6: 

 maxint WLW   (4-10) 

 

The proportionality coefficient L in Equation 4-10 will be termed the intercept 

ratio. It depends on a number of factors such as the turbine size, the 

manufacturer, the application (electrical or direct drive), etc. Its value must be 

determined from performance data, usually together with other parameters. 

 

4.2.4. Model development 

Full-load performance model 

In order to derive the part-load equations, first consideration should be given to 

how the full-load performance depends on the steam pressure drop. Peterson 

and Mann (1985) present curves of the overall efficiency of industrial steam 

turbines at maximum load, as illustrated in Figure 4-7. Each curve represents 

data for different steam turbines at full-load. Performance curves of this form 

can be used to derive the steam turbine model. Another interpretation of the 

efficiency curves is to represent them as plots of the isentropic power versus 

the actual shaft power. In this form, the shape of the plots appears to be linear 

(Figure 4-8). 
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 Figure 4-7. Overall efficiency of steam turbines at maximum load 
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 Figure 4-8. Isentropic power versus shaft power for maximum load 

 

In general, the isentropic power from a steam turbine can be related to the 

maximum shaft power through the overall turbine efficiency, Equation 4-11. 
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   (4-11) 

 

On the other hand, the plots in Figure 4-8 suggest the following linear equation: 

 maxmax,is WBAW   (4-12) 

 

The lines in Figure 4-8 have been subjected to regression analysis, based on 

the saturation temperature differences across the turbines, rather than the inlet 

saturation temperatures only. In reality, the coefficients in Equation 4-12 are 

related to the pressure drops across the turbines. However, in the proposed 

model, the pressure drop is replaced by its equivalent saturation temperature 

difference. Use of temperature difference provides an easier interface to utility 

calculations with process heating and cooling demands. The resulting 

expressions for calculation of the regression line coefficients are given in 

Equations 4-13 and 4-14. 

 sat10 TbbA   (4-13) 

 sat32 TbbB   (4-14) 
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The coefficients, obtained by this regression from the data of Peterson and 

Mann (1985), are given in Table 4-2. It is necessary to emphasise that these 

coefficients have been obtained from published data and may not necessarily 

be appropriate to predict the performance of all steam turbines. Therefore, if 

possible, it is recommended that independent regression for particular steam 

turbine designs to be performed if data from equipment manufacturers are 

available, or better still, operating data. The data required to determine the 

coefficients are: 

 W (MW) - the shaft power 

 Tsat,in (C) - the inlet steam saturation temperature 

 Tin (C) - the inlet steam actual temperature 

 Tsat,out, (C) - the outlet steam saturation temperature 

 m (t/h) - the mass flow of the expanding steam 

 

Table 4-2. Regression coefficients for improved steam turbine model 

 Back Pressure Turbines Condensing Turbines 

 Wmax ≤ 2 MW Wmax > 2 MW Wmax ≤ 2 MW Wmax > 2 MW 

b0 (MW) 0 0 0 -0.463 

b1 (MW/C) 0.00108 0.00423 0.000662 0.00353 

b2 (–) 1.097 1.155 1.191 1.220 

b3 (1/C) 0.00172 0.000538 0.000759 0.000148 

 

Part-load performance model 

In the previous section, a relationship between the isentropic power and shaft 

power at full-load has been established (Equation 4-12 to Equation 4-14). Also, 

the intercept of the Willan's line is modelled as a fixed fraction of the maximum 

power (Equation 4-10). Next, the Willan‟s line is written for maximum load and 

the intercept is substituted by the product of the intercept ratio and Wmax .The 

resulting equation is solved for Wmax: 
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 intmaxmax WmnW   (4-15) 

 maxmaxmax WLmnW   (4-16) 
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Then Equation 4-17 is substituted into the regression line for A and B (Equation 

4-12) and solved for the Willan‟s line slope: 
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Equations 4-17 and 4-19 are substituted in Equation 4-10 and the result is 

solved for the Willan's line intercept: 

  Amh
B

L
W maxisint    (4-20) 

 

Equations 4-19 and 4-20 represent the complete model, primarily intended to be 

used for design. For the case of modelling existing utility systems, however, the 

slope B in the regression model is analogous to the inverse of the overall steam 

turbine efficiency. A closer look at Equation 4-12 reveals that its intercept A 

does not have a direct conceptual interpretation. It has meaning only when the 

model is used to compare many steam turbines. In existing utility systems, the 

coefficient A can be set to zero and thus excluded from the analysis. As a 

result, the model equations become simpler. Using this simplified version of the 

model, it is necessary to regress only two coefficients: B and L for each steam 

turbine individually. 

 

Condition of the exhaust steam 

In real systems, a backpressure turbine exhausts to a steam header, which in 

turn supplies steam to processes. Therefore, in order to enable precise 

estimation of steam header conditions, it is important to predict also the 
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condition of the exhausted steam. The steam and energy flows are pictured in 

Figure 4-9. The process of steam expansion and energy consumption from the 

steam is characterised by the turbine isentropic efficiency is. A portion of the 

energy in the inlet steam is converted to power. This is less than the isentropic 

enthalpy drop his allows. 
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 Figure 4-9. Energy losses and efficiencies 

 

The transfer of energy to the turbine shaft or electrical generator is 

characterised by the machine efficiency. This defines how much of the energy 

consumed is actually utilised as shaft or electrical power. Thus, a part of the 

consumed energy is lost to the environment in different forms - mainly friction 

losses, kinetic energy losses and casing heat losses. It is necessary to point out 

that the notion of machine efficiency combines both the adiabatic and the 

mechanical turbine efficiencies. 

 

As discussed earlier, the machine efficiency of steam turbines is relatively high 

and does not change as much as the isentropic efficiency. For less demanding 

applications, or when precise performance data are not available, the values of 

the machine efficiency for full load can be used to estimate the enthalpy of the 

exhaust steam at any load. 

 

Siddhartha and Rajkumar (1999) presented experimental data on the 

performance of large power station steam turbines with power capacities from 
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30 to 500 MW (Table 4-3). The data of Siddhartha and Rajkumar (1999) 

indicate that for the purposes of simulation and optimisation of a complete utility 

system, the efficiencies of the electrical generator g, the mechanical 

transmission mech and the adiabatic efficiency a can be lumped together as 

the machine efficiency m. It is evident that the mechanical, adiabatic and 

electrical generator efficiencies are all above 98%. Manufacturer‟s data for 

industrial backpressure steam turbines up to 34.7 MW and condensing turbines 

up to 59.3 MW feature slightly lower machine efficiency in the range from 85% 

to 97%. 

 

Table 4-3. Published steam turbine efficiency data 

No. WE,max g,max mech,max a,max is,max 

 (MW) (-) (-) (-) (-) 

1 500.0 0.9862 0.9941 0.9999 0.8907 

2 210.0 0.9855 0.9953 0.9988 0.8875 

3 210.0 0.9855 0.9953 0.9978 0.8852 

4 110.0 0.9845 0.9945 0.9983 0.8740 

5 62.5 0.9830 0.9941 0.9980 0.8580 

6 30.0 0.9810 0.9939 0.9979 0.8320 

 

With a value of the machine efficiency, the enthalpy of the exhaust steam can 

be readily calculated from an energy balance: 
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Application of the model to design / synthesis problems 

Utility system design problems are characterised by lack of initial information 

about any particular steam turbine choice. In this case, it is necessary to obtain 

consistent and complete performance estimates for the steam turbines of the 
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preferred steam turbine product lines. In this work, two sets (backpressure and 

condensing) of single-stage steam turbines have been studied, using 

manufacturer data. 

 

Table 4-4. Turbine size ranges for the analysed data set 

Turbine type Smallest turbine Largest turbine 

 (MW) (MW) 

Backpressure 1.165 34.707 

Condensing 8.232 59.298 

 

Table 4-5. Steam turbine regression coefficients from manufacturer data 

  Back pressure turbines Condensing 

turbines 

  Wmax ≤ 8 MW Wmax > 8 MW Wmax :  single range 

b0 MW 0.0250 0.0900 -2.080E-08 

b1 MW/C 0.00463 0.0130 0.000297 

b2 (-) 1.39 1.22 1.602 

b3 1/C -0.000940 -0.000570 -0.00160 

aL (-) 0.248 0.190 -0.0100 

bL 1/C -0.00126 -0.000790 0.000326 

atotal MW 0.0741 0.1376 0.1422 

btotal MW/C 0.00101 0.001015 0.001017 

 

The following results have been obtained from this analysis: 

(a) The machine efficiency varies noticeably in a non-linear way with the load, 

although it retains relatively high values: from 85% for smaller turbine loads 

to 97% for larger loads. 

(b) Instead of using the machine efficiency directly, a linear relationship 

between Wtotal and W was formulated (Equation 4-23). This regression 
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model has been found to fit well to manufacturer‟s data with a maximum 

error around 3.0 to 3.8% and average error less than 1%. 

(c) The intercept ratio L has also been found to depend on the saturation 

temperature drop across steam turbines (Equation 4-24). 

 

 WbaW totaltotaltotal   (4-23) 

 satLL TbaL   (4-24) 

 

The analysis results are considered valid for the turbine sizes given in Table 

4-4. The obtained coefficient values are given in Table 4-5. 

 

4.2.5. Summary of the steam turbine model 

In summary for the new steam turbine model, it has improved the modelling of 

the machines by taking into account all relevant factors influencing the 

performance. These include the pressures of the steam at the inlet (throttle) and 

outlet (exhaust) of a simple steam turbine, the enthalpy of the inlet steam, the 

turbine size and part-load. 

 

Another improved feature is the recognition of the fact that the Willan‟s line is 

only an approximation of the actual steam turbine performance. Thus, the 

energy losses from the turbine are related to the current load, rather than 

assuming constant energy loss, equal to the Willan‟s line intercept, throughout 

the whole range of operation. 

 

4.3. Gas turbines 

4.3.1. Analysis of previous models 

In the paper of Marechal and Kaltiventzeff (1998), a graphical chart of typical 

gas turbine full-load performance characteristics are provided. The efficiency 

plot is used by the authors in their utility optimisation procedure. 
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Shang (2000) developed a gas turbine model similar to the one for steam 

turbines. It allows construction of simplified utility system models for the 

purposes of gas turbine screening and system design. However, it was 

formulated in such a way so as to account only for part-load, but other factors 

that determine the performance of gas turbines, were not taken into account. 

The most significant of these factors is the varying ambient temperature. 

 

The most serious problem with this model is that it assumes fixed fuel-to-air 

ratio for gas turbines with part-load. According to several studies on gas turbine 

performance (Facchini 1993, Carcasci et al. 2000, Colitto Cormacchione and 

Facchini 2001), the fuel-to-air ratio is not kept constant when operating at 

different part-loads. 

 

4.3.2. Development of the new model 

A gas turbine model can be developed in a similar way to that for steam 

turbines. Configurations allow steam injection, Figure 4-10. 
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 Figure 4-10. Configuration of a gas turbine with steam injection 
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Mass balance 

The fuel consumption and the steam injection can be characterised by their 

ratios with respect to the air flow: 
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The fuel-to-air ratio usually changes with part-load, depending on the chosen 

control system for the gas turbine (Facchini 1993, Carcasci et al. 2000, Colitto 

Cormacchione and Facchini 2001). From the point of view of the mass balance, 

the gas turbine can be viewed as a sequence of mixers: 

 0mmmm exfsta   (4-27) 

 

All mass flows can be expressed as functions of the fuel consumption: 
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Energy balance 

A relationship of the shaft power and fuel flow for the gas turbine is required. It 

can be derived on the basis of an energy balance around the turbine and the 

expressions for the mass flows from Equations 4-28 to 4-30. The standard form 

of the energy balance is: 

 0WWhmNHVmhmhmhm gt,Lgtexexfffststaa   (4-31) 
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After the mass flows of air, steam and the exhaust are substituted with their 

equivalent in terms of the fuel flow, the resulting form of the balance is solved 

for the shaft power: 

 gt,Lfspgt WmwW   (4-32) 
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  (4-33) 

where wsp is the specific shaft power. This is a net amount, accounting for the 

compressor load. 

 

Both the slope and the intercept in Equation 4-32 vary with the fuel flow and 

hence, the resulting performance line is curved. The actual form of the 

performance line will be considered later. The expression, obtained in Equation 

4-32 resembles the Willan's line for steam turbines. However, the physical 

meaning of the coefficients is quite different. The slope represents the specific 

energy available in the gas turbine. The intercept represents the energy losses. 

These are mainly mechanical losses for the compressor transmission, other 

friction losses, casing heat losses and kinetic energy losses from the exhaust. 

The efficiency of the mechanical transmission is very high; around 98% and 

higher. The casing losses are also relatively small. 

 

Factors determining gas turbine performance 

Similar to steam turbines, a combination of factors determines the performance 

of gas turbines. The factors considered here are the turbine size, the current 

load and the ambient temperature. 

 

Effect of the gas turbine size on the performance and full-load model 

One of the major factors, affecting gas turbine performance is its size. It is 

usually measured in terms of rated power production at ISO conditions (P = 1 

atm, T = 15 C and 60% relative humidity). In general, gas turbine efficiency 

changes nonlinearly with size. Turbines from different manufacturers are likely 

to feature different efficiencies for the same size. Marechal and Kalitventzeff 
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(1998) presented a curve of gas turbine efficiencies at full load and ISO 

conditions. A qualitative illustration of this relationship is given in Figure 4-11. 

The plot represents data from many gas turbines at their rated design points 

and features a monotonic non-linear shape. 
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 Figure 4-11. Efficiency versus rated power for gas turbines 

 

Equivalent information can be obtained if the relationship illustrated in Figure 

4-11 is interpreted as one between the heat flow from fuel combustion (fuel heat 

in short) and the shaft power, at full-load. The relationship between the fuel heat 

and the turbine shaft power can be also expressed via its efficiency or heat rate. 
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Data on gas turbine performance is published by manufacturers, for example, 

General Electric reference library documents (Brooks, 2004). A plot of the gas 

turbine fuel heat consumption versus their rated power at full load, obtained 

from this source, is given in Figure 4-12. 
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Figure 4-12. Fuel heat for industrial gas turbines at full load obtained 

from GER-3567H (Brooks 2004) 

 

The plot in Figure 4-12 is linear. Similar plots, but from a different data source 

are given by Manninen (1999). Thus, the following equation can be formulated: 

 max,gtgtgtmax,f WBAQ   (4-36) 

 

Values for the coefficients of this relationship can be obtained by regression. It 

is important to emphasise that these coefficients differ between different gas 

turbine manufacturers and even different gas turbine types from same 

manufacturer. The following values for the coefficients Agt and Bgt, have been 

obtained from the data set (Brooks 2004) plotted in Figure 4-12: 

 Agt = 21.9917 (MW) 

 Bgt = 2.6683 (−) 

 26.1 MW ≤ Wgt,max ≤ 255.6 MW 

 

Performance trends at part-load 

Regarding part-load operation, the gas turbine efficiency follows a trend, similar 

to that of steam turbines. However, the curve for gas turbines is somewhat 

steeper in comparison with steam turbines, due to the different working fluid 

(flue gas). The works by Facchini and co-authors (Facchini 1993, Carcasci et al. 

2000, Colitto Cormacchione and Facchini 2001) investigate part-load 
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performance of gas turbines in detail. A qualitative sketch, representing the gas 

turbine power efficiency at part-load is given in Figure 4-13. The behaviour, 

illustrated in Figure 4-13, needs to be modelled. It is desirable to produce a 

model, suitable for use with linear optimisation solvers. The relationship of the 

gas turbine shaft power versus mass flow of fuel is a curve with a slope that 

increases with increasing the fuel flow (Figure 4-14). 
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 Figure 4-13. Efficiency versus current load a single gas turbine 
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 Figure 4-14. Power - fuel operating curve for gas turbines 

 

The most convenient approach to modelling the gas turbine part-load is to 

introduce a piecewise-linear approximation of the actual performance. The 

overall load range can be partitioned into modelling intervals and inside each 
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interval, the power – fuel flow relationship can be approximated with a single 

straight line. 

 

Development of the part-load model 

The modelling equation for gas turbine part–load operation is also based on the 

Willan's line approximation (Equation 4-37). Starting from the general form for a 

modelling interval, it is also written for the point of maximum load of that 

interval. 

 int,gtfgtgt WmnW   (4-37) 

 int,gtmax,fgtmax,gt WmnW   (Maximum load) 

 

As with steam turbines, the intercept is modelled as being proportional to the 

maximum power for the current modelling interval (Equation 4-38). Substituting 

it in Equation 4-37 and solving for the maximum power produces the expression 

in Equation 4-39. 

 max,gtgtint,gt WLW   (4-38) 
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  (4-39) 

The fuel heat in Equation 4-36 is expressed through the fuel mass flow and 

heating value. The result is solved for the maximum shaft power, produced by 

the gas turbine: 

  gtmax,f

gt

max,gt ANHVm
B

1
W   (4-40) 

Combining Equations 4-38 to 4-40 produces the following expressions for the 

slope and the intercept of the linearised model: 
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Shang (2000) gives similar expressions. 
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Accounting for the ambient temperature 

The model developed so far accounts only for the gas turbine size and part-

load. In order to make it valid for a range of ambient temperatures, temperature 

correction plots, provided by gas turbine manufacturers, must be used. 
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 Figure 4-15. Temperature correction plots for PG5371(PA) 

 

Table 4-6. Coefficients for the temperature correction 

Coefficient Value 

Agt,t, (MW) 80.8917 

Bgt,t, (MW/C) 0.695 

Cgt,t, (MW/C2) 4.033E-04 

 

According to manufacturer information (Brooks 2004), the correction plots are 

individual for each gas turbine model. Therefore, the ambient temperature can 

be taken into account for an individual gas turbine. Example temperature 

correction plots for GE gas turbine, model PG5371(PA) are given in Figure 

4-15. Based on the correction plots (Figure 4-15) for rated power with different 

ambient temperatures, the fuel heat can be expressed as a quadratic function of 

the ambient temperature in C (Equation 4-43). 
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 2

ambt,gtambt,gtt,gtmax,f TCTBAQ   (4-43) 

 

However, the coefficient before the second-order term is insignificant compared 

to the linear coefficients, as can be seen from Table 4-6. The presented values 

indicate that the relationship, given in Equation 4-43, is essentially linear. 

 

Estimating the condition of the exhaust gas 

The gas turbine model developed in the previous sections is capable of 

estimating the power generation by gas turbines having the fuel flow specified. 

However, the gas turbine exhaust is likely to be connected to a heat recovery 

steam generator. Thus, it is necessary that the model also estimates the mass 

flow, the temperature and the specific heat capacity of the exhaust. 

 

Specific heat capacity of the exhaust gas 

The actual value of the specific heat capacity of a gas turbine exhaust depends 

to a large degree on the used fuel and the fuel-to-air ratio, which determine the 

composition and the temperature of the stream. 

 

In general, the specific heat capacity of gas turbine exhausts is around 1.1 

kJ/kg/C for a wide variety of gas turbines and fuels. For most preliminary 

calculations, this value is precise enough. However, if the energy losses from a 

gas turbine need to be properly estimated, a more precise value of the exhaust 

gas heat capacity must be provided. This may be the case of simulation or 

operational optimisation of existing systems or at the phase of detailed system 

design and specification, when the main topology and equipment types have 

already been selected. It is necessary to stress, that relatively small variations 

in the values of this parameter result in significant differences in the calculated 

gas turbine energy losses. The reason for this is that in the energy balance 

equation, the term for the exhaust heat includes a product of the heat capacity 
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and the mass flow of the exhaust. The former is a much smaller value, very 

close to unity. The latter is a value two orders of magnitude larger. 

 

Mass flow of the exhaust 

There are two possible ways to obtain an estimate of the exhaust gas mass 

flowrate. The first is to use the mass balance of the gas turbine and the other is 

to develop an explicit set of regression equations. Both approaches have their 

advantages and disadvantages. 

 

Case 1: Exhaust mass flow from the mass balance 

The mass flow of the exhaust can be calculated on the basis of the gas turbine 

mass balance. This modelling case requires the fuel-to-air ratio f to be provided 

as a specification. In general it can be constant or might be variable with 

respect to the current load of the gas turbine (Facchini 1993). However, if the 

turbine efficiency is to be maximised, this requires a control strategy with 

variable fuel-to-air ratio (Carcasci et al. 2000, Colitto Cormacchione and 

Facchini 2001). The following equation gives the mass balance, solved for the 

exhaust flow: 

 stfex mm
f

1f
m 


  (4-44) 

This modelling approach requires knowledge of the values of f for any load. 

There is a danger if the precision of the data for the fuel-to-air ratio is poor. 

Because the fuel flow mf is much smaller than the air flow ma and the total flow 

of the exhaust mex, any error in the value of f will be multiplied by larger 

numbers and lead to imprecision. 

 

Case 2: Independent regression equations 

The second option is to perform a separate regression analysis. In this way, the 

mass flow of the exhaust is directly calculated as a function of the rated power 

and the ambient temperature. First, the mass flow of the exhaust is related to 
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the current shaft power. Facchini (1993) presents a plot of the mass flowrate of 

air through the compressor of a gas turbine (Figure 8, p.193), which is linear. 

Taking into account that the fuel flowrate is small compared with that of the air, 

it is reasonable to assume that the exhaust flow will also depend on the power 

generation at part-load linearly: 

 gtmexmexex WBAm   (4-45) 

 

Both coefficients in Equation 4-45 in turn depend on the ambient temperature 

(Figure 4-15): 

 amb1m0mmex TaaA   (4-46) 

 amb3m2mmex TaaB   (4-47) 

 

This modelling approach has a potential for greater precision. However, it has 

the disadvantage that it is more complex to implement. The first difficulty is that 

the model becomes bilinear in terms of the ambient temperature Tamb and the 

gas turbine shaft power Wgt, and the latter is itself dependent on Tamb.  

 

Two other more significant problems are: 

 This approach imposes greater data requirements in order to perform the 

regression. In fact, no proper part-load data have been found in the literature 

or from manufacturer sources, which could enable such analysis. 

 As it already has been discussed, a manufacturer‟s publication (Brooks 

2004) indicates that the dependency of the gas turbine performance on the 

ambient temperature is individual for each gas turbine. Moreover, combined 

data of the influence of the ambient temperature and the part load factors 

are also extremely difficult to obtain. 

 

There are two literature sources, which allow obtaining approximate estimates 

of part-load performance of gas turbines at ISO conditions. These are the works 

published by Facchini and co-authors (Carcasci et al. 2000, Colitto 

Cormacchione and Facchini 2001). 
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Temperature of the gas turbine exhaust 

The exhaust temperature can be calculated from the overall energy balance. In 

order to obtain a precise energy balance, a very good estimate of the specific 

heat capacity of the exhaust is necessary. However, such estimation is not 

possible using the available published catalogue data (Gas Turbine World 

2001). However, an approximate estimate of the balance is possible, which in 

most cases yields satisfactory precision. 

 

If the terms in the gas turbine energy balance are weighted, the most significant 

terms are the heat released by the fuel combustion, the heat contained in the 

exhaust and the produced shaft power (Figure 4-16). All other terms are 

relatively less significant. The energy balance, consisting only of the significant 

terms, can be solved for the heat in the exhaust. This can provide an estimated 

imprecision of about 3%. Better precision is possible if data for the less 

significant terms are available. Using the simplified energy balance, the heat 

flow of the exhaust can be calculated from Equation 4-48: 

 gtfex WNHVmQ   (4-48) 
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 Figure 4-16. Significance screening of the terms in the energy balance 
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The temperature of the exhaust can be further calculated from the heat flow of 

the exhaust and the ambient temperature: 

 
ex,pex

gtf

ambex
Cm

WNHVm
TT




  (4-49) 

 

Estimation of the greenhouse gas emissions 

The fuel combustion in the gas turbine and the HRSG produces emissions of 

CO2, SO2 and NOx (mainly NO2). In the view of the ultimate necessity to reduce 

the global emissions of these gases, the mechanisms of their generation need 

to be understood. 

 

The formation of carbon dioxide (CO2) and sulphur dioxide (SO2) during fuel 

combustion can be modelled as a complete conversion of the fuel carbon and 

sulphur contents. For these gases, constant emission factors are defined. Thus, 

the emissions are estimated as directly proportional to the amounts of fuel 

burnt. 

 

However, the case with the nitrogen oxides is different. These can be formed 

from fuel-bound nitrogen as well as by oxidation of the nitrogen contained in the 

combustion air. In this case, the amount of the formed NOx depends largely on 

the firing temperature and the applied combustion and NOx reduction 

technologies. The latter are integral part of the gas turbine machine design. It is 

common for gas turbine manufacturers to specify guaranteed NOx levels for gas 

turbines and combined cycle systems (Chase and Kehoe 2004, “ALSTOM 

Power: KA10” 2003). However, due to the unknown composition of the exhaust 

gas, the estimate of the emissions of nitrogen oxides is not very precise. One 

methodology adopted by the United States Environmental Protection Agency 

(Alternative Control Techniques Document - NOX Emissions from Stationary 

Gas Turbines 1993) is based on experimental fuel-related coefficients. This is 

used to calculate the NOx emissions from gas turbines and heat recovery steam 

generators. Any estimates of other fuels than hydrocarbon-based ones - e.g. 
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biogas, containing some carbon monoxide (CO), must be treated with caution. 

However, as these fuels have much lower heating values, it is expected that 

they shouldn‟t produce higher NOx emission levels than the hydrocarbon fuels. 

 

The discussed NOx estimation procedure (Alternative Control Techniques 

Document - NOX Emissions from Stationary Gas Turbines 1993), defines NOx 

emission indices, specific for each fuel burnt, which relate the emission level 

given in ppmvd to mass of NOx per unit burnt fuel (e.g. [lb NOx] / [1000 lb 

fuel]). Thus, for a given fuel, mass flow based emission factors can be defined, 

relating the amount of fuel burnt to the amount of generated NOx. 

 

4.3.3. Summary of the gas turbine performance model 

The elements of the gas turbine model need to be applied systematically in 

order to produce consistent estimates. One possible algorithm, employing the 

gas turbine model is shown in Figure 4-17. This diagram represents a 

procedure where the power generation at full load is calculated as a function of 

the ambient temperature. 
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 Figure 4-17. Algorithm for gas turbine simulation 
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The model requires the various regression coefficients, ambient temperature 

and the heating value of fuel. Finally, as it provides one degree of freedom, it 

requires either the fuel flow or the shaft power to be specified. The calculation 

estimates the intermediate parameters and produces a final estimate of the 

mass flow and temperature of the exhaust and an estimate of either the fuel 

flow or the shaft power, depending on the chosen specification. 

 

4.4. Fired steam boilers 

4.4.1. Performance model 

The steam boilers can be modelled in two alternative ways – with a constant 

efficiency model or with a variable efficiency model. The constant efficiency 

model is linear: 

 genstm

Blr

BF hmQ 



1

 (4-50) 

This merely takes the net heat required for steam generation and divides it by 

the boiler efficiency. 

 

However, in reality the boiler efficiency varies significantly with the load. In order 

to formulate a better model, it is necessary to understand the nature of the heat 

losses from boilers. Figure 4-18 illustrates typical temperature - load profiles for 

a fired steam boiler and the associated heat losses. The main loss mechanisms 

are the stack losses, the boiler blow-down and the casing losses through the 

boiler walls. 

 

If the model is to include the variation in boiler efficiency with load, avoiding 

non-linearity, a different form of the above relationship should be used. Here a 

modified version of the boiler model, formulated by Shang (2000), is defined: 
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 Figure 4-18. Temperature profiles and heat losses in a boiler 

 

    prestmBDmax,stmBlrstmBlrgenBF hmRmam1bhQ    (4-51) 

 

This model allows the from the boiler blowdown to be accounted for separately 

from the other losses. The particular values of the performance coefficients for 

this model, referenced by Shang (2000) are a = 0.0126 and b = 0.2156, but in 

practice these would depend on the design, operation and maintenance of the 

boiler. 

 

The performance according to Equation 4-51 features interesting trends. The 

boiler efficiency represents the fraction of the fuel heat used to generate the 

useful steam: 

 
BF

stm
Blr

Q

Q
  (4-52) 

The following additional dimensionless parameters can be defined: 

 Relative steam load mstm,0 (mass fraction) – Equation 4-53. 

 Preheat ratio RPH (energy fraction) – Equation 4-54. For fixed boiler feed 

water conditions, this basically represents different boiler pressures. 
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0,stm

m

m
m   (4-53) 
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  (4-54) 

 

Based on the given definitions, the following dimensionless equation for the 

boiler efficiency can be obtained: 

 
  0,0,

0,

1 stmBDPHBlrstmBlr

stm

Blr
mRRbma

m


  (4-55) 

 

Using the relationship in Equation 4-55 and the coefficients from Shang (2000), 

curves of boiler efficiency as a function of the relative boiler load can be plotted. 

Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20 show such efficiency curves for boiler blowdown 

ratios of 0.01 and 0.10 respectively. 
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 Figure 4-19. Boiler efficiency curves for low blowdown ratio 

 

It can be seen, that for lower blowdown ratios the boiler pressure influence on 

the efficiency is less significant. In this case, for 1% boiler blowdown it is 

insignificant. Further, at higher blowdown ratios it causes significant efficiency 

variations. This can be explained with the fact that with increasing the boiler 

pressure, the relative amount of the required preheat also increases, together 

with the blowdown losses. 
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 Figure 4-20. Boiler efficiency curves for high blowdown ratio 

 

To summarise, the boiler performance model suggests that the boiler efficiency 

depends substantially on the boiler size, pressure and the current load. Of 

course, different boiler types and designs will feature different efficiencies and 

these differences must be captured by the regression parameters aBlr and bBlr. 

 

4.4.2. Estimation of the greenhouse gas emissions 

The emissions of greenhouse gases from fired boilers are also estimated using 

fixed emission factors for the emissions formed per unit of fuel burnt. The 

calculation procedure for obtaining values of the NOx emission factors for 

boilers is slightly different from that for gas turbines. The difference originates 

from the measurement units of the published typical NOx emission factors. 

 

Table 4-7 lists standardised emission factors used to calculate NOx from fired 

steam boilers. Knowing the fuel heating values, these emission factors can be 

converted to mass fractions of tonnes NOx emitted per one tonne burned fuel. 
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Table 4-7. NOx emission factors for boilers (Source - Energy, 

Environmental and Economics (E3) Handbook 2003) 

Fuel Type NOx Combustion Emission Rate 

(lbs/million Btu) 

Distillate Oil 0.140 

Residual Oil 0.370 

Natural Gas/Propane 0.140 

Gasoline 0.140 

Steam Coal/Coking Coal 0.950 

Electricity 0.550 

 

4.5. Heat Recovery Steam Generators (HRSGs) 

4.5.1. General considerations 

A typical temperature profile of a single-level heat recovery steam generator is 

shown in Figure 4-21. The heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) of a gas 

turbine is constrained by heat and material balances. In order to ensure the 

thermodynamic feasibility of the heat transfer for steam generation, it is 

necessary to account for the temperature differences in the HRSG sections. 

These must be larger than the minimum allowed temperature approach (Tmin), 

specified for the HRSG. 

 

In addition, the temperature of the flue gases in the stack (TSTACK) must be 

higher than the minimum stack temperature (TSTACK,MIN). The latter is derived 

from the acid dew point of the flue gas (TDEW,FG) and depends mainly on the fuel 

composition. 
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 Figure 4-21. Temperature profiles in a heat recovery steam generator 

 

4.5.2. Supplementary firing 

Heat recovery steam generators may apply supplementary firing, if necessary. 

As a result, the temperature of the gas turbine exhaust may rise up to 800 – 900 

C. The mass flow of the supplementary fuel is related to the additional heat 

needed and the fuel heating value: 

   
fuels

fuelfuelsfsf NHVmQ ,  (4-56) 

 

The total heat flow entering the heat recovery steam generator with the flue gas 

can be expressed as: 

 sfexin QQQ   (4-57) 

 

In general, the mass flow of the flue gas increases as a result of the 

supplementary firing. However, taking this into account complicates the 

synthesis model without any significant gain in the precision. This problem is 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 8 together with the optimisation formulation. 

In the equations, given in the following two sections, this mass flow increase will 

be neglected for the calculation of the steam generation and flue gas cooling in 

the heat recovery steam generator. 
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Using this assumption, the flue gas inlet temperature at the hot end of the 

HRSG can be derived as: 

 
exex

sf

exinHRSG
Cpm

Q
TT


,  (4-58) 

 

4.5.3. Steam generation 

The heat requirements for steam generation in each HRSG section are given in 

Equations 4-59 to 4-61. Note that Equation 4-59 also accounts for the heat 

losses with the blow-down. 

   preVHPHRSGBDHRSGpreHRSG hRmQ .,, 1   (4-59) 

 evapVHPHRSGevapHRSG hmQ ,,   (4-60) 

 shVHPHRSGshHRSG hmQ ,,   (4-61) 

 

The total heat requirement for steam generation is a sum of those for the 

different sections: 

 shHRSGevapHRSGpreHRSGHRSG QQQQ ,,,   (4-62) 

 

4.5.4. Flue gas calculations 

The flue gas in the heat recovery steam generator is consecutively cooled down 

in the different sections. The corresponding temperature calculations are given 

in Equations 4-63 to 4-65. 
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 (4-65) 
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The feasible temperature differences between the flue gas and the water / 

steam at the ends of the different sections are defined in Equations 4-66 to 4-

69. 

 HRSGMINVHPinHRSGinHRSG TTTT ,,,   (4-66) 

 HRSGMINsatVHPFGSVAPFGSVAP TTTT ,,   (4-67) 

 HRSGMINsatVHPFGSLIQFGSLIQ TTTT ,,   (4-68) 

 HRSGMINBFWstackstack TTTT ,  (4-69) 

 

As can be seen from Figure 4-21, among the constraints in Equations 4-66 to 4-

69 the active ones are only Equations 4-66 and 4-68.  

 

Also, as discussed in section 4.5.1, the stack temperature must higher than the 

specified minimum derived from the acid dew point, Equation 4-70. 

 0,  MINstackstack TT  (4-70) 

 

The temperature feasibility conditions form a set of inequality constraints, 

Equations 4-66 and 4-68. In order to apply them directly, the flue gas 

temperatures must be calculated for each HRSG section from their energy 

balances. This introduces non-linearity in the model, which cannot be used in 

the MILP formulation. The problem is tackled by simplifying the inequalities, 

converting them into heat flow constraints in the HRSG rather than explicit 

temperature constraints. 

 

The derivation starts by expressing the critical HRSG temperatures as sums of 

the ambient temperature (a fixed parameter) and the corresponding 

temperature differences as follows: 

 0, 


 HRSGMINVHP

exex

in
amb TT

Cpm

Q
T  (THRSG,in) (4-71) 
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 0, 



 MINSTACK

exex

HRSGin
amb T

Cpm

QQ
T  (Tstack) (4-73) 

 

The expressions in Equations 4-71 to 4-73 are multiplied by  exex Cpm   and the 

following forms are produced: 

   0,  AHRSGMINsteamexexin TTTCpmQ  (4-74) 

   0,,,,  AHRSGMINsatsteamexexevapHRSGshHRSGin TTTCpmQQQ  (4-75) 

   0,  AMINSTACKexexHRSGin TTCpmQQ  (4-76) 

 

The final step of the linearisation is to replace the mass flow of the gas turbine 

exhaust at current load mex with the one at full load mex,max, since mex is 

calculated by non-linear relationships. As a result, the inequalities in Equations 

4-77 to 4-79 are obtained. 

   0,max,  AHRSGMINsteamexexin TTTCpmQ  (4-77) 

   0,,max,,,  AHRSGMINsatsteamexexevapHRSGshHRSGin TTTCpmQQQ  (4-78) 

   0,max,  AMINSTACKexexHRSGin TTCpmQQ  (4-79) 

 

There are two reasons supporting such a transformation: 

(a) The gas turbine exhaust flow is approximately the same as the HRSG 

flue gas flow. This is because the largest supplementary firing fuel flow is 

often around 2% of the gas turbine exhaust flow. 

(b) The value of the gas turbine exhaust mass flow at any partial load is 

smaller than the one at full-load. 

Hence, if the modified inequalities in Equations 4-77 to 4-79 including mex,max 

hold, this automatically satisfies the constraints in Equations 4-74 to 4-76. 

 

The heat losses from heat recovery steam generators include losses from the 

stack, heat lost with the boiler blow-down and the radiative heat losses. The 

boiler blow-down could reach significant levels - up to 5-6 %. Therefore these 

losses need to be taken into account. On the other hand, the radiative heat 

losses through the casing are usually much more difficult to estimate. 
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Ganapathy (2003), gives an indication about the rate of the radiative heat 

losses in gas-fired boilers. The example calculation estimates it as 1.17 % of 

the fuel heat based on NHV of the fuel. This rate is well below the accuracy of 

all the regression parameters in the system model. Therefore, it can be 

neglected. As a result of this discussion, the HRSG heat losses can be 

expressed as in Equation 4-80. 

   preHRSGHRSGBDHRSGambSTACKexexLOSSHRSG hRmTTCpmQ ,,,   (4-80) 

 

The efficiency of the HRSG is: 

 
 

IN

BFWVHPHRSG
HRSG

Q
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  (4-81) 

 

4.5.5. Modelling the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from heat recovery 

steam generators 

Similar to gas turbines, the emissions of carbon dioxide, as well as sulphur and 

nitrogen oxides, are modelled as proportional to the amounts of the 

supplementary fuels burnt. The coefficients are the same as for gas turbines. 
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Chapter 5. Optimisation of existing site utility systems 

5.1. Problem formulation 

5.1.1. General description 

Utility systems are a key part of most processing sites. Cogeneration is usually 

an important feature of such systems, particularly from steam turbines or gas 

turbines, or a combination of both. On large processing sites the cost of fuel and 

power can be very significant and better management of the utility system can 

lead to significant cost savings. Such cost savings can often be accomplished 

without capital expenditure by more effective day-to-day management of the 

system. An optimisation model of utility systems is an important tool in 

determining the strategy for energy reduction (e.g. improved heat integration) 

on the site and for modifications to the utility system. 

 

The new models described in Chapter 4 have been incorporated, along with 

those for the other system elements, into an overall model for utility 

cogeneration systems. For many existing sites, the degrees of freedom of the 

utility systems allow significant opportunity for cost reduction through 

operational optimisation. This results from the complexity of the interactions 

within such systems, the continually changing demands on the system and the 

complexity of cost tariffs for power and fuel. This chapter presents an improved 

procedure for optimisation of utility systems based on the models, developed in 

Chapter 4, and algorithmic decomposition. The case studies considered show a 

significant potential for cost savings. 

 

The current chapter explores utility system optimisation. The objective is to 

minimise the system operating costs. The optimisation task is carried out 

accounting for a number of parameter variations. The tariffs for the purchase of 

power from centralised power generation and the sale of surplus power 

exported usually vary significantly throughout the year and during every day. 

Also, in some circumstances, the fuel is also subject to variable tariffs. This 
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means that many different operating scenarios need to be considered, both 

from the point of view of the management of the system and design system 

changes. 

 

5.1.2. Variation of specifications with time 

The utility system simulation and optimisation models assume steady-state. The 

set of specifications defining the system state includes the site operating 

parameters and market conditions. However, usually these conditions vary with 

time. The most important factors that change are: 

 The electricity tariffs; 

 The fuel feed-stocks and their prices; 

 The ambient conditions. 

 

The variations of the market prices of electrical power deserve special 

consideration. Power supply companies tend to reflect their operating costs 

according to supply and demand, with the highest prices at times of highest 

demand. As a result, there are two types of electricity price variations: 

 Seasonal. These variations are related to the changing ambient conditions. 

Usually there are two distinct price periods – summer and winter. 

 Current. Supply companies usually divide every 24 hour period into a 

number of load intensity periods - typically peak, semi-peak and off-peak 

time intervals with different power prices. 

 

Also, the price of imported power might differ from the price of export power. 

 

It is most convenient to model the different tariffs by introducing a series of 

operating cases. Each case is characterised by a different set of values for the 

system specifications. The impact of these varying site specifications on the 

different tasks concerning utility systems is different. For operational 

optimisation of existing utility systems, each individual operating case may be 

optimised separately. For synthesis and design, it is necessary to optimise 
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simultaneously the system topology, the equipment sizes, and the operation 

specifications across all scenarios. This results in so called multiperiod 

formulations for utility system synthesis (Iyer and Grossmann 1998, 

Mavromatis 1996, Mavromatis and Kokossis 1998b, Shang 2000). The 

multiperiod optimisation for synthesis is discussed in more detail later. 

 

5.2. Major degrees of freedom and trade-offs 

In order to understand the system-level features, it is necessary to identify the 

degrees of freedom and trade-offs in utility plants. 

 

5.2.1. Firing machines 

The first considered degrees of freedom relate to firing machines: gas turbines, 

boilers and heat recovery steam generators (Figure 5-1). Firing in utility systems 

is done mainly in gas turbines or boilers. A gas turbine can be connected to a 

heat recovery steam generator, in which some supplementary firing can also be 

applied. Apart from these basic options, every firing machine can use a different 

fuel or perhaps, a different combination of fuels and usually has its own 

efficiency, varying with the current load. 

 

Boiler 1 Boiler 2

Path 1 Path 2

Turbine 1

VHP

HP

HRSG
Path 3

Process

GT

FuelHRSG

FuelGT FuelB1 FuelB2

B1
B2HRSG

 

 Figure 5-1. Degrees of freedom from firing machines 
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5.2.2. Steam system 

Moving down the temperature scale, steam can be transferred between 

headers via letdowns or steam turbines (Figure 5-2). Generally, steam turbines 

have different efficiencies, varying with part-load. Hence, if there are two or 

more steam paths, connecting two steam headers, this introduces additional 

degrees of freedom for internal flow distribution in order to maximise power 

generation. Usually, large letdown flows indicate missed opportunity for 

cogeneration. However, let-down flows might allow a constraint in the steam 

system to be bypassed, for example if the steam turbines between two headers 

are all at their maximum flowrates. 

 

BFW

BFW

T11

T2
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Figure 5-2. Degrees of freedom and trade-offs in the steam system 
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Figure 5-3. Degrees of freedom - condensing steam turbines and vents 
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Condensing steam turbines provide utility systems with additional degrees of 

freedom, generating extra power from higher steam flows (Figure 5-3). 

However, in this case the cogeneration efficiency is lower compared with the 

combination of backpressure turbines and process steam usage. 

 

One final degree of freedom, that can be exploited, is venting of steam (Figure 

5-3). Usually, higher-pressure steam is too expensive to be vented. However, in 

some cases of relatively abundant low-pressure (LP) steam, the latter could be 

vented out to the atmosphere. As with condensing steam turbines, venting 

steam from LP headers also provides an additional degree of freedom to 

increase power generation via increased steam flows through the system. This 

option results in even lower cogeneration efficiency than that of the condensing 

turbine option. 

 

5.3. Implications of the hardware models on the optimisation task and the 

solution procedure 

5.3.1. General discussion 

The optimisation problems for existing utility systems, using the models 

developed in the previous sections, involve making continuous and discrete 

decisions. Discrete decisions relate to the operational status (on/off) of the 

different devices and the mode of interaction with the central electricity grid 

(import/export). The energy balances of the system elements contain non-linear 

terms. Thus, the model defines the problem as Mixed Integer Non-Linear 

(MINLP). If solved directly, this usually leads to computation problems, inherent 

to the currently available MINLP solution algorithms. Even the most 

sophisticated solvers, such as the Outer Approximation Implementation 

DICOPT++ (Brooke et al. 1998), do not guarantee robust performance and 

global optimality. 
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5.3.2. Successive Mixed Integer Linear Programming procedure 

Fortunately, it is possible to overcome this difficulty by fixing the values of some 

system properties during the optimisation to produce a linear optimisation 

model. This is followed by a rigorous simulation after every optimisation step. 

The linear optimisation is repeated, followed again by simulation, and so on until 

convergence is achieved. Thus, a Successive Mixed Integer Linear 

Programming (SMILP) procedure is established, as illustrated in Figure 5-4. The 

procedure in Figure 5-4 is characterised by relatively rapid convergence. In the 

case of operational optimisation it usually requires no more than five iterations 

to reach reasonably small error levels. The non-linearity effects, inherent to 

utility system parts, are discussed next. 

 

 

 Figure 5-4. SMILP procedure for utility system optimisation 

 

5.3.3. Non-linearity resulting from firing machines 

Gas turbines 

One source of non-linearity stems from the gas turbine model. This is the 

calculation of the exhaust temperature from the overall energy balance of a gas 

turbine (Equation 4-49). Both the mass flow and the temperature of the exhaust 

vary significantly at part-load. Therefore, it is not suitable to assume either of 

them as fixed optimisation parameters. 
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Steam boilers 

The steam boilers can be modelled in two alternative ways – with a constant 

efficiency model or with a variable efficiency model.  

 

The constant efficiency model is linear: 

 genstm

Blr

BF hmQ 



1

 (5-1) 

 

However, a more realistic system model requires including the variation of the 

boiler efficiency with load. In order to avoid non-linearity, a different form of the 

above relationship is used, which is given in Equation 4-51. The model is linear, 

while still accounting for the variation in efficiency. 

 

5.3.4. Non-linearity effects in the steam system 

Steam headers 

Steam headers are modelled as a sequence of a mixer and a splitter. Both 

mass balances have linear forms: 

 0mm hdr,total

inlets

hdr,inlet   (5-2) 

 0mm hdr,total

outlets

hdr,outlet   (5-3) 

 

However, the energy balance of the mixing features bi-linear terms for steam 

mass flows and enthalpies: 

 0hmhm hdrhdr,total

inlets

hdr,inlethdr,inlet   (5-4) 

Steam turbines 

The steam turbine model, in its general form features several sources of non-

linearity. 
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The first source is the calculation of the isentropic enthalpy change. This is a 

special case of estimation of steam properties. The synthesis problem involves 

also selection of header pressure levels, which result in more complex non-

linearity effects. The relationship between the turbine outlet pressure, the inlet 

steam conditions and the outlet ideal enthalpy from isentropic expansion is non-

linear. As a result, the Willan‟s line (Equation 4-1) becomes bi-linear because its 

slope and the intercept become variables. Also, the energy balance across a 

steam turbine (Equation 4-22), used to calculate the exhaust enthalpy, is bi-

linear. 

 

Letdown valves 

For isenthalpic letdown valves, both the mass and energy balances are linear: 

 0mm ld,outld,in   (5-5) 

 ld,outld,in hh   (5-6) 

 

For letdown stations with steam de-superheating, the mixing of the steam and 

the spray water cause the valve energy balance to become bi-linear, featuring a 

product of the steam mass flows and specific enthalpies: 

 0mmm ld,outld,DSHld,in   (5-7) 

 0hmhmhm ld.outld.outld.DSHld.DSHld.inld.in   (5-8) 

 

De-aerators 

The de-aerator, in general, also has a bi-linear energy balance, caused by the 

product of the inlet steam mass flow and specific enthalpy: 

 0mmmmm da,VBFWMKCONDda,stm   (5-9) 

 0hmhmhmhmhm da,Vda,VBFWBFWMKMKCONDCONDda,stmda,stm   (5-10) 
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5.3.5. Simplifications applied to the optimisation model 

In order to facilitate the optimisation steps and to apply the formulated 

successive MILP procedure, the following system properties are fixed during the 

optimisation steps. 

(1) The gas turbine exhaust temperature is fixed and the direct temperature 

calculations are excluded from the optimisation formulation. 

(2) The gas turbine performance coefficients (for the Willan‟s line) are fixed. 

(3) The temperatures of the steam headers and consequently their enthalpies 

are fixed. 

(4) The enthalpies and temperatures of steam turbine exhausts are fixed and 

the steam turbine energy balances are excluded from the optimisation 

formulation. 

 

These alterations to the rigorous model convert it to a linear one. Thus the 

optimisation formulation becomes a MILP problem. The non-linear effects are 

accounted for during the simulation steps of the overall optimisation procedure. 

 

5.3.6. Feasibility and convergence of the optimisation procedure 

The utility network is initially simulated to determine the temperatures of the gas 

turbine exhaust, steam mains and steam turbine exhausts. These values are 

further used as parameters in the MILP formulation. After each optimisation 

step, the resulting flow pattern is re-simulated with the rigorous model, 

calculating the actual enthalpies and temperatures. This process is repeated 

until the differences between successive values of the gas turbine exhaust and 

steam header temperatures are within a specified tolerance. This usually occurs 

within 2 to 5 iterations. 

 

5.4. Optimisation of existing systems – a case study 

Consider the utility system in Figure 5-5. This includes a gas turbine with heat 

recovery steam generator, two steam boilers, four steam turbines for electricity 

generation and two direct drive steam turbines. Three fuels are available to the 
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site, specified in Table 5-1. The site can import up to 50 MW of power at 0.045 

$/kWh and it could export up to 10 MW of power at the price of 0.060 $/kWh. 

The site power demand, excluding the drivers in Figure 5-5 is 50 MW. 

Additional site configuration data are given in Table 5-2. Table 5-3 lists the 

values of the steam turbine performance parameters. 

 

The MILP formulation has 118 variables, from which 22 are integer, and 102 

constraints. The typical CPU solution time for this problem is 0.01 seconds. 

 

 

 Figure 5-5. Initial operation for Scenario 1 

 

Table 5-1. Fuel data for the Case Study 

 Fuel 1 Fuel 2 Fuel 3 

 Fuel Gas Fuel Oil Natural Gas 

NHV (kJ/kg) 32502.8 40245.0 46151.8 

Price ($/t) 103.41 70.82 159.96 
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Table 5-2. Site configuration data for the case study 

Ambient temperature C 25.00 

Minimum stack temperature C 150.00 

De-aerator pressure bara 1.01325 

Boiler feed-water temperature C 80.00 

Condensate return ratio (-) 0.5557 

 

Table 5-3. Steam turbine performance parameters for the case study 

Turbine : stage L A B 

 (-) MW (-) 

T1 : HP-MP 0.228 0 1.96 

T1 : MP-LP-t1 0.010 0 3.15 

T2 : HP-MP 2.802 0 1.82508 

T2 : MP-LP-t2 0.193 0 3.15156 

T3 0.429 0 1.43 

T4 0.289 0 1.47 

T5 0.229 0 1.46 

T6 0.588 0 1.0445 

DRV1 0.100 0 1.5 

DRV2 0.040 0 1.53 

 

5.4.1. Scenario 1 

The initial operation is shown in Figure 5-5. This has been subjected to 

optimisation according to the described SMILP procedure (see section 5.3.2). 

The result is shown in Figure 5-6. As a result of the optimisation, turbines T2, 

T5 and T6 have been turned off. On the other hand, turbines T3 and T4 have 

been loaded to the maximum. The driver steam turbines remain in operation. 

Boiler B2 load is reduced to the minimum, while the HRSG flow is maximised. 

As a whole, the on-site power production is increased by 2.447 MW. The power 

import cost is reduced by 0.9359 MM$/y and fuel costs by 6.4145 MM$/y. The 
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total operating cost of the site is reduced by 7.3508 MM$/y, a 14% reduction 

with respect to the initial operation. 

 

 

 

 Figure 5-6. Optimal operation for Scenario 1 

 

5.4.2. Scenario 2 

In the second scenario, a situation with significantly lower LP steam 

consumption is analysed. The initial operation is given in Figure 5-7. The 

optimised operation for Scenario 2 is shown in Figure 5-8. This features similar 

changes in the operating statuses of the facilities. Turbines T2, T5 and T6 have 

been turned off. Turbine T3 has been loaded to the maximum. Interestingly, T4 

has been switched off. Regarding the driver steam turbines, the smaller one 

(DRV2) is off and replaced by the backup electric motor. The HRSG flow is 

again at the maximum with Boiler B2 switched off. For this scenario, however, 

the on-site power production is decreased. 
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 Figure 5-7. Initial operation for Scenario 2 
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 Figure 5-8. Optimal operation for Scenario 2 
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As a result, the power import is increased by 3.368 MW and with an increased 

cost of 1.2884 MM$/y, but the fuel cost is reduced by 7.6368 MM$/y. The 

overall reduction in the utility system operating cost is 6.3593 MM$/y, again a 

14% reduction with respect to the initial operation. 

 

5.4.3. Discussion 

The above two scenarios feature opposite trends for on-site power generation 

after optimisation. Scenario 1, for which the LP steam consumption is higher, 

tends to increase the power generation, considered alone. For scenario 2, the 

on-site generation decreases. The reason for these different trends is that the 

power import is cheaper than the on-site power generation. However, the much 

higher efficiency of the combined power and heat generation makes part of the 

on-site generated power even cheaper. As a result, any steam turbine load 

above the one satisfying the steam requirement is not profitable. Thus, for 

Scenario 1, which features larger LP steam demand, the opportunity for co-

generation is large enough to allow increase in on-site power generation while 

for Scenario 2 this is not the case. 

 

5.5. Conclusions for the optimisation of existing systems 

This chapter presents an improved method for optimisation of existing utility 

systems. It is based on a procedure for robust operational optimisation using a 

successive MILP algorithm. The procedure features a relatively rapid 

convergence, in most cases achieving the solution in at most 5 SMILP 

iterations. The approach has been validated using a realistic case study. The 

case study also illustrates the most typical feature of industrial utility systems – 

when the co-generation results in effectively very cheap cost of the part of the 

on-site generated power. The results from the case study also indicate that, for 

different site operating scenarios, the optimal steam flows, power generation 

and fuel firing may show quite different trends. This behaviour is closely linked 

to the problem of steam marginal price. It is evident that the latter is different for 
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different steam headers and even for the same header for different process 

steam demands. 

 

The developed optimisation procedure can also be applied to other types of 

utility system analysis. For instance, the capabilities of an existing utility system 

can be explored in order to identify the best directions for energy-efficient 

retrofits of the existing site processes and their heat exchanger networks 

(Varbanov et al. 2003). The next two chapters are devoted to the analysis of 

existing utility systems in terms of co-generation efficiency (Chapter 6) and 

steam marginal price (Chapter 7) 
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Chapter 6. Site power-to-heat ratio 

6.1. Introduction 

The Fuel Utilisation Curve and the R-curve (Kenney 1984, Kimura and Zhu 

2000) are analysis tools that estimate the upper bounds of the cogeneration 

efficiency of a utility system. Assuming an idealised utility system configuration, 

its co-generation efficiency is estimated for a given range of site power-to-heat 

ratios. In the initial version of the analysis, Kenney (1984) studied different 

configurations within utility systems, producing plots of co-generation efficiency 

versus site power-to-heat ratio. This plot was referred to as a „fuel utilisation 

curve‟, Figure 6-1. In Figure 6-1, the term boiler means a standalone boiler, 

while the other references to boilers – fully fired, supplementary fired and 

unfired, mean a heat recovery steam generator, using the heat from a gas 

turbine exhaust. This analysis was intended to provide quantitative design 

guidelines for selection of the equipment most likely to produce maximum fuel 

efficiency for a utility system. The findings made by Kenney (1984) were based 

on the assumptions of constant power-to-heat ratio (R-ratio) for gas turbines 

and fixed utility system configuration. 
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 Figure 6-1. Qualitative sketch of the fuel utilisation curve by Kenney (1984) 
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Later, aiming to provide better insights to site operational management and de-

bottlenecking, this concept was extended by Kimura and Zhu (2000). They 

employed the site co-generation targeting methodology developed by 

Mavromatis and Kokossis (1998a) to estimate the power generation of an ideal 

utility system. This allowed Kimura and Zhu (2000) to develop the so called 

„Ideal R-curve‟. By applying a path efficiency analysis, Kimura and Zhu (2000) 

attempted to redistribute the steam turbine flows in an existing utility system so 

that it operated at maximum fuel efficiency. This allowed the construction of the 

so called „actual R-curve‟, which gives a tighter bound on the utility system fuel 

efficiency. 

 

Both of the discussed approaches assume that the utility system would 

generate exactly as much power as required by the site processes. For the 

specified site heat demands they gradually varied the power 

requirement/generation and for each of the resulting power-to-heat ratio points, 

they estimated the maximum system co-generation efficiency. The plot (Figure 

6-1) started from R = 0 (see the segment labelled „B+BPT‟), which corresponds 

to zero power demand. At this point they assumed co-generation efficiency 

equal to that with backpressure steam turbines exploiting fully the steam flows, 

targeted for satisfaction of the site heating and cooling demands. Thus, the 

second key point in the plot is obtained for the latter system state. The resulting 

co-generation efficiency is very high, since there are only backpressure steam 

turbines in the configuration and the heat losses are minimal. After this point, for 

any larger power-to-heat ratio R, the authors assume that condensing steam 

turbines are added (Figure 6-1, the segment „B+BPT+CT‟). The only useful 

energy they can generate is the power. The energy contained in their exhausts 

is rejected to the ambient. This leads to significantly lower co-generation 

efficiency. In the beginning the condensing power generation has a very small 

share. This segment of the curve starts from zero condensing turbine steam 

flow, which is the point of full exploitation of the system co-generation potential. 

As the share of the condensing power generation increases with increasing the 
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site power demands, the system co-generation efficiency, represented by the 

curve, drops from the maximum one to the values typical for standalone 

condensing steam turbines. The second curve in Figure 6-1 shows how the 

curve with steam turbines only (‘B+BPT’ and ‘B+BPT+CT’) would shift if a gas 

turbine and a heat recovery steam generator are added to the system. 

 

However, this analysis has several limitations. It uses simplistic models for 

steam and gas turbines. Also, power import and export and steam generation 

by processes are not taken into account. The first of these two issues has been 

tackled in Chapter 4. The current chapter presents an improved model and 

procedure for generation of the ideal R-curve. 

 

6.2. Improved R-curve Analysis 

6.2.1. R-Ratio and the Co-Generation Efficiency 

Thermodynamically, the cogeneration efficiency of a site can be defined as the 

magnitude of energy flow utilised by the system versus the magnitude of energy 

flow supplied by primary sources. The cogeneration efficiency cogen and the 

power-to-heat ratio R are defined as. 

 
plysup

usggen

cogen
Q

QW 
  (6-1) 

 
usg

proc

Q

W
R   (6-2) 

These definitions differ from the ones used previously (Kimura and Zhu 2000) 

and allow steam generation from process waste heat to be taken into account. 

The definitions are illustrated in Figure 6-2 on a site utility grand composite 

curve (Raissi 1994). It is important to note that the heat supply accounts for 

both the fuel fired and the steam generation from process heat. The R-ratio 

accounts only for the steam usage. Heat from fired heaters that are not part of 

the utility system (i.e. not used for steam generation or boiler feed water 

preheat) should also be included in the calculation of both parameters. 
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 Figure 6-2. Ideal utility system configuration  for R-curve construction 

 

The operation of an existing site utility system needs to be optimised in order to 

best utilise the primary resources it consumes. One of the measures for this is 

the cogeneration efficiency cogen (Equation 6-1). In order to improve the site 

efficiency, there is a need for a targeting tool. The ideal R-curve provides this 

functionality. 

 

R-curves are built assuming certain specific utility system configurations. In 

particular, the ideal R-curve assumes the steam system to comprise of one 

steam turbine per expansion zone. However, different configurations of firing 

equipment result in different R-curves. The conventional utility system 

configuration is to combine steam boilers and backpressure steam turbines. 

Further, it is possible to add condensing steam turbines. Another option is to 

consider a combination of gas turbine with heat recovery steam generator, 

instead of, or in addition to, steam boilers. 

 

Finally, when the current system operation is expressed through the 

corresponding power-to-heat ratio (R-ratio) and current cogeneration efficiency 
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cogen, any difference in the efficiency between this current point and the ideal 

R-curve for the same R-ratio provides the target for efficiency improvement. 

 

6.2.2. R-Curve Construction – Case 1 

The first case of R-curve construction is the same as the case developed by 

Kimura and Zhu (2000). In the light of the definitions given in Equations 6-1 and 

6-2, this is a special case, where the utility system generates exactly as much 

power as required by the site processes, Figure 6-3. 
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 Figure 6-3. Case 1 of R-curve construction 

The general shape of the R-curve, corresponding to this procedure, is shown in 

Figure 6-4. It should be noted that at the R-ratio corresponding to the site pinch 

(designated as RPINCH), all the steam is let down through turbines and all the 

letdown valve flows are zero. 

 

B + BPT 

B + BPT + CT 

Rpinch  

+ = 

cogen  

R 
 

 Figure 6-4. R-curve for Case 1 (Wgen = Wproc) 
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The steam flows after the R-ratio for the site pinch can be thought of as a sum 

of the flows at pinched condition, plus the flows through a condensing turbine, 

Figure 6-4. 

 

6.2.3. R-Curve Construction: Case 2 

Previous publications on R-curve analysis (Kenney 1984, Kimura and Zhu 

2000) have not considered systematically power import and export options for a 

site. In this case, if the amount of the power generated by the utility system is 

differentiated from that required by the site, it is possible to adopt another, more 

flexible strategy for site energy management, which is capable of further 

improving the overall efficiency. 

 

For low power-to-heat ratios, starting from Wproc = 0, the cogeneration efficiency 

is high and the system can generate extra power above that required by the 

site, that can be exported (i.e. Wgen > Wproc). For very high power-to-heat ratios, 

the site cogeneration efficiency may drop below the efficiency of power import 

(Makwana 1998, Kimura and Zhu 2000). In this case, the cogeneration 

efficiency suggests power import, because the efficiency of generation of 

imported power is greater than that at the site. 

 

R

cogen Export

Import

central

RPINCH  

 Figure 6-5. R-curve for Case 2 (flexible generation) 
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The resulting R-curve shape for the case of flexible on-site power generation, 

allowing power import and export, is given in Figure 6-5. The efficiency 

improvement resulting from this flexible energy management is illustrated on the 

plot in Figure 6-5. The power export at low R-ratios and import at high ratios 

introduce the flat segments of the new R-curve. The incentives suggested for 

energy management policy are as follows: 

 Below RPINCH, the generated power is at a high efficiency. Therefore, it may 

be a good option to export power. 

 After the on-site generation efficiency drops below that of the centralised 

power generation (the line for central in Figure 6-5), it may be a good 

opportunity to import power. 

 

The R-curve analysis presents a target for the cogeneration efficiency for a 

given site power-to-heat ratio. However, it should be emphasised that this 

assessment is based on the efficiency and not the economics of the system. 

Thus, it should be considered as a tool, revealing the capabilities of the utility 

systems and not as means for rigorous optimisation of their economic 

performance. 

 

6.3. R-curve example 

A case study will be used to demonstrate the modified R-curve analysis. The 

basic data, used for the calculations, are given in Tables 6-1 and 6-2. There are 

four steam headers and a condensing (vacuum) main. An ideal utility system is 

assumed, which features one steam turbine between each of the headers. The 

heat recovery steam generator is assumed to deliver HP steam at 50 bara. 

 

The resulting set of plots is shown in Figure 6-6. First, a curve for the simple 

case of balanced power generation and a boiler is considered (B+BPT+CT). 

Here, condensing turbines are only used for values of R greater than RPINCH. 

This can be compared with the flexible generation strategy for the same system 

configuration (B+BPT+CT). Next, a gas turbine with heat recovery steam 
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generator is considered with flexible power generation for unfired 

(B+GT+UFHRSG+CT) and supplementary fired (B+GT+SFHRSG+CT) modes. 

It can be seen that the kink point for RPINCH for curves with a gas turbine is 

shifted to larger R-ratios. The reason for this is that for the selected gas turbine 

size of 18 MW, all the steam from the HRSG must be utilised, which increases 

the cogeneration potential. For all configurations, the flexible power generation 

strategy can offer benefits in efficiency by importing or exporting power where 

appropriate. 

 

Table 6-1.Steam header data for the R-curve example 

Header P Qgeneration Qusage 

 bara MW MW 

VHP 120.00 0.00 0.00 

HP 50.00 5.00 15.00 

MP 14.00 10.00 20.00 

LP 3.00 70.00 40.00 

COND 0.85 0.00 0.00 

 

 

Table 6-2. Site configuration data for the R-curve example 

PBFW = 120 bar 

TBFW = 85.0 C 

Boiler efficiency: 0.92 

Ast = 0.5 + 0.008 Tsat (MW) 

Bst = 1.18 + 0.03 Tsat (-) 

Gas turbine power : 25 MW 

Ambient temperature : 15 C 

Tmin for HRSG : 30 C 

Minimum stack temperature : 140 C 

Fuel cost : 0.015 $/kWh 

Price power import : 0.050 $/kWh 

Price power export : 0.040 $/kWh 

Rate of condensate return : 0.5 
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 Figure 6-6. R-curve example results 

 

6.4. Conclusions for the R-curve analysis 

R-curve analysis can provide some guidelines of where to seek eventual cost 

savings by providing insights into efficiency improvements in utility systems and 

outlining their co-generation and efficiency capabilities. However, the use of this 

tool has its inherent limitations. Being a purely thermodynamic technique, it 

does not account for costs. For instance, it does not account for different fuels 

with different prices or perhaps low-efficiency boilers burning cheaper fuels and 

more efficient boilers burning expensive fuels. In this context most efficient 

operation of the utility system does not always mean lowest cost operation. 

 

The approach, presented in this chapter, allows a thermodynamic analysis of 

utility systems. The most appropriate utility system for a site power-to-heat ratio 

can be suggested based on the cogeneration efficiency. 
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Chapter 7. Top-level analysis 

This chapter presents an approach to the analysis of industrial utility systems to 

determine the true value of steam savings and to identify improvements to the 

utility system. The potential benefits identified can be used to determine the 

economics of retrofitting the processes on a site to decrease their energy 

consumption. The approach builds on the robust optimisation framework for 

industrial utility systems, described in Chapter 5. A stepwise optimisation 

procedure is applied to determine the true marginal price of steam at different 

pressure levels and the constraints on steam savings imposed by the utility 

system. This allows the analysis of complex utility systems with automated tools 

for utility system optimisation. Steam at a given level can have different prices 

depending on how much is saved. This contradicts the common practice of 

attributing a single value to steam at a given level. The resulting top-level 

analysis provides a strategy for steam saving on total sites and modifications to 

utility systems. 

 

7.1. Introduction 

As described in Chapter 1, a typical industrial site comprises different process 

production units linked to a common utility system. The centralised utility system 

meets the demands for heat and power, creating indirect links between the 

processes. 

 

Generally, energy savings in industrial sites can be achieved through: 

 Retrofit of site processes to increase energy efficiency; 

 Utility system improvements; 

 Efficiency audits and operational optimisation of existing processes or utility 

systems. 

Each of these actions requires knowledge of the true economic benefits that 

can be expected as a result of their implementation, in order to justify any 

identified changes. 
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Considerable amounts of steam can often be saved by optimising and 

retrofitting site processes and their heat exchanger networks (Dhole and 

Linnhoff 1992, Asante and Zhu 1996). Although such projects might have the 

potential to save steam at different pressure levels, establishing the true 

economic value of such savings is far from straightforward. This results from the 

complex interactions within site utility systems. Thermodynamic analysis can be 

used to identify energy saving projects for existing industrial sites (Dhole and 

Linnhoff 1992, Raissi 1994). However, such analyses do not take into account 

the structure of existing utility systems, the performance of their components 

and the constraints imposed by existing equipment. 

 

7.2. Previous analysis method 

A method of top-level analysis was developed by Makwana (1998). This 

provided an approach to screening energy projects without the need to collect 

data from all the site processes. It required only collection and analysis of basic 

data relating to the central utility system. The methodology was based on the 

concept of heat flow paths through the utility system, distinguishing between 

current and optional paths. Current paths were analysed to find the scope for 

steam saving through reduction in process consumption. Optional paths were 

identified to utilise any steam surplus provided by the current paths more 

efficiently for the generation of additional power. 

 

The analysis recognised that each path had different power generation 

efficiency and attempted to pass any excess steam, resulting from a decrease 

in process consumption through more efficient paths, where this was cost 

effective. As a final result, the analysis produced steam marginal prices for 

different steam headers at different rates of potential steam saving. The original 

top-level analysis procedure (Makwana 1998) required explicit enumeration and 

calculation of the utility paths and was complex when applied to real sites. Also, 

it did not allow efficient automation. 
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To analyse complex utility systems, it is first necessary to employ a robust and 

comprehensive framework for modelling and optimisation of existing utility 

systems. In this respect, the current chapter builds on the improved hardware 

models described in Chapter 4 and the Successive Mixed Integer Linear 

Programming procedure for optimisation of existing utility systems, described in 

Chapter 5. 

 

7.3. Interactions when optimising under variable steam loads 

It becomes apparent that if steam savings are to be made on a site, this would 

change the demands on the utility system. Hence, the utility system optimisation 

needs to be considered in the context of variable steam demands. 

 

Figure 7-1 shows a site utility configuration with three steam generation 

devices. Boiler 1 fires coal to generate VHP (Very High Pressure) steam, while 

Boiler 2 fires fuel oil to generate VHP steam. A gas turbine firing natural gas 

produces VHP steam from a heat recovery steam generator, which can use 

supplementary firing using natural gas. There is a demand for VHP steam from 

various processes on the site to drive steam turbines on fixed drives with 

condensed exhaust. In addition, steam from the VHP main is expanded through 

turbines T4 and T6. Turbine T4 exhausts to the MP main also supplying steam 

to the HP header through the extraction outlet. Turbine T6 has extractions to the 

HP and MP mains and exhausts to LP steam. Turbine T5 expands steam from 

VHP to the LP main. Finally turbine T7 expands steam from the MP main 

through to condensation. There are demands from the processes for HP, MP 

and LP steam for process heating. 

 

To determine the economic value of potential steam saving for a utility 

configuration, such as that shown in Figure 7-1, is far from straightforward. For 

example, suppose HP steam can be saved in one of the processes through an 

energy conservation scheme. The decrease in demand for HP steam (Figure 

7-1) would produce a surplus of steam in the HP main. This implies that less 

steam would be required to be expanded from the VHP main and, in turn, this 
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would produce a surplus of steam at the VHP main. One of the steam 

generation devices could then be turned down to compensate for this, leading 

to a reduction in fuel cost. Each of the different steam generation devices would 

have different cost implications for turning down. 

 

However, turning down the generation of VHP steam and saving fuel is only one 

option. Another option could be to use the excess VHP steam, created by the 

reduction in HP steam demand, to generate extra power. The excess VHP 

steam could be expanded through turbine T4 and then T7 to generate extra 

power. 
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Boiler 2 
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GT 

to processes 

Coal Fuel Oil 
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LP Vent 
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Supplementary 
firing 
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 Figure 7-1. A site utility configuration 

 

Alternatively, the excess VHP steam could be expanded through turbine T6 and 

then T7 to generate extra power. A third option would be to pass the surplus 

VHP steam through turbine T4 and T5 and then vent at the LP main. Finally, the 

excess VHP steam could be expanded through turbine T6 to the LP main and 

vented. The benefit to be gained by such options depends not only on the cost 

of fuel and power, but also the performance and the constraints on the 

individual components in the utility system. Each steam turbine in the utility 
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system will have a different efficiency and each will have different flowrate 

constraints. Consequently, each option is likely to result in a different economic 

benefit. Thus, if there is a surplus of steam created because of an energy 

reduction project in one of the processes, then there are two general 

alternatives to exploit this saving: 

 Turn down the utility steam generation and save fuel, or 

 Use the surplus steam resulting from the energy conservation project to 

generate power more efficiently. 

Even for a relatively simple utility system such as the one shown in Figure 7-1, 

there are many complex interactions to be explored in order to determine the 

true economic value of steam saved at any one of the pressure levels. 

 

7.4. Stepwise Optimisation Procedure 

The complex interactions and trade-offs inside the utility system can be 

accounted for by exploiting the utility system optimisation for a number of 

different operating conditions. 

 

7.4.1. Steam Marginal Price 

The concept of steam marginal price is used as an indicator in the analysis. It is 

defined as the change in utility system operating cost per unit change in steam 

demand of a given header (change in steam header balance): 

 
header,stm

header
m

Cost
PM




  (7-1) 

It is important to emphasise that the change in the operating cost is taken 

between the optimal operation before the steam demand change and the 

optimal operation after the steam demand change for the current step. 

Obviously, the result is context-specific and, for different operating conditions, 

each steam header will have a different marginal steam price. Even further, the 

marginal steam price can change for a given header depending on how much 

steam is saved at the same header. In general, the steam balance of a header 

may be changed by: 
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 Increase / decrease in process steam demand 

 Increase / decrease in process steam generation 

 Switching a process demand from one steam header to another 

 Change to the utility system, e.g. shutdown of a boiler, steam turbine, etc. 

 

The new approach suggested here has the advantage that it uses a single 

criterion – the steam marginal price. Thus, the potential economic benefits from 

steam savings on the site are assessed using the same procedure regardless of 

the site scale or the modelling tools employed. 

 

7.4.2. Procedure 

The top-level analysis follows a stepwise optimisation procedure. In this 

chapter, it is assumed that the objective of the analysis is to reduce steam 

demand through energy conservation in the site processes. However, the 

algorithm itself is general enough to be applied to cases of process steam 

generation, or production expansion, resulting in higher utility demands or 

different operating cases. 

 

The initial step of the procedure (Figure 7-2) is to optimise the operation for the 

initial steam demands, using any available tool. This allows the true steam 

prices to be obtained in the subsequent steps. Next a loop is performed, 

comprising two major blocks. The first block determines the header with highest 

steam marginal price for the current steam demands and selects it for analysis. 

The second block exploits the capacity for a potential decrease in demand at 

the selected header. The demand is lowered in a stepwise manner with 

operational optimisation performed at each step. If a constraint on usage (or 

generation) is reached, or the marginal price for the header changes, the steps 

of demand decrease (generation increase) are terminated. At this point, a test is 

performed to determine whether further decrease of process steam demand 

(increase in generation) at any mains is possible. If so, the loop moves to the 

next iteration. Otherwise, the procedure is terminated. 
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 Figure 7-2. The algorithm of the Stepwise Optimisation Procedure 

 

It is important to note that in the description of the procedure in Figure 7-2 

above, it is meant a significant change in the steam marginal price. The reason 

for this is that due to the number rounding and the solution tolerances, the tools 

used for the optimisation usually produce certain smaller oscillations in the 

steam marginal price values. These small oscillations are not a result of any 

real change in the system behaviour and for the purposes of the procedure 

should be neglected. 

 

The procedure, shown in Figure 7-2 is designed to simplify the analysis and to 

enable the use of automated tools for utility system simulation and optimisation. 
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7.5. Top-Level Analysis of Generator-Only Systems 

First a system containing only steam turbine generators is considered. The 

steam flows through turbines of this type can change smoothly between their 

minimum and maximum limits because the shaft power is not fixed but is 

allowed to vary within certain interval. This results in a continuous decrease in 

the site operating cost. In the case of analysis for steam saving potential, this 

means a monotonic profile of the steam marginal prices. 

 

Figure 7-3 gives details of the conditions for the initial operating point and 

constraints on the flows in an existing utility system. The fuels in use are 

summarised in Table 7-1 and the site configuration data are given in Table 7-2. 

All steam turbines are assumed to have machine efficiency m=0.95, intercept 

ratio L=0.176 and performance coefficients according to Table 4-2. The current 

process steam requirements are to be examined for potential benefits of saving 

steam. 
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Figure 7-3. Top-level analysis of generator-only systems. The initial 

operation for initial steam demands 
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Table 7-1. Fuel data for the generator-only case study 

  Fuel 1 Fuel 2 Fuel 3 

  solid (coal) liquid (fuel oil) gaseous (natural gas) 

NHV [kJ/kg] 28000 40000 52000 

Cost [$/kg] 0.065 0.12 0.22 

[$/t] 65.0 120.0 220.0 

[$/kWh] 0.0084 0.0108 0.0152 

 

Table 7-2. Site configuration data for the generator-only case study 

Ambient temperature C 25.00 

BFW temperature C 45.00 

Cooling water temperature C 25.00 

Site power demand MW 68.000 

Minimum power Import MW 0 

Maximum power Import MW 50.000 

Minimum power Export MW 0 

Maximum power Export MW 0.000 

Unit Power Cost (Import) $/kWh 0.06 

Unit Power Value (Export) $/kWh 0.05 

Unit Water Cost $/kWh 0.005 

 

Figure 7-5 gives a plot of steam marginal price versus the potential steam 

savings for the considered system. The plot features six segments: three for HP 

steam savings, two MP segments and one LP steam saving segment. Note that 

within each segment there are slight marginal price variations, resulting from the 

non-linearity of the steam turbine performance. 

 

The curve starts from an optimised operation for the initial process steam 

demands (Figure 7-4). At this initial point, the HP extraction of turbine T4 is set 
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to its minimum of 15 t/h. The first HP segment saves steam by reducing the HP 

extraction of turbine T6. Part of this saving is realised by reduction in steam 

generation in Boiler 2 and another by increasing the LP exhaust of turbine T6 

and the LP vent. This segment is terminated by Boiler 2 reaching its minimum 

capacity. After this point any boiler steam savings are realised in Boiler 1. The 

second HP segment features further gradual decrease in the HP extraction from 

T4 and is terminated at its minimum of 15 t/h. The third HP segment in Figure 

7-5 exhibits interesting behaviour. As can be seen in Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-6, 

at this point both direct paths for saving HP steam are already exhausted after 

the first two segments. The HP outlet flows of turbines T4 and T6 are at their 

minimum limits of 15 t/h and cannot be reduced further. However, because 

eventual letdown of HP steam to the MP main, increases the enthalpy of the MP 

steam, the power generated by the condensing turbine T7 is always larger than 

without this letdown. This in turn makes it more profitable to save further HP 

steam instead of moving to MP steam savings. 
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Figure 7-4. Generator-only case study. Optimal operation for the initial 

steam demand 

 

After the HP steam demand is reduced to zero, there are two MP steam saving 

segments. The first one saves steam through the MP extraction of turbine T6 
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and is quite short. The second MP segment reduces the MP exhaust of turbine 

T4 until the minimum on the inlet steam for T4 is reached. Any further saving of 

MP or LP steam cannot be exploited for load reduction in the boilers, and is 

vented. 
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Figure 7-5. Steam marginal prices for the generator-only case study 
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Figure 7-6. Generator-only case study: steam turbine flows vs. steam 

savings 
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An interesting feature is that the marginal price of the LP steam is zero 

throughout the analysis. This can be explained from the relatively high efficiency 

of power generation through the path LP main / T6 / VHP main and the price 

structure of the site energy resources. The effect causes the site to be in power 

balance for any amount of steam savings. 

 

Figure 7-5 illustrates that it is in general incorrect to attribute a single economic 

value to steam at a given level in the case of energy savings in site processes. 

Its value at a given level depends on how much is being consumed, as well as 

on the fuel cost, power cost and so on. This contradicts the common practice of 

attributing a single value to steam for energy management and distribution of 

costs between different business areas on sites. 

 

7.6. Systems with Direct Drive Turbines 

 

 

Figure 7-7. Case study with driver steam turbines: fowsheet and existing 

operation 
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Direct drive steam turbines impose the additional constraint of fixed power to be 

produced by the machine. As a result, the steam flow-rates through driver 

turbines are virtually constant while they are in operation. However, if the utility 

system under consideration features low steam demands, then powering certain 

drivers with steam turbines may become less economic than to switch them to 

electric motors running on imported or site-generated power. As a result, the 

profiles of marginal steam prices and the steam flows through turbines take 

rectangular shapes. This type of behaviour is illustrated with a second case 

study (Figure 7-7). 

 

In this example, a gaseous fuel is used with a cost of 0.017 $/kWh. The cost of 

electricity for import or export is 0.034 $/kWh. All steam turbines feature 

machine efficiency m=0.95, intercept ratio L=0.176 and performance 

coefficients according to Table 4-2. Site configuration data are given in Table 

7-3. 

 

Table 7-3. Case study with driver steam turbines: site configuration data 

Ambient temperature C 25.00 

BFW temperature C 99.99 

Cooling water temperature C 25.00 

Site power demand MW 67.390 

Unit Power Cost (Import) $/kWh 0.034 

Unit Power Value (Export) $/kWh 0.034 

Unit Water Cost $/kWh 0.005 

 

Figure 7-7 shows the system flowsheet, together with the existing operation 

under the initial steam demands and system constraints. The driver turbines 

can be turned off and the drives switched to electric motors if necessary. 
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The top-level analysis procedure has been applied to the system, which results 

in the marginal steam price profile shown in Figure 7-8. The initial optimisation 

switches off boiler B1 and shifts all boiler steam production to the heat recovery 

steam generator (HRSG). The operating cost of the utility system is reduced 

from 34.5249 MM$/y to 34.1262 MM$/y (1.2% with respect to the initial 

operation). The small cost savings can be explained by the fact that all steam 

turbines are direct drives. As a result, any savings are realised through the 

steam load switch from the stand alone boiler to the HRSG and by minimising 

the flows through letdown stations and vents. The subsequent steps of 

reduction of process steam demand cause gradual decrease of the site 

operating cost. The cost reduction for saving HP steam (Figure 7-8) is again 

caused by lower fuel consumption in the HRSG as a result of direct decrease of 

the HP steam demand. 
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Figure 7-8. Case study with driver steam turbines: steam marginal prices 

 

After the HP demand reaches zero, initially the MP steam savings generate 

further cost reduction by reducing the flow through the HP-MP letdown, until the 

letdown flow becomes zero. This corresponds to 38.76 t/h cumulative steam 

savings. After this point, follows a segment with a zero steam marginal price. 

The reason for this is that there is no scope for reduction in the HP-MP let-down 
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flow, which is zero, and it is not economic to turn off any of the driver turbines 

DRV1, DRV2 or DRV6 and switch to electric motors. However, if the MP steam 

demand is further decreased, a break point is reached at 41.0 t/h total steam 

savings, at which turbine DRV2 is turned off and its duty is replaced by a 

backup electric motor. This results in a sharp increase of both the steam flow 

through the HP-MP letdown and power import. This switch of the operational 

mode of DRV2 generates the small segment with marginal price of 12.63 $/t 

between steam savings of 41.0 and 42.0 t/h. However, because the HP-MP 

letdown now has some scope for steam flow reduction, this causes the steam 

marginal price to jump up to the level of 13.41 $/t. Further reduction of steam 

demand continues until the complete exhaustion of the MP demand, and after 

that switches to steam savings through the LP1 main. These savings cause 

further change in the operating status of the high-pressure steam turbine 

drivers. At a total steam savings of 69.0 t/h, turbine DRV2 is turned on again 

and DRV1 turns off by switching the drive duty to an electric motor. This causes 

the steam marginal price to jump for a short segment to 7.12 $/t and 

immediately after that is restored to the previous value of 13.41 $/t. The scope 

for economic decrease in steam demands extends further to 72.675 t/h. After 

this point, until an eventual complete exhaustion of all the remaining steam 

demands on the headers LP1 and LP2, the steam marginal price is zero. The 

reason is that all further steam savings result in equal increases in the steam 

vent flows with no impact on the site cost. 

 

7.7. Top-level analysis as an indicator for utility system retrofit 

The steam marginal prices, derived from the procedure described in this 

chapter, can be used as indicators for process modifications and for utility 

system retrofit. 

 

The steam marginal prices reflect the true value of steam saved from energy 

conservation projects in the site processes. These marginal prices, together 

with the limits on steam saving, provide a strategy for energy conservation on 

the site without modification to the utility system. 
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However, the step changes in the steam marginal prices also give indications 

for potential modifications to the utility system itself. For example, the case 

study with generator only steam turbines (section 7.5) features a significant LP 

vent flow and no use of any LP steam savings under the current configuration of 

the utility system. This fact indicates that if the saved LP steam can be utilised 

in some way, this can provide a way for economic LP steam savings. For 

instance, it may be beneficial to indirectly utilise LP steam heating potential by 

preheating the boiler feed water. Another option might be to install condensing 

turbines fed by LP steam. At each step in the marginal steam price assessment, 

the R-curve analysis can be used to suggest changes to the utility system, 

which potentially can improve the cogeneration efficiency. The R-curve analysis 

represents a target for the cogeneration efficiency using the site power-to-heat 

ratio and reveals the potential to improve the cogeneration efficiency. 

 

7.8. Conclusions for the top-level analysis 

The top-level analysis procedure provides steam marginal prices and allows 

retrofit and operational decisions regarding site processes to be made. The 

procedure allows automated simulation/optimisation tools to be exploited. It 

decouples the low-level system modelling tasks from the high-level system 

analysis and allows the procedure to remain the same as the models evolve. 

 

The described stepwise optimisation procedure enables the analysis of systems 

with complex configurations, involving gas turbines, heat recovery steam 

generators, multiple boilers and multiple steam turbines. Even the most 

complex systems can be subjected to the analysis. 

 

The presented approach allows the true value of steam on a site to be 

determined and can be used to develop a strategy for energy saving on the site. 

The true value of steam depends on many factors including how much is being 

used. This contradicts the common practice of attributing a single value to 
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steam at a given level for the purpose of energy management and the 

distribution of costs between different business areas. 

 

Finally, only cases with potential for steam savings have been analysed by 

using top-level analysis. However, the new procedure decouples the utility 

system modelling from the top-level analysis. This allows to estimate how the 

site costs and steam prices would change in the case of an eventual capacity 

increase of the production processes. This generally involves an increase in the 

steam consumption. As already discussed, the new procedure is general 

enough to allow this kind of analysis also. 
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Chapter 8. Synthesis of new utility systems 

8.1. General considerations 

8.1.1. Conventions used in this chapter 

In the model description that follows, the members of the different sets are 

referred to by their respective sequence numbers in the sets. 

 

The variables are designated with bound types according to the GAMS 

convention (Brooke et al. 1998) as follows: 

 Positive: the variable may take positive values and zero. 

 Free: the variable may take any positive, negative value or zero. 

 

Some parts of the model have different versions for the simulation and 

optimisation formulations. Where this is the case, the equations are marked 

explicitly to which formulation they belong. The rest of the modelling elements, 

unless otherwise stated, are present in both the simulation and the optimisation 

models. 

 

The acronyms „MILP‟, „SMILP‟ and „MINLP‟ are used throughout the current 

chapter. They stand for „mixed integer linear programming‟, „successive mixed 

integer linear programming‟ and „mixed integer non-linear programming‟ 

respectively. 

 

8.1.2. Analysis of the problem of utility system synthesis 

As it was already outlined in Chapter 3, the problem of utility system synthesis 

is based on a non-linear model. The main non-linear features stem from: 

 Energy balances. Most energy balances in the system include steam/water 

flow mixing. The equations describing these processes involve bi-linear 

terms, featuring products of stream mass flows and enthalpies. 
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 Part-load performance of gas and steam turbines. For each steam 

turbine, the slope and the intercept of the Willan‟s line depend on the 

isentropic enthalpy drop between the inlet and outlet steam headers. In turn, 

the isentropic enthalpy drop depends on the current enthalpy of the turbine 

inlet header. Thus, all these entities become variables and the Willan‟s line 

becomes a bi-linear equation. The case with gas turbines is similar, although 

the non-linearity there is more complex, involving also the gas turbine 

intercept ratio. 

 Estimation of steam properties. Basically, the properties of steam are 

estimated based on experimental measurements, available in the form of the 

so-called „steam tables‟. Numerically, the steam tables are represented 

mainly by a system of regression polynomials with second or higher order. 

There are also expressions involving raising the arguments to floating point 

powers and the natural logarithm function. This makes the estimation of the 

steam properties highly non-linear. 

 

The synthesis also requires making of structural decisions. These involve: 

 Selection of equipment. The selection or exclusion of the equipment items 

such as gas turbines, heat recovery steam generators (HRSGs), fired steam 

boilers, steam turbines, steam headers, is modelled by binary variables. 

There are two types of decisions to be made regarding steam headers. First 

it is necessary to determine how many headers to select in the steam 

system and next – what pressure level to select for each header. Regarding 

gas turbines, fired boilers, steam turbines and de-aerators, it is necessary to 

decide how many of them to select, where to locate them, and how large will 

they be. 

 Selection of fuels. This is another important issue, especially in the light of 

the varying market availability and specific impacts of different fuels on the 

environment. The fuel selection, in general, can be captured merely by 

allowing the corresponding fuel consumption rates to vary between zero and 

some upper bound. However, in some machines, such as gas turbines, a 

single fuel must be used at any given moment. This calls for introducing a 
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selection status for each gas turbine fuel, which is modelled by a 

corresponding binary variable. 

 

Another dimension of the problem is the need to make certain operational 

decisions for the utility system. These are necessary in order to perform the 

weighted estimation of the capital and the operating costs for the different 

expected operating periods. This aspect of the synthesis model ensures 

flexibility of the designed utility system and incorporates the energy and capital 

cost trade-offs. The operating decisions are modelled by introducing binary 

variables for: 

 The operating schedules of gas turbines, steam boilers and steam turbines; 

 The mode of power import/export. 

 

8.1.3. Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions 

The emissions of oxides of carbon, sulphur and nitrogen cause various harmful 

effects on the environment and the quality of human life mainly by provoking the 

global warming and acid rain. In order to cope with the problem efficiently, the 

amounts of these emissions need to be reduced significantly. Therefore, the 

financial implications of emission reduction measures need to be evaluated. 

 

There are principally two ways of incorporating emissions reduction into the 

synthesis model: 

(a) Formulate costs related to the emissions. These may be financial penalties 

such as carbon tax, cost of abatement (sequestration), or simply a price that 

an industrial company is willing to spend on dealing with these emissions. 

(b) Enforce specified maximum allowed emission rates. 

 

The ultimate goal is to achieve low emission levels (ideally zero). This is 

reflected by option (b). However, in flowsheet synthesis, the optimisation 

process is computationally hindered by such direct constraints and results in 

infeasible optimisation problems. In addition, for certain fuels used in a 
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particular optimisation run, it may be impossible to achieve the desired emission 

levels. Therefore, a better way is to use option (a) and develop costs associated 

with the different types of emissions. The resulting emission rates can be 

calculated and compared with the desired ones after the optimisation is 

complete. 

 

8.1.4. Assumptions 

The method presented in this chapter assumes that the process heating and 

cooling demands and the site power demands are known. It needs 

specifications of the conditions of the boiler steam and the condensing header. 

The other assumptions are: 

 There is only one de-aerator in the steam system. This assumption is 

introduced for simplicity. More de-aerators could be selected in practice, for 

instance – one per boiler. However, the contribution of the de-aerators to the 

total annualised cost of the system is relatively small. Therefore, defining 

many de-aerator options would increase the size of the optimisation problem 

significantly without substantial gain in the cost results. 

 The de-aerator steam is drawn from the lowest-pressure (i.e. lowest 

saturation temperature) header. 

 The gas turbine energy losses can be expressed as a fixed fraction of the 

generated power. The issue is discussed in more detail later in this chapter. 

 The condensing steam turbines use water-cooled condensers. 

 The saturation temperature of the boiler main (VHP main) is higher than any 

process heating or cooling demand. 

 

8.2. Synthesis procedure 

As a result of the analysis in section 8.1.2, it becomes apparent that the 

complete utility system model is non-linear and involves structural decisions. 

Hence, the general problem is Mixed Integer Non-Linear (MINLP). 
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In order to use the advantages of the rigorous non-linear modelling and the 

robustness of the linear optimisation techniques, the design algorithm can be 

decomposed into an iterative sequence of rigorous non-linear simulations and 

MILP optimisation stages. Thus, the synthesis procedure follows a Successive 

Mixed Integer Linear algorithm (SMILP) for the optimisation of the initial 

superstructure, which extends the optimisation procedure, described in Chapter 

5. 

 

Select VHP steam P
based on process

information

Define virtual steam mains

Cogeneration targeting
of the steam system

Store the estimates

Build the superstructure

Select the number of actual
steam headers

Initialise capacities, flows,
enthalpies

Initial estimates of steam
flows and enthalpies

Superstructure construction
and initialisation

 

 Figure 8-1. Initialisation of the synthesis 

 

The optimisation problem is set up by using initialisation procedures (Figure 

8-1). First the VHP steam pressure is selected based on the temperature 

information from the site heating and cooling demands. Further, cogeneration 

targets based on a simplified steam system model are obtained. The targeting 

procedure also produces initial estimates of steam enthalpies for the main 

synthesis. Next, the number of steam headers is specified and the initial 

superstructure is constructed and initialised. 

 

The number of steam headers is accepted as a parameter by the design 

procedure. Obviously, for the synthesis problem, the number of steam headers 

is a degree of freedom, i.e. a decision variable. The more the steam mains, the 

better is the site heat recovery through the steam system. On the other hand, 
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the more the steam mains, the more piping and steam turbine costs would be 

involved. In the latter case, the steam turbine efficiencies would be, presumably, 

lower. This is not a straight-forward trade-off and its direct implementation into 

the optimisation model would lead to additional computational problems. 

Therefore, the number of headers is left as a parameter specification. The 

synthesis procedure should be performed for several numbers of steam mains, 

estimated as most reasonable by the design engineer. 

 

The steam turbine model used for targeting assumes that steam turbines have 

efficiencies equal to some upper bounds. In the studied literature sources and 

manufacturer data, the isentropic efficiency is usually at most 85% and the 

machine efficiency around 95-96%. Other features of the simplified targeting 

model include: 

 The steam system is assumed to include only single-stage steam turbines; 

 All temperature boundaries from site profiles defined as virtual steam mains; 

 Letdown stations in each backpressure expansion zone; 

 One steam turbine per expansion zone. 

 

The next stage of the synthesis is the superstructure optimisation and reduction. 

The current approach employs the relatively small sensitivity of the steam 

header enthalpies towards changes in flow patterns and of steam and gas 

turbine performance coefficients towards equipment sizes. This fact allows 

using a simplified linear version of the model for optimisation. However, as the 

linearisation introduces some inaccuracy, simulations are used to provide the 

necessary correction. As a result, the general MINLP optimisation procedure is 

decomposed into a sequence of MILP optimisation and simulation steps. The 

algorithm of the procedure is shown in Figure 8-2. 

 

The choice of pressure levels for the steam headers is discretised, following two 

previous approaches (Petroulas and Reklaitis 1980, Shang 2000). This 

discretisation is introduced in both the simulation and the optimisation models. 

The optimisation model simplifications include fixing the steam enthalpies as 
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well as the steam and gas turbine performance coefficients. Also, some 

equations, such as the energy balances of the steam turbines, are dropped 

from the optimisation model and only solved during the simulation stages in 

order to provide the necessary precision correction. The turbine performance 

coefficients are re-calculated and updated by the simulation application. 

 

 BEGIN 

MILP 

Convergence 
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Initialisation 
(+ Simulation) 

NO 

END 
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Simulation 

Construct and initialise 
the superstructure 

Update 
enthalpies and 
performance 
coefficients 

 

 Figure 8-2. Synthesis procedure 

The simulation stages are performed by a MS-Windows executable application 

written in Object Pascal and compiled using Borland® Delphi™ 7 Professional. 

The MILP optimisation is performed using GAMS® 2.00 with CPLEX as a MILP 

solver. 

 

To summarise, the new procedure for utility system synthesis is based on a 

rigorous non-linear model used in simulation stages and a simplified 

optimisation model. As a result, the overall optimisation procedure becomes 

Successive Mixed Integer Linear, achieving a better robustness and accuracy 

compared to previous methods. 

 

The simulation and the MILP optimisation environments exchange data through 

three mechanisms: 
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(a) True parameters. These are modelling entities that appear as parameters 

(constants) in both the simulation and the optimisation formulations. 

(b) Variables. These are modelling entities that appear as variables in both the 

simulation and the optimisation formulations. 

(c) Pseudo-parameters. These modelling entities appear as variables in the 

simulations, but are passed as parameters to the optimisation. The pseudo-

parameters are mainly performance characteristics. 

(d) Feedback variables. These are decision variables in the optimisation 

formulation. They are explained next in more detail. 

 

As a part of the interaction between the two environments, the simulation 

application exports the values of the entities of types (a) to (c). However, only 

the variables, constituting the system degrees of freedom, are fed back to the 

simulation after each MILP stage completes. In this thesis, the latter are 

referred to as feedback variables (see mechanism (d) above). These include: 

 Selection and schedules of the devices; 

 Current loads; 

 Selection of steam levels. 

 

8.3. Superstructure construction 

8.3.1. Assumptions 

Letdown valves / stations 

The letdown valves in the expansion zones are assumed isenthalpic. No boiler 

feed water injection is considered. This is because, during synthesis, the 

letdown flows are mainly used to increase the enthalpies of the lower headers 

of the corresponding expansion zones. This may become necessary if the 

mixture of steam turbine exhausts produces wet steam. 
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8.3.2. Number of equipment options in the superstructure 

This section discusses the definition of the equipment options in the system 

superstructure. First, the option definition for steam turbines is discussed and 

then the principle for definition of the equipment options is derived by 

generalisation. 

 

Defining the steam turbine options 

Each two successive steam headers form an expansion zone. The expansion 

zones in the utility system are numbered from high to low temperature 

according to the number of their lower steam level. The numbering starts from 

one. 

 

If both the upper and the lower steam pressure levels are fixed, then a number 

of component steam turbines can be defined in order to form a superstructure. 

 

Previous researchers (Mavromatis and Kokossis 1998b, Mavromatis 1996, 

Shang 2000) defined the superstructure in an expansion zone as a combination 

of discrete component steam turbines sized to the turbine steam flows identified 

by targeting with the Utility Grand Composite Curves for a number of operating 

cases. After the subsequent structure-parameter optimisation, those component 

turbines may operate at full or part load. However, using this generation 

scheme (Mavromatis and Kokossis 1998b, Mavromatis 1996, Shang 2000), the 

number of component turbine combinations in the superstructure grows rapidly 

with the number of operating cases considered. 

 

In the current synthesis method, a simpler and more efficient approach is used. 

Consider a number of operating periods, as illustrated in Figure 8-3. It can be 

concluded that in the final optimised flowsheet, the number of selected 

component turbines in each zone will be at most equal to the number of the 

operating cases. Also, even one large component turbine is a feasible design 

decision for an expansion zone. 
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As a result, the number of the operating scenarios in the specification of the 

synthesis problem can be used to define the number of the steam turbine 

options in the steam network superstructure, as shown in Figure 8-4. 

 

 

Steam flow - period 1 

Steam flow - period 2 

Steam flow - period 3 

 

Figure 8-3. Example steam flows through an expansion zone for three 

periods 

 

 

CST1 CSTSC CSTNSC 

 

Figure 8-4. Component steam turbine superstructure for an expansion 

zone 

 

General equipment options definition 

Similar to the choice of steam turbines, each of the other equipment types is 

represented in the superstructure by a number of options based on the number 

of the operating periods. The same basic argument applies - in the final optimal 

structure it is not likely that more devices of a given type than the number of 
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operating periods will be selected. More specifically, the following rules are 

used: 

 Fired steam boilers. A minimum number of steam generators is defined 

later in this chapter. Also, two main boiler types are distinguished – 

packaged and field erected. Therefore, for each boiler type the 

superstructure will contain a number of boilers equal either to the number of 

operating periods, or to the minimum number of steam generators, 

whichever is greater. 

 Gas turbines with heat recovery steam generators. In the superstructure 

are defined as many gas turbine options as the number of the operating 

periods. 

 

8.3.3. Choice of the pressure levels of the steam headers 

Mavromatis (1996), Mavromatis and Kokossis (1998b) and Shang (2000), 

consider the choice of steam levels and the preliminary utility system synthesis 

in separate stages. The main reason for this separation is the relatively large 

superstructure of discrete component equipment items (steam and gas turbines, 

boilers, etc.), defined by these authors. However, as discussed in the previous 

section, the number of the equipment options in the initial superstructure may 

be significantly reduced without sacrificing the generality of the formulation. This 

allows the choice of pressure levels for each steam header and the preliminary 

utility system synthesis to be made simultaneously. 

 

In order to choose the optimal steam levels, a set of discrete steam level 

candidates for each header is introduced in the superstructure.  
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Figure 8-5. Defining the intervals in the heat source and heat sink 

cascades 

 

Each segment in the site heat source profile is intended to supply heat to the 

steam system. The heat from any segment with a target temperature higher 

than that of the chosen lowest steam saturation temperature for the site is used 

to raise steam. The steam is generated at the lower temperature of the heat 

source segment. Similarly, the heat needed by any segment of the heat sink 

profile is supplied at the higher segment temperature. Based on this principle, 

the site heat source and heat sink cascades are defined, comprising intervals 

as shown in Figure 8-5. 

 

Along the heat demand axis,
partition each site profile

separately into equal intervals

Along the temperature axis,
partition each site profile into

equal intervals

Allocate steam level
candidates

 

Figure 8-6. Partitioning procedure 

 

Another important issue is the derivation of the candidate pressure levels for 

steam mains. The candidates are defined among the temperature boundaries in 
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the site heat profiles (both source and sink). They are grouped into candidate 

intervals depending on the specified number of steam mains. Further, the 

temperature boundaries enclosed in the intervals are assigned as header 

candidates for the corresponding steam mains. The partitioning procedure is 

summarised in the diagram in Figure 8-6. A typical outcome of such partitioning 

of the site profiles is illustrated in Figure 8-7. It is important to stress that this 

procedure uses the equal temperature and enthalpy intervals only to initialise 

the partitioning. The equal partitioning along the temperature axis favours lower 

steam turbine costs. Similarly, the equal partitioning along the heat axis favours 

the site heat recovery through the steam system. 
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 Figure 8-7. Partitioning of the site profiles 

 

8.3.4. Construction of the steam network superstructure 

The superstructure in the steam network includes parts for each steam 

expansion zone. Their definition takes the site heat cascades and adds to them 

a steam cascade. The complete superstructure for the intermediate 

backpressure expansion zones is shown in Figures 8-8 and 8-9. In the context 

of an expansion zone, several steam turbine options are defined. The number 

of options is equal to the number of operating scenarios considered. 
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 Figure 8-8. Steam level candidates above the component steam turbines 
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 Figure 8-9. Steam level candidates below the component steam turbines 
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Additionally, each steam turbine option has several variants. The variants for a 

steam turbine option are defined by connecting the turbine option with each 

upper steam level candidate and each lower steam level candidate. The 

diagrams show the connection of each steam level candidate with each steam 

turbine option. 

 

 
VHP main 

 

 Figure 8-10. Superstructure of zone No.1 
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 Figure 8-11. Superstructure of the condensing expansion zone 
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The first backpressure expansion zone and the condensing expansion zone are 

different from the others. Zone No.1 (Figure 8-10) has the VHP main as its 

upper header and the only turbine option variants arise from the consideration 

of its lower header (hdr=1). The condensing zone (Figure 8-11) has a fixed 

lower header and a set of steam level candidates for its upper header. 

 

In order to construct the complete structure, models of the different system 

parts are necessary. The following sections discuss the different model parts 

with regard to their application to utility system synthesis. This includes the 

definition and description of the corresponding parameters, variables and 

equations. The major components to model are steam boilers, gas turbines and 

heat recovery steam generators, steam turbines, the steam distribution network, 

the site processes and other subsystems - for example the de-aerator. 

 

8.4. Site scope model 

8.4.1. Operating scenarios 

The operational variations, discussed in Chapter 5 - section 5.1.2 on 

optimisation of existing utility systems, are also valid for the case of synthesis of 

new systems. In a similar way, these variations are modelled by introducing a 

number of operating scenarios (periods) and assigning different values to the 

properties of the modelling entities for each period. 

 

The optimisation model defines a set for the different operating scenarios. This 

is given in Table 8-1.  

 

Table 8-1. Set for the operating senarios 

Index Set Name Members 

sc Operating scenarios Scenario enumerations, 

e.g. ‘winter’, ‘summer’ 
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8.4.2. Site parameters 

There are a number of parameters, associated with the properties of the whole 

site. These parameters specify the length of the operating scenarios, basic 

economic data such as interest rate, capital cost installation factor, and the 

prices and emission factors of different external utilities. Other parameters 

include site pressure, temperature and enthalpy data. A complete list of the site 

parameters is provided in Appendix 4. 

 

8.4.3. Site variables 

The site variables reflect key site properties, which contribute to the site 

economics. These include the site power balance, power import and export, 

total fuel cost, power import cost, power export revenue and total emissions. A 

complete list of the site variables is provided in Appendix 4. 

 

8.5. Synthesis model of gas turbines 

Gas turbines can be used to co-generate power and heat. The power-to-heat 

ratio of gas turbines varies with their size and current load. The variation is 

within a wide interval, typically 0.18 to 0.72 (Gas Turbine World 2001). The 

general trend is that the larger turbines feature higher power-to-heat ratios, 

mainly due to their higher power efficiency. The same effect can be observed 

when comparing industrial with aero-derivative gas turbines. Higher power-to-

heat ratios can make very large gas turbines unfavourable for industrial sites 

with a substantial heating demand. However, on some sites (e.g. for natural gas 

liquefaction plants), there is a large and prevailing power demand and almost 

no use for the generated waste heat. 

 

The synthesis model of gas turbines, presented here, is an extension of the 

model described in Chapter 4. 
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8.5.1. Sets, parameters and variables 

Sets for gas turbines and fuels 

One gas turbine set is introduced, which has members 'gt1', 'gt2' and so on, 

Table 8-2. The exact number of the gas turbine options depends on the number 

of operating scenarios, as well as the goals of the designer. The main reason to 

have more than one gas turbine option is that it is uncommon to manufacture 

gas turbines with power production capacities larger than about 300 MW. In the 

set of the analysed gas turbines from Gas Turbine World (2001), the largest one 

is manufactured by ABB Alstom and has a capacity of 265 MW. Thus, if the site 

power requirements are larger than 265 MW, a second gas turbine option 

ensures that the utility system can satisfy the site power demands entirely by 

gas turbines. 

 

Table 8-2. Gas turbine options and fuels 

Index Set Name Members 

gto Alternative gas turbine 

options 

e.g. 'gt1' : first gas turbine option, 'gt2' : 

second gas turbine option, etc. 

gtf Gas turbine fuels. Subset 

of site fuels. 

'nat_gas', 'fuel_gas', „diesel‟, „bio‟ 

 

A second issue in this regard is that of equipment reliability, i.e. to make sure 

that if one gas turbine fails, another one could cover the resulting power deficit 

completely or partially. This can be even a mandatory requirement for sites in 

locations far from any connections to an external grid, or for power dominated 

processes such as natural gas liquefaction. In the current thesis it is assumed 

that if any power generator fails, it is always possible to cover the deficit by 

increasing the power import or reducing the export. 
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Gas turbine parameters 

The parameters of the gas turbine synthesis model specify mainly operating 

conditions, performance coefficients and upper and lower bounds on different 

gas turbine properties. The gas turbine parameters are listed in Appendix 4. 

 

It is necessary to clarify the term conductance, used later in this chapter, as 

well as in the notation in Appendix 4. This is the term used by Foster-Pegg 

(1986) to designate the UA value of a heat exchanger, and is also adopted in 

this thesis. 

 

Regarding the parameter mVLF (upper bound on fuel flow), its exact value must 

not be specified to be too high. The reason lies in the implementation of the 

numerical optimisation by most software packages. In GAMS, the binary 

variables are implemented as floating-point ones with implicitly imposed 

constraints to assume only the values 0 and 1. Thus, they might take floating-

point values close to 0 and 1 within the current tolerances. The default integer 

variable tolerance is 10-6. Thus any value of mVLF equal to 106 or larger would 

cause the corresponding logical constraints to appear feasible when they 

should not be. 

 

Gas turbine variables 

The variables for the gas turbine module include properties of the gas turbines 

and their heat recovery steam generators. A complete list is given in Appendix 

4. 

 

8.5.2. Gas turbine configuration 

Each of the gas turbines is connected to a heat recovery steam generator 

(HRSG), Figure 8-12. The reason for this is that without the HRSG, the 

cogeneration efficiency of the resulting scheme would be equal to the power 

efficiency of the gas turbine only. This in turn, would lead to very poor fuel 

utilisation. Thus, the major advantage of a gas turbine system for incorporation 
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into industrial utility systems would be lost. The model allows selection of more 

than one gas turbine and many fuel options for each turbine, optimising the 

consumption of the selected fuels. 
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 Figure 8-12. Configuration of gas turbine options 

 

8.5.3. Factors considered in the gas turbine synthesis model 

Gas turbine size 

The performance of the gas turbines at ISO conditions (Pambient = 1 atm; Tambient 

= 15 C, 60% relative humidity) has been analysed from sets of catalogue data 

(Gas Turbine World 2001). The performance variables include the heat flow 

released by fuel combustion, the heat contained in the exhaust and the turbine 

capital cost. These three properties, when analysed against the ISO power, fit 

very well to linear regression equations and the statistical analysis confirms the 

validity of the models. Chapter 9 gives more detail on the particular analysis, 
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which has been performed as part of the case study. The actual values for the 

model coefficients are given in Appendix 5. 

 

Ambient conditions 

In practice, the performance of each gas turbine varies with changing the 

ambient conditions. These include the temperature and humidity of the ambient 

air as well as the site elevation above the sea level. For precise estimation of 

the power and heat generation by a gas turbine, the appropriate corrections, 

reflecting the operating conditions, need to be applied. This is usually done by 

using different correction plots supplied by the gas turbine manufacturers. 

Manufacturer sources (Brooks 2004) claim that such correction curves are 

individual for each gas turbine. This makes it difficult to predict the performance 

corrections when the ambient conditions are varied for a number of different gas 

turbines from many manufacturers. Therefore, for the utility system synthesis 

the gas turbines are only compared on the basis of their ratings at ISO 

conditions and the influence of the ambient conditions is not considered. 

 

Fuel heating value 

Gas turbines can use different gaseous and liquid fuels. They have different 

properties. From the point of view of gas turbine performance the most 

significant property is the fuel heating value. It has been found that different fuel 

heating values influence gas turbine performance both at full-load and at part-

load (Carcasci et al. 2000, Colitto Cormacchione and Facchini 2001). The effect 

of the fuel heating value on gas turbine performance with regard to the 

synthesis problem is discussed below. 

 

The paper by Carcasci et al. (2000) investigates the variations of gas turbine 

power efficiency, power output, pressure ratio, and exhaust temperature of four 

gas turbines. It relates these properties to the Lower Heating Value (LHV) of the 

fuel used. The study covers both full-load and part-load performance. The load 

ranges considered are different for each turbine, but do not fall below 69% of 
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the full load. The most likely reason for this may be that below this value the 

efficiency of gas turbines drops sharply and there is no interest in lower partial 

loads. 

 

Full-load performance with different fuels 

The results from the paper by Carcasci et al. (2000) have been analysed with 

respect to the changes in the regression coefficients for full-load performance of 

gas turbines (Equation 4-12). The resulting coefficients do show some variation 

depending on the fuel type. However, they are relatively small (Figure 8-13) and 

are comparable with the residuals for the analysis of the larger data set for full 

load and natural gas as fuel (Gas Turbine World 2001). Thus, the fuel-bound 

variations in the performance coefficients for full load should be accounted for 

only when simulating particular gas turbines in existing systems. For the 

synthesis model, however, they are neglected. 
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Figure 8-13. Variation of the fuel heat regression coefficients with 

fuel heating value 

 

Part-load performance with different fuels 
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Another important issue for the gas turbine model construction is to characterise 

the influence of the fuel heating value on the part-load performance. To a large 

degree, this is determined by the gas turbine intercept ratio Lgt. Data for four 

different gas turbines from a literature source (Carcasci et al. 2000) have been 

analysed. 

 

Table 8-3. Analysis of the intercept ratio based on Carcasci et al. (2000) 

GT Model W (ISO) Pressure ratio Lgt  

(Natural gas) 

Lgt 

(Biomass gas) 

 MW (-) (-) (-) 

GE MS9001E 127.22 12.33 0.06805 0.06494 

KWU V64.3A 70 16.6 0.08128 0.07336 

ABB GTX100 43 20 0.09428 0.07988 

NP PGT10B 11.15 15.6 0.13591 0.11138 

Fuel heating values (kJ/kg) 

Natural gas  Gasified biomass 

48608.7 7340.0 
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 Figure 8-14. Analysis of the intercept ratio based on Carcasci et al. (2000) 
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The intercept ratios can be related to the gas turbine size or to the turbine 

pressure ratio. For this study, the first option has been chosen, as 

manufacturers tend to use quite different pressure ratios for turbines of similar 

sizes. The regression results are presented in Table 8-3 and Figure 8-14. 

 

The results indicate that the gas turbine intercept ratio LGT changes non-linearly 

with the turbine size. Moreover, a different curve is obtained for every fuel, 

based on its heating value. 

 

The data in Table 8-3 and the curves in Figure 8-14 show that the influence of 

different fuels on the gas turbine intercept ratio is significant. 

 

8.5.4. Estimation of the properties of the GT exhaust 

As already discussed in Chapter 4, the mass flow of the gas turbine exhaust at 

full-load (ISO) can be modelled directly by linear regression of catalogue data. 

The developed model introduced two possible approaches to modelling the 

mass flow of the exhaust at part-load: using the mass balance around the gas 

turbine and a direct regression approach. 

 

Direct regression is possible only if part-load data about all (or most) of the 

available gas turbines in the catalogue are available. Since this is not the case, 

the first approach, based on the mass balance is used for the synthesis model. 

This requires that the value of the fuel-to-air ratio of the gas turbine can be 

calculated for any part-load operating point. This is a very difficult task taking 

into account the lack of comprehensive sets of published or manufacturer data. 

 

However, the part-load performance data from the work by Carcasci et al. 

(2000) can be used to obtain approximate values of the trend followed by the 

fuel-to-air ratio of gas turbines at part-load. The paper discusses several 

different regulation systems and presents the part-load trends of the turbine 

efficiency, the exhaust mass flow-rate and temperature, and the pressure ratio 

for each of the following regulation systems: 
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 Mass Fuel Control (MFC), 

 Compressor Bleeding (CB), 

 Outlet Mass flow Recirculation (OMR), 

 Combustion Chamber By-pass (CCB). 
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 Figure 8-15. Fuel-to-air ratio correlation 

 

From these four regulation systems, the control of the fuel mass flow-rate 

(MFC) results in the best thermal performance. Moreover, an interesting trend 

has been observed – the gas turbine efficiency appears to be higher when 

using fuels with lower heating value. This is explained by the authors with the 

increased fuel mass flow and consequently – increased exhaust mass flow. 

 

The part-load data in Table 8-3 have been used, together with the heating 

values of the fuels (Table 8-4), to obtain a coherent model of the part-load trend 

of the fuel mass flow-rate. The best correlation established is between the 

relative fuel-to-air ratio fREL and the relative gas turbine power load 
MAXGT

GT

W

W

,

. 
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The correlation is shown in Figure 8-15. It can be seen that a distinct set of 

points form a different line. These are from the simulations of the gas turbine 

with a medium size of 40 MW. In this case, the different part-load behaviour 

may be caused by some specific design features. 

 

Table 8-4. Fuel data for the part-load analysis 

Fuel component Units Low BTU Fuel  Methane 

CO %Vol. 22 0 

H2 %Vol. 17 0 

CH4 %Vol. 4 100 

CnHm %Vol. 2 0 

CO2 %Vol. 13 0 

N2 %Vol. 41 0 

H2O %Vol. 1 0 

LHV (NHV) kJ/Nm3 7400 35810 

 

In conclusion for this section, the exhaust mass flow-rate at part-load is 

estimated based on relative fuel-to-air ratio versus relative power load. 

 

8.5.5. Gas turbine equations 

Selection, operation and fuel usage 

In general, each turbine in the problem superstructure can be selected or 

excluded independently. However, in order to facilitate the optimisation, every 

gas turbine option is allowed for selection only if the one prior to it is already 

selected, Equation 8-1. 

     1,01  gtogtoygtoy GTSGTS  (8-1) 

 

Further, gas turbines can operate only if they are selected in the design. The 

gas turbine operation status constraint (Equation 8-2) reflects this logic. 
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     0gtoysc,gtoy GTSGTO   (8-2) 

 

During each scenario each gas turbine may use fuel only if it operates. Also, 

under a particular scenario, only one gas turbine fuel must be selected if the 

turbine is in operation, Equation 8-3. 

     0sc,gtoysc,gtf,gtoy GTO

gtf

GTF 







  (8-3) 

 

The particular gas turbine fuels can be gaseous (e.g. natural gas, synthesis 

gas, biogas) as well as liquid (e.g. gasoline). The constraint to burn only one 

fuel at a time ensures that no liquid fuel is mixed with a gaseous one. However, 

if the design engineer wishes to explore different gas-gas or liquid-liquid fuel 

mixtures, they can be defined as separate fuel feed-stocks on their own. 

 

Equations for the gas turbine full-load performance 

The synthesis model for gas turbines enables the choice of gas turbine size, 

expressed as maximum power generation WGT,MAX. As discussed in Chapter 4, 

this can be related to the fuel combustion heat at full load (Equation 8-4). An 

analysis of manufacturer-supplied data is given with the case study in Chapter 

9. The analysis reveals that the fuel heat at maximum load QFUEL,MAX does not 

depend on the operating scenarios. 

 

The fuel heat at full-load for each gas turbine is related only to the net turbine 

power at full-load: 

 (gto)WBA(gto)Q max,GTGTFGTFMAX,GF   (8-4) 

 

The required heat flows are generated by burning one of the available fuels. 

The fuel consumption at maximum load for each gas turbine can be expressed 

as a product of the fuel mass flow and its net heating value. This allows 

calculation of the fuel consumption at full load and ISO conditions, Equation 8-5. 
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      gtf,gtomgtfNHVgtoQ MAX,GTFGTFMAX,GF   (Optimisation) (8-5) 

  
 
 gtfNHV

gtoQ
gtf,gtom

GTF

MAX,GF

MAX,GTF   (Simulation) 

 

The gas turbine capacity WGT,MAX(gto) must be always kept above the minimum 

allowed capacity LowWGT and it must not exceed the capacity upper bound 

UpWGT. 

   0UpgtoW WGTmax,GT   (8-6) 

   0LowgtoW WGTmax,GT   (8-7) 

 

Part-load performance 

The power generation performance coefficients are calculated on the basis of 

the maximum fuel flow, Equations 8-8 to 8-10. 

         gtoWgtfbgtfagtfgtoL MAXGTLGTLGTGT ,ln,   (8-8) 
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    GTFMAX,GTFGTF

GTF

GT
GT,INT Agtf,gtomgtfNHV

B

gtf,gtoL
gtf,gtoW  (8-10) 

 

Having calculated the Willan‟s line coefficients, the power generation is then 

estimated for each scenario: 

 
      

    sc,gtf,gtoygtf,gtoW

sc,gtf,gtomgtf,gtonsc,gtoW

GTFGT,INT

GTFGT

gtf

GT



  (8-11) 

 

In Equation 8-11, the intercept coefficient WINT,GT is multiplied by the gas turbine 

operating status yGTF in order to allow zero power generation at current load 

when the turbine is not in operation. 

 

The currently generated power WGT must not exceed the gas turbine capacity 

WGT,MAX and may not be lower than the specified part-load. It also must be in 
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accordance with the operating status during different scenarios. This is ensured 

by Equations 8-12 to 8-15, which involve the slack variable sGTO. These 

constraints also enforce the validity of the fuel mass flow. It is necessary to note 

that when yGTO is zero, this allows the corresponding slack variable sGTO to 

assume any positive value up to the upper bound for the gas turbine power 

capacity. This, in turn, allows the current power from the gas turbine to be zero 

when the turbine is off. In this case, the actual value for the current gas turbine 

power WGT is forced to zero by the inequality in Equation 8-13. 

     0gtoWsc,gtoW MAX,GTGT   (8-12) 

     0Upsc.gtoysc,gtoW WGTGTOGT   (8-13) 

       0sc,gtosgtoWRLsc,gtoW GTOMAX,GTMIN,GTGT   (8-14) 

      0Upsc,gtoy1sc,gtos WGTGTOGTO   (8-15) 

 

The total power produced by gas turbines during each scenario is: 

    
gto

GTsum,GT sc,gtoWscW  (8-16) 

 

The selection of the fuels is synchronised with their flows as follows: 

     0msc,gtf,gtoysc,gtf,gtom VLFGTFGTF   (8-17) 

 

The heat carried with the exhaust gas is estimated from the simplified energy 

balance of a gas turbine, Equation 8-18. This is in line with the general model 

described in Chapter 4. 

         sc,gtoWgtfNHVsc,gtf,gtomsc,gtoQ GT

gtf

GTFGTFEX 







   (8-18) 

 

The performance data published in the Gas Turbine World (2001) have been 

analysed in order to obtain more precise estimates for the less significant terms 

in the gas turbine energy balance, mainly the casing and friction losses. It has 

been found that these could not be reliably estimated from the catalogue data 

by assuming a fixed value for the specific heat capacity of the exhaust gas. This 
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is because at the large gas flows even a small change in the heat capacity 

causes significant changes in the calculated values for the heat flows. No 

values for fuel composition or for the exhaust heat capacity are available in the 

catalogue. 

 

Next, the mass flow of the exhaust at full load is estimated. This is done by 

using a regression equation of the following form: 

    gtoWBAgtom MAX,GTMEXMEXMAX,EX   (8-19) 

 

The relative gas turbine load is used to obtain the relative fuel-to-air ratio with 

respect to the one at full load: 

  
 

 gtoW

sc,gtoW
basc,gtof

MAX,GT

GT
frelfrelREL   (8-20) 

 

Next, the fuel mass flow at full-load is used to calculate the fuel-to-air ratio at full 

load: 

  
 

   gtf,gtomgtom

gtf,gtom
gtf,gtof

MAX,GTFMAX,EX

MAX,GTF

MAX


  (8-21) 

 

The value of the fuel-to-air ratio at the current load is then obtained and used to 

calculate the value of the exhaust mass flow at the current load: 

      sc,gtofgtf,gtofsc,gtf,gtoR RELMAXFA   (8-22) 

  
 
 

 sc,gtf,gtom
sc,gtf,gtoR

1sc,gtf,gtoR
sc,gtf,gtom GTF

FA

FA
EX 


  (8-23) 

 

The temperature of the gas turbine exhaust can be estimated from QEX: 

  
   
   EXEX

GTFEX
AEX

CpVSFsc,gtf,gtom

sc,gtf,gtoysc,gtoQ
Tsc,gtf,gtoT




  (8-24) 

 

The multiplication by the fuel selection status yGTF(gto,gtf,sc) in Equation 8-24 

is introduced to prevent calculating unrealistically high temperatures when gas 

turbine “gto” is operating and fuel “gtf” is not selected. When 
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yGTF(gto,gtf,sc) = 0, then the exhaust mass flow mEX(gto,gtf,sc) must be also 

zero, but the gas turbine may be operating using another fuel. 

 

A special note regarding the calculation of the exhaust mass flow is necessary. 

When the gas turbine is in operation (yGTO(gto,sc) = 1), Equation 8-20 will 

calculate the exact value of fREL(gto,sc). Correspondingly, this results in correct 

calculation of the actual fuel-to-air ratio RFA and the current exhaust flow mEX. 

When the turbine is not in operation (yGTO(gto,sc) = 0), a non-zero value will be 

calculated for fREL(gto,sc). This contradicts the logic that no fuel should be 

used. However, as the fuel mass flow mGTF(gto,gtf,sc) is calculated by a 

different mechanism, involving Equation 8-11, it assumes a value of zero when 

the gas turbine is not in operation. 

 

Equations 8-20 to 8-24 are not included in the formulation for the MILP steps 

because of their non-linearity. They are part of the rigorous estimation of the 

temperature feasibility and HRSG performance. Modelling the temperature 

feasibility of the HRSG sections for the purposes of the MILP formulation is 

discussed in a later section. 

 

Greenhouse gas emissions resulting from gas turbine firing 

The emissions of greenhouse gases can be calculated as follows: 

      gtfEFsc,gtf,gtomsc,gtf,gtom 2CO,GTFGTFGT,2CO   (8-25) 

      gtfEFsc,gtf,gtomsc,gtf,gtom 2SO,GTFGTFGT,2SO   (8-26) 

      gtfEFsc,gtf,gtomsc,gtf,gtom 2NO,GTFGTFGT,2NO   (8-27) 

 

Gas turbine costs 

Fuel costs 

The fuel costs for running the gas turbines are calculated over all fuel options: 

        
sc gto gtf

GTFGTFGT HrYrscYFgtficePrsc,gtf,gtomFC  (8-28) 
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Emission costs 

The emission costs are formed by multiplying the emission release rates by the 

specified prices, Equations 8-29 and 8-30. The latter may be based on emission 

treatment process costs, penalties or taxes by the environmental authorities. 

 

    

  

  











gto gtf

GT,2NO2NO

gto gtf

GT,2SO2SO

gto gtf

GT,2CO2COGT

sc,gtf,gtomicePr

sc,gtf,gtomicePr

sc,gtf,gtomicePrscEC

 (8-29) 

      
sc

GTSum,GT scYFscECHrYrEC  (8-30) 

 

Capital costs 

The capital costs for gas turbines are calculated based on their capacity and 

selection in the design. The gas turbine capacity WGT,MAX(gto) is always kept 

non-zero (larger than LowWGT) in order to ensure smoother estimates of the gas 

turbine performance coefficients (see Equation 8-11). Thus, the gas turbine 

capacity cannot be used directly in the calculation of the capital cost. Instead, a 

new variable is introduced - WCC,GT(gto), defining the gas turbine capacity, for 

which incremental capital cost is paid. This is computed in different ways by the 

simulation and the optimisation models: 

       gtoWUpgtoy1gtoW GT,CCWGTGTSMAX,GT   (Optimisation) (8-31) 

      gtoygtoWgtoW GTSMAX,GTGT,CC   (Simulation) 

 

The capital cost CCGT is then related to WCC,GT(gto) according to Equation 8-32: 

      
gto

GT,CCINC,CAPGTSFIX,CAPGT gtoWGTgtoyGTCC  (8-32) 

 

The estimation of the capital cost coefficients in Equation 8-32 has been 

performed using linear regression. The data source is Gas Turbine World 

(2001). The coefficients have been found to vary if the range of the gas turbine 

sizes for the regression is changed. It is important to note that the cost 
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correlation features poorer accuracy than the performance correlation for the 

same turbines. The main reason for this is the manufacturers' market policy. A 

detailed analysis illustrating this discussion on a real case study is provided in 

Chapter 9. 

 

8.5.6. Heat recovery steam generator equations 

Supplementary firing 

Each heat recovery steam generator can use some of the gas turbine fuels for 

supplementary firing. This is reflected by the binary variable ySF(gto,gtf,sc). 

Supplementary firing can be used in a heat recovery steam generator provided 

the latter is selected in the design and is operating, Equation 8-33. This also 

reflects that at most one fuel can be used during a particular scenario. 

     0sc,gtoysc,gtf,gtoy GTO

gtf

SF 







  (8-33) 

 

The supplementary firing may be provided by different fuels, one fuel per 

scenario: 

     0msc,gtf,gtoysc,gtf,gtom VLFSFSF   (8-34) 

        
gtf

GTFSFSF gtfNHVsc,gtf,gtomsc,gtoQ  (8-35) 

 

The heat flow, entering each heat recovery steam generator with the flue gas is: 

      sc,gtoQsc,gtoQsc,gtoQ SFEXIN   (8-36) 

 

In practice, the mass flow of the flue gas increases after the supplementary 

firing. However, as already discussed in Chapter 4, the order of magnitude of 

this increase often is around 2% and definitely smaller than the regression 

precision for most of the devices. There are 3 modelling options to account for 

the mass flow of the fired fuel: 

(i) Account for the increase in the exhaust mass flow fully, allowing the gas 

turbine and the heat recovery steam generator to burn different fuels. In 
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this case, a separate index would need to be introduced for the 

supplementary fuel to index the flue gas mass flow and its temperature. 

(ii) Account for the increase in the exhaust mass flow fully, but allowing the 

gas turbine and the heat recovery steam generator to burn only the same 

fuel at any given time. In this case, Equation 8-33 would need to be 

changed as:    sc,gtf,gtoysc,gtf,gtoy GTFSF  . 

(iii) Neglect the increase in the exhaust mass flow, allowing the heat 

recovery steam generator and the gas turbine to burn different fuels. In 

this case, a small imprecision of at most 2% would be introduced, but this 

would bring the benefit of allowing different fuels to be selected without 

complicating the model. 

 

Consequently, option (iii) is chosen in this work. 

 

The temperature of the flue gas at the inlet of the HRSG is calculated by: 

    
 

  EXEX

SF
EXIN,HRSG

Cpsc,gtf,gtom

sc,gtoQ
sc,gtf,gtoTsc,gtf,gtoT


  (8-37) 

 

Steam generation 

On the water / steam side of the heat recovery steam generator, the heat 

consumption can be broken into preheat, evaporation and superheat sections. 

The notation for the heat flows, temperatures and mass flows in a heat recovery 

steam generator has been introduced in Figure 4-21. The section loads are 

calculated as follows: 

       PRE.VHPHRSG,BDHRSGPRE,HRSG h1Rsc,gtomsc,gtoQ   (8-38) 

     EVAP,VHPHRSGEVAP,HRSG hsc,gtomsc,gtoQ   (8-39) 

     SH,VHPHRSGSH,HRSG hsc,gtomsc,gtoQ   (8-40) 

 

The total heat requirement for steam generation is calculated by summation: 

        sc,gtoQsc,gtoQsc,gtoQsc,gtoQ SH,HRSGEVAP,HRSGPRE,HRSGHRSG   (8-41) 
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Flue gas calculations 

The flue gas cooling by the steam generation needs to be accounted for. The 

flue gas temperature at the hot end of the evaporation section is given by: 

    
 

  EXEX

SH,HRSG

IN,HRSGFGSVAP
Cpsc,gtf,gtom

sc,gtoQ
sc,gtoTsc,gtf,gtoT


  (8-42) 

 (Simulation only) 

 

Further, at the cold end of the evaporation section, the flue gas temperature is 

as follows: 

    
 

  EXEX

EVAP,HRSG

FGSVAPFGSLIQ
Cpsc,gtf,gtom

sc,gtoQ
sc,gtf,gtoTsc,gtf,gtoT


  (8-43) 

 (Simulation only) 

 

The temperature in the stack is calculated by Equation 8-44. 

    
 

  EXEX

PRE,HRSG

FGSLIQSTACK
Cpsc,gtf,gtom

sc,gtoQ
sc,gtf,gtoTsc,gtf,gtoT


  (8-44) 

 (Simulation only) 

 

The temperature differences at the HRSG section ends are calculated by 

Equations 8-45 to 8-48 only during the simulation stages. They must be not 

smaller than the minimum allowed temperature difference for the heat recovery 

steam generators. 

 
 

     VLFGTHRSG,MINVHPIN,HRSG

IN,HRSG

Tsc,gtf,gtoy1TTsc,gtf,gtoT

sc,gtf,gtoT

 


 (8-45) 

 
 

     VLFGTHRSG,MINSAT,VHPFGSVAP

FGSVAP

Tsc,gtf,gtoy1TTsc,gtf,gtoT

sc,gtf,gtoT

 


 (8-46) 

 
 

     VLFGTHRSG,MINSAT,VHPFGSLIQ

FGSLIQ

Tsc,gtf,gtoy1TTsc,gtf,gtoT

sc,gtf,gtoT

 


 (8-47) 

 
 

     VLFGTHRSG,MINBFWSTACK

STACK

Tsc,gtf,gtoy1TTsc,gtf,gtoT

sc,gtf,gtoT

 


 (8-48) 

 (Simulation only) 
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However, because the slopes of the temperature profiles in the heat recovery 

steam generators always have the shape illustrated in Figure 4-21, the only 

active temperature feasibility constraints are at the HRSG hot end and the 

internal pinch point, Equations 8-49 and 8-50. 

   0sc,gtf,gtoT IN,HRSG   (8-49) 

   0sc,gtf,gtoTFGSLIQ   (8-50) 

 (Simulation only) 

 

Also, the stack temperature must not be lower than the specified minimum 

derived from the acid dew point calculations: 

      0Tsc,gtoy1Tsc,gtf,gtoT VLGTOMIN,STACKSTACK   (8-51) 

 (Simulation only) 

 

In Equations 8-45 to 8-51, the gas turbine operating status yGTO(gto,sc) is used, 

together with a very high temperature value TVL, to relax the corresponding 

inequalities in the cases when the gas turbine and the heat recovery steam 

generator are not in operation. The reason is that, in such cases, the flue gas 

temperatures are still calculated. As a result, the values produced are equal to 

the ambient temperature, which is always lower than the dew point of the flue 

gas and the temperatures for the VHP steam generation. 

 

The MILP steps are intended to make the main selection, operation and 

scheduling decisions. This includes also the supplementary firing status and the 

amount of supplementary firing in the heat recovery steam generators. The 

rigorous constraints, given in Equations 8-45 to 8-51, include non-linear 

calculations of the flue gas temperatures. The MILP formulation uses modified 

versions of the temperature feasibility constraints (Equations 4-77 to 4-79). 

However, an additional scheme of relaxing the exact constraints is adopted by 

using slack variables. A penalty term, containing the sum of the values of the 

slack variables, is added to the objective function in the MILP model. This is 

necessary in order to prevent the MILP solver (CPLEX) from computational 
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difficulties. The MILP equivalents to Equations 8-49 to 8-51 are listed in 

Equations 8-52 to 8-54. 

 
     

     0sc,gtosEsc,gtoy1

TTTCpgtomsc,gtoQ

INVLGTO

AHRSG,MINVHPEXMAX,EXIN



 
 (8-52) 

 

     

   
     0sc,gtosEsc,gtoy1

TTTCpgtom

sc,gtoQsc,gtoQsc,gtoQ

PVLGTO

AHRSG,MINVHP,SATEXMAX,EX

EVAP,HRSGSH,HRSGIN







  (8-53) 

 
       

     0sc,gtosEsc,gtoy1

TTCpgtomsc,gtoQsc,gtoQ

STACKVLGTO

AMIN,STACKEXMAX,EXHRSGIN




 (8-54) 

 (Simulation only) 

 

Additionally, in order to simplify the gas turbine optimisation, the following 

constraint is introduced into the MILP formulation: 

     0sc,gtoQsc,gtoQ HRSGIN   (8-55) 

Greenhouse gas emissions resulting from supplementary firing 

The gaseous emissions resulting from supplementary firing are modelled in a 

similar way to those from the gas turbines, Equations 8-56 to 8-58. 

      gtfEFsc,gtf,gtomsc,gtf,gtom 2CO,GTFSFSF,2CO   (8-56) 

      gtfEFsc,gtf,gtomsc,gtf,gtom 2SO,GTFSFSF,2SO   (8-57) 

      gtfEFsc,gtf,gtomsc,gtf,gtom 2NO,GTFSFSF,2NO   (8-58) 

 

Costs 

Fuel cost 

The fuel costs associated with heat recovery steam generators are spent the 

supplementary fuel consumption, Equation 8-59. 

        
gto gtf sc

GFSFSF HrYrscYFgtficePrsc,gtf.gtomFC  (8-59) 
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Emission costs 

The emission costs from supplementary firing are estimated according to 

Equations 8-60 and 8-61. 

 

    

  

  











gto gtf

SF,2NO2NO

gto gtf

SF,2SO2SO

gto gtf

SF,2CO2COSF

sc,gtf,gtomicePr

sc,gtf,gtomicePr

sc,gtf,gtomicePrscEC

 (8-60) 

      
sc

SFSum,SF scYFscECHrYrEC  (8-61) 

 

Capital costs 

The capital costs of the heat recovery steam generators can be calculated from 

an equation similar to that derived by Manninen (1999), page 99. It is based on 

the correlations of Foster-Pegg (1986), taking into account the “conductance” 

(the product of the heat transfer coefficient and heat transfer area) in each 

HRSG section, the largest steam generation mass flow and the largest flue gas 

flow in each section. The original coefficient values (Foster-Pegg 1986) can be 

corrected in US dollars for the year 2003 by using the CEPCI index. However, 

such a correction has proved to significantly underestimate the HRSG capital 

costs compared to indirect estimates derived from the quotations of budget 

prices for combined cycle plants given in the Gas Turbine World (2001). The 

coefficient values used by Manninen (1999) appear to produce much more 

realistic cost estimates, and hence they are used in the current work. 

 

The following is a detailed discussion of the capital cost components. 

UA-bound capital costs 

If the flue gas temperature at the HRSG inlet is fixed and maximum steam 

generation from this flue gas flow is assumed, this results in fixed temperatures 

and temperature differences for any flue gas mass flow (gas turbine size and 

relative load). This allows fixing the conditions at which each HRSG section will 

have its maximum UA capacity requirement. 
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The conductance-related (UA-related) capital cost is calculated on the basis of 

maximum heat flow capacity required by the HRSG units. The conductance is 

represented by the product of the necessary heat exchange area and heat 

transfer coefficient, or equivalently by the ratio of the heat load and the 

logarithmic mean temperature difference. The value of the latter depends on 

several factors: 

(a) Mass flow and temperature of the gas turbine exhaust. These 

properties are related to the gas turbine power generation. The most 

restrictive condition is for gas turbine full-load, as it results in the largest 

availability of heat. The magnitude of the current power generation from 

gas turbines is decided by the optimisation procedure. 

(b) Temperature of the flue gas entering the HRSG. This is a result of the 

gas turbine choice and operation, and the amount of supplementary firing 

applied. 

(c) The steam generation conditions and mass flowrate. It is possible to 

generate steam from zero (t/h) up to the thermodynamic maximum, 

determined by the flue gas conditions and the minimum allowed 

temperature difference. In the current design procedure, it is assumed 

that the steam generation potential can be fully utilised and this fixes the 

temperature profile of the steam for HRSG sizing. 

 

 Based on the above considerations, the maximum required conductance is 

determined at fixed conditions specific for each HRSG section. A study has 

been performed with variation of the flue gas inlet temperature by intervals 

of 10 C. The gas turbines considered have ISO power capacities from 

0.548 MW to 334 MW. 
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UA for HRSG preheating (economiser) sections
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Figure 8-16. Preheater conductance versus flue gas inlet temperature 

(steam generation at 90 bara and 100 C, boiler feed-water at 100 C) 

 

UA for HRSG evaporator sections
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Figure 8-17. Evaporator conductance versus flue gas inlet temperature 

(steam generation at 90 bara and 100 C, boiler feed-water at 100 C) 
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UA for HRSG superheater sections
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Figure 8-18. Superheater conductance versus flue gas inlet temperature 

(steam generation at 90 bara and 100 C, boiler feed-water at 100 C) 

 

For steam generation conditions of 90 bar and 500 C and boiler feed-water 

temperature of 100 C, the following results have been produced: 

 Preheater (economiser) section. The most limiting condition has been 

found at 690 C inlet temperature of the flue gas. This is valid for all of the 

gas turbines considered, Figure 8-16. 

 Evaporator section. The most limiting condition has been found at 680 C 

inlet temperature of the flue gas. This is valid for all of the gas turbines 

considered, Figure 8-17. 

 Superheater section. The most limiting condition is at 520 C inlet flue gas 

temperature (Figure 8-18). The shape of the trend shows that the most 

constraining condition for superheaters takes place at minimum 

supplementary firing (including unfired mode). 

 

The peaks observed in Figures 8-16 and 8-17 are formed by a change in the 

limiting conditions. For flue gas temperatures larger than the peak, the limiting 

condition of the HRSG is the minimum stack temperature. Below the peak this 

is the internal pinch point. 
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Thus, for a given set of steam generation conditions, three logarithmic 

temperature differences (TUA,PRE, TUA,EVAP, TUA,SH) and limiting steam 

generation rates (mSR,PRE , mSR,EVAP, mSR,SH) are defined, each related to the 

preheater, evaporator and superheater sections respectively. The limiting steam 

generation rates are defined relative to the flue gas flow - i.e. the largest amount 

of steam that can be generated per unit flue gas flow. These are specified as 

parameters in the design procedure, both for the simulation and the optimisation 

stages. 

 

The MILP implementation of the UA calculation is as follows: 

        0gtoUAUAgtoy1
T

hm
gtom PREVLGTS

PRE,UA

PRE,VHPPRE,SR

MAX,EX 






 (8-62) 

        0gtoUAUAgtoy1
T

hm
gtom EVAPVLGTS

EVAP,UA

EVAP,VHPEVAP,SR

MAX,EX 






 (8-63) 

        0gtoUAUAgtoy1
T

hm
gtom SHVLGTS

SH,UA

SH,VHPSH,SR

MAX,EX 






 (8-64) 

 

The simulation calculates the UA-values by direct assignment, involving 

multiplication of the gas turbine operating status by the exhaust mass flow at 

full-load: 

      gtoym
T

h
gtomgtoUA GTSPRESR

PREUA

PREVHP

MAXEXPRE 



 ,

,

,

,  (8-65) 

      gtoym
T

h
gtomgtoUA GTSEVAPSR

EVAPUA

EVAPVHP

MAXEXEVAP 



 ,

,

,

,  (8-66) 

      gtoym
T

h
gtomgtoUA GTSSHSR

SHUA

SHVHP

MAXEXSH 



 ,

,

,

,  (8-67) 

 

The conductance-related capital cost component can be further defined as: 

 
     

   gtoyFCgtoUAIC

gtoUAICgtoUAICgtoCC

GTSUASHSH,UA

EVAPEVAP,UAPREPRE,UAUA




 (8-68) 
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Other capital cost items 

The estimation of the capital cost items related to the flue gas and steam flows 

is based on the concepts of „costing mass flows‟. These are dedicated 

variables, which reflect the largest possible flows of flue gas or steam 

generation that may occur in a heat recovery steam generator. The calculation 

of these maximums is performed indirectly, using the inequalities in Equations 

8-69 to 8-71. 

        0gtommgtoy1gtom CC,FGVLFGTSMAX,EX   (8-69) 

        0gtommgtoy1mgtom CC,HRSGVLFGTSMAX,SRMAX,EX   (8-70) 

     MAX,SRMAX,EXCC,HRSG mgtomgtom   (8-71) 

 

In order to ensure feasible values of the costing flows, they are synchronised 

with the gas turbine selection status: 

     0mgtoygtom VLFGTSCC,FG   (Optimisation) (8-72) 

     0mgtoygtom VLFGTSCC,HRSG   (Optimisation) (8-73) 

 

The simulation version is as follows: 

      gtoygtomgtom GTSMAX,EXCC,FG   (8-74) 

      gtoymgtomgtom GTSMAX,SRMAX,EXCC,HRSG   (8-75) 

 

The steam flow cost component is based on the maximum relative steam rate 

mSR,MAX, possible for the heat recovery steam generator. Obviously, this will be 

the flow at gas turbine full-load and maximum possible firing. This fact helps in 

imposing the upper limit on the supplementary firing in a linear way as follows: 

    gtomscgtom CCHRSGHRSG ,,   (8-76) 

 

Equation 8-76 is the same for both the optimisation and the simulation models. 

 

The flue gas-related cost component is based on the mass flow of the gas 

turbine exhaust at full load and ISO conditions. The reason for this is that the 

largest flue gas flow is produced at gas turbine full load. Eventually, an account 
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may be taken of the maximum mass flow of supplementary fuel that could be 

burned. However, as discussed previously, this mass flow increase is 

approximately two to three orders of magnitude smaller than the exhaust flow 

from the gas turbine alone. Estimating the flue gas flow precisely for existing 

systems could be justified by the high sensitivity of the temperature calculations 

and the need for greater precision. The same is not true for estimation of the 

capital costs during synthesis where a large number of devices are compared 

and the regression errors are larger than this increase in the flue gas flow. In 

addition, considering its relative share in the HRSG capital cost, the flue gas 

component is second by order of magnitude after the conductance cost 

component. 

 

As a result of these considerations, the last two HRSG capital cost components 

are defined as follows: 

      gtoyFCgtomICgtoCC GTSFGCC,FGFGFG   (8-77) 

      gtoyFCgtomICgtoCC GTSSTMCC,HRSGSTMSTM   (8-78) 

 

The complete capital cost calculation for heat recovery steam generators is as 

follows: 

        gtoCCgtoCCgtoCCgtoCC STMFGUAHRSG   (8-79) 

  
gto

HRSGsum,HRSG gtoCCCC  (8-80) 

 

Equation 8-79 defines the cost as a sum of the different process-related 

components (Manninen 1999, Foster-Pegg 1986): 

 CCUA(gto) : related to the maximum “conductance” of the HRSG sections; 

 CCFG(gto) : related to the maximum mass flow of the flue gas through; 

 CCSTM(gto) : related to the maximum mass flow of generated steam. 

 

Foster-Pegg (1986) gives one more capital cost item, related to the amount of 

supplementary firing. This, however, is relatively less significant and is not 

considered at this stage of system synthesis. 
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8.6. Fired steam boilers 

8.6.1. Boiler types 

There are two broad types of steam boilers used in industry. These are 

packaged and field-erected boilers. The boilers of the first type are usually 

smaller. For larger steaming capacities, field-erected boilers are built. 

 

In general, field-erected boilers involve higher capital costs due to increased on-

site work and consultancy work (Boiler Cost 2003), Figure 8-19. 

 

Boiler costs from WWW.MATCHE.COM
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 Figure 8-19. Plots of boiler capital costs. Source http://www.matche.com 

 

Packaged boilers are cheaper than field-erected ones for similar sizes. On the 

other hand, they can be of limited size. The largest packaged boilers have 

capacities slightly higher than 100 t/h. Field-erected boilers are usually larger 

and are built with smallest capacities, starting from around 50 t/h. 

 

As a result, in the synthesis model, the VHP boiler options are defined as a two-

dimensional array, over a domain including both boiler types and option 

numbers, Figure 8-20. A boiler option represents a boiler, which may be 
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selected or not in the design. Further, if it is selected, it may be chosen to be of 

package, or field erected type. 

 

 

Boiler Option 1 Boiler Option 2 … 

Packaged Packaged … 

Field-Erected Field-Erected … 

 
 

 Figure 8-20. Boiler options form a two-dimensional array 

 

The superstructure formulation allows the selection of any of the boiler options 

and the boiler type for each selected option. 

 

8.6.2. Sets, parameters and variables 

The sets introduced for the boiler module reflect the boiler options, defined in 

the synthesis model (Figure 8-20), and the available boiler fuels. The boiler-

related sets are listed in Table 8-5. 

 

Table 8-5. Boiler options and fuels 

Index Set Name Example members 

bo Alternative boiler options 'b01', 'b02', „b03‟, etc. 

bf Boiler fuels. 'nat_gas', 'fuel_gas', „diesel‟, „bio‟, „oil‟ 

btype Boiler type „pack‟, „field‟ 

 

The boiler parameters specify the coefficient values for the boiler performance 

and capital cost estimation, as well as constraints on the number of site steam 

generators and specifications of internal power demands to run the boilers. The 

variables of the boiler module reflect the selection, operating schedule, 

performance and costs of the options. The nomenclature of the parameters and 

the variables is provided in Appendix 4. 
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8.6.3. Parameter assignments 

The coefficients for estimation of boiler capital cost are calculated according to 

the relevant boiler types: 

        STM1,B0,BCCB PLnbtypeabtypeabtypeA   (8-81) 

        STM1,B0,BCCB PLnbtypebbtypebbtypeB   (8-82) 

 

The expressions for the assignments in Equations 8-81 and 8-82 were initially 

regressed in a quadratic form in accordance with the capital cost equations 

given by Bruno et al. (1998) and by Shang (2000). However, the resulting 

expressions feature maxima. This may result in having higher pressure boilers, 

which cost less than some lower pressure boilers. This does not provide very 

realistic estimates of the capital cost trends. Therefore, the final regression 

expressions have been chosen to be logarithmic, as this ensures monotonic 

trends of the costs. 

 

The total enthalpy rise for VHP steam generation is a sum of all the three 

components by sections, defined by the following parameter assignment: 

 SH,VHPEVAP,VHPPRE,VHPGEN,VHP hhhh    (8-83) 

 

8.6.4. Boiler equations 

Boiler selection and operation 

Each boiler can be either package or field-erected but not both: 

   1btype,boy
btype

BS   (8-84) 

 

Each of the boiler options may have a capacity between the specified minimum 

and maximum limits (LowBLR and UpBLR respectively): 

     0btypeUpbtype,bom BLRMAX,BLR   (8-85) 
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     0btypeLowbtype,bom BLRMAX,BLR   (8-86) 

 

There are two types of discrete decisions that can be made regarding boilers – 

whether to select a boiler option of a particular type in the design and whether 

the boiler operates during different scenarios. Clearly, a boiler must be allowed 

to operate only if selected. The following inequality reflects this logic: 

     0btype,boysc,btype,boy BSBO   (8-87) 

 

The total heat to be provided to a boiler by fuel combustion is defined as 

follows: 
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 (8-88) 

 

The expression in Equation 8-88 has been derived from the boiler model 

developed by Shang (2000). It uses an additional “sizing” steam flow 

mBLR,SZ(bo,btype,sc) instead of the boiler‟s maximum continuous rating (MCR) 

steam flow mBLR,MAX(bo,btype). The reason is that if the actual MCR steam flow 

is used, it should be multiplied by the boiler selection status yBS(bo,btype) and 

would produce a bi-linear equation. 

 

For the development of the MILP formulation, the construct used is based on 

the Glover transformation (Floudas 1995). Hence, for the optimisation model, 

the sizing boiler steam flow is determined by the following inequalities: 

 
      

 scbtypebom
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 (8-89) 
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 (8-90) 

      sc,btype,bomsc,btype,boybtypeLow SZ,BLRBOBLR   (8-91) 

      sc,btype,boybtypeUpsc,btype,bom BOBLRSZ,BLR   (8-92) 
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According to the inequalities in Equations 8-89 to 8-92, a value of 

yBO(bo,btype,sc)=0 forces mBLR,SZ(bo, btype) to zero. Also, a value of yBO(bo, 

btype,sc)=1 forces mBLR,SZ(bo, btype) to assume the value of mBLR,MAX(bo, 

btype). 

 

The same logic as above is directly reflected in the simulation model: 

      sc,btype,boybtype,bomsc,btype,bom BOMAX,BLRSZ,BLR   (8-93) 

 

The value of the current boiler steam generation flow must be no larger than the 

boiler capacity: 

     0btype,bomsc,btype,bom MAX,BLRBLR   (8-94) 

 

Unlike gas turbines, simultaneous use of more than one fuel in a boiler is 

possible. This can be achieved mainly by having several groups of burners in a 

boiler. Hence, the fuel usage for boilers does not have a special binary variable 

defined and the flows of fuel usage are allowed to assume any non-negative 

values as long as the boiler operates. Ultimately, the total heat from the fuel 

combustion must satisfy the fuel heat demand, Equation 8-95. 

        
bf

BFBFBF bfNHVsc,bf,btype,bomsc,btype,boQ  (8-95) 

 

When the boiler operates, it must be allowed to use fuels and must not use any 

fuel when not operating. This constraint is most efficiently satisfied if imposed to 

the fuel heat rather than to the individual fuel flows: 

     0Qsc,btype,boysc,btype,boQ BF,VLBOBF   (8-96) 

 

GHG emissions from VHP boilers 

Following the discussion in Chapter 4, the following equations are formulated to 

calculate GHG emissions from boilers: 

      bfEFsc,bf,btype,bomsc,bf,btype,bom 2CO,BFBFBLR,2CO   (8-97) 
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      bfEFsc,bf,btype,bomsc,bf,btype,bom 2SO,BFBFBLR,2SO   (8-98) 

      bfEFsc,bf,btype,bomsc,bf,btype,bom 2NO,BFBFBLR,2NO   (8-99) 

 

Boiler costs 

Fuel costs 

The fuel cost arising from the boilers is calculated by summation on all boiler 

options and fuels: 

        
bo btype bf sc

BFBFBLR HrYrscYFbficePrsc,bf,btype,bomFC  (8-100) 

 

Emission costs 

The emission costs from steam boilers are calculated in a similar manner to that 

for gas turbines: 
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 (8-101) 

      
sc

BLRSum,BLR scYFscECHrYrEC  (8-102) 

 

Capital costs 

The capital costs of the boilers are estimated on the basis of their maximum 

steam flow, selection status and the steam conditions. The steam conditions are 

passed as fixed parameters to the synthesis procedure. Based on these, two 

sets of capital cost coefficients are calculated in Equations 8-81 and 8-82. The 

capital cost associated with each boiler option is calculated as follows: 
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 (8-103) 

 (Optimisation) 
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      btype,boybtype,bombtype,bom BSMAX,BLRCC,BLR   (8-104) 

 (Simulation) 
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 (8-105) 

 

Equation 8-103 forces the costing boiler steam capacity to be non-zero when 

the boiler is selected. However, this variable will not always assume zero values 

for non-selected boilers. Also, it may not be larger than the boiler capacity. 

Therefore, the following constraints are added to the optimisation model: 

       0btypeUpbtype,boybtype,bom BLRBSCC,BLR   (8-106) 

    btype,bombtype,bom MAX,BLRCC,BLR   (8-107) 

 

Equation 8-106 allows non-zero boiler costing capacity only if the boiler is 

selected. 

 

The capital costs for all boilers are estimated by the equation: 

  
bo btype

BLRSum,BLR btype,boCCCC  (8-108) 

 

Provision for reliable steam generation 

An important issue in the synthesis is to ensure reliable utility supply in order to 

guarantee the site operability in case of failure. In the present method, it is 

assumed that power import is available to the site and the import supply is 

reliable. While power import can always be increased as necessary, in most 

cases steam is generated on-site and cannot be imported. 

 

The reliability of steam generation is modelled by introducing two redundancy 

mechanisms - minimum number of steam generators and excess steam 

capacity. These requirements are applied in combination. 
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Increasing the number of steam generators reduces the risk of total loss of 

steaming capacity. The excess capacity makes sure that when certain steam 

generator fails, there will be enough spare capacity to cover the demand of the 

critical site processes until the operation is normalised. 

 

Minimum number of steam generators 

An industrial utility system should have more than one steam generator in order 

to reduce the risk of total loss of steam supply. Therefore, a minimum number of 

steam generators NSG,MIN is defined as a model parameter. It is recommended 

that its value is set to at least two. The total sum of the selection statuses of 

heat recovery steam generators and fired steam boilers must be larger than or 

equal to NSG,MIN, Equation 8-109. 

     MIN,SG

btype,bo

BS

gto

GTS Nbtype,boygtoy    (8-109) 

 

An approximate guidance on how to determine the minimum number of steam 

generators can be obtained by considering example probabilities for boiler 

failure. Table 8-6 gives such example probabilities for different numbers of 

steam generators. The calculations are based on a provisional probability value 

for single steam generator failure PFSG = 0.025 (i.e. 2.5%). 

 

Table 8-6. Probabilities for simultaneous failure of steam generators 

Number of boilers Failure probability 

count (-) % 

1 0.025 2.5 

2 0.000625 0.0625 

3 1.56E-05 0.001563 

4 3.91E-07 3.91E-05 

5 9.77E-09 9.77E-07 

6 2.44E-10 2.44E-08 
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Reserve capacity 

The second part of the problem is how much reserve capacity should be 

provided in order to enable steam compensation capability. The magnitude of 

the reserve capacity is modelled as a fraction of the total required steam 

generation mVHP,REQ(sc). The latter can be obtained as the maximum flow of 

total steam generation across all scenarios. This derivation is given in Equation 

8-110. 

         
bo btype gto

HRSGBLRREQ,VHP sc,gtomsc,btype,bomscm  (8-110) 

 

The reserve is ensured by introducing a constraint requiring that the total 

capacity of all steam generators, selected in the design to be larger than any of 

the required steam generation flow-rates mVHP,REQ(sc), increased by the 

specified reserve coefficient, Equation 8-111. 

          RCREQ.VHP

bo btype gto

CC,HRSGCC,BLR F1scmgtombtype,bom    (8-111) 

  1..0FRC   

 

8.7. Steam network 

8.7.1. Functions of the steam network 

The steam network in a site utility system can deliver steam to the processes 

and co-generate power from steam expansion, since the fired boilers and heat 

recovery steam generators usually deliver the steam at very high pressures 

(VHP) and temperatures. The typical steam generation pressures in industry 

vary between 40 and 120 bar. 

 

The primary functionality of the steam network is steam distribution to the 

processes to satisfy their heating demands. This is reflected by the 

corresponding specifications of the site heat source and heat sink profiles. The 

level of power co-generation from the steam system is a degree of freedom, 
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which can be exploited during optimisation. This is because, in most cases, the 

process heating demands must be satisfied by on-site steam generation but, on 

the other hand, the site power demands could be satisfied by importing 

electrical power instead of on-site generation with steam turbines. 

 

8.7.2. Sets, parameters and variables 

Set definitions 

The steam network is the most complex subsystem to model. Table 8-7 lists the 

sets introduced specifically for the steam system. 

 

Table 8-7. Steam network sets 

Index / 

Name 

Description Example members 

hdr Steam headers „hdr01’, „hdr02’, … 

tb Temperature 

boundaries for steam 

level candidates 

„tb00’ , „tb01’, „tb02’, … 

A special artificial member „tb00’ is defined. It 

is not used for normal calculations. It is 

introduced in order to handle the model of 

expansion zone No.1 and the VHP main. 

tbUP An alias for “tb” This is defined in order to identify the upper 

header connections for the steam turbine 

options in each expansion zone. 

sto Backpressure steam 

turbine options 

„st01’,  „st01’… 

 

In order to construct the steam network superstructure, sets for enumeration of 

the steam headers (“hdr”) and the steam header candidates (“tb” and “tbUP”) 

are necessary. These are introduced separately. The set for the steam level 

candidates is always interpreted in the context of the current header. The 

optional steam turbines are enumerated independently by the set “sto”. 
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The following set elements are always defined: 

 hdr01 : The first steam header. It is assumed that there exists at least one 

more header besides the VHP main. 

 tb00 and tb01 : The introduction of the element with index zero in the set for 

steam level candidates has already been explained in Table 8-7. It is 

assumed that there exists at least one actual steam level candidate for each 

steam header. 

 st01 : It is assumed that there is at least one steam turbine option per 

expansion zone (both for backpressure and condensing). 

 

Steam network parameters 

The steam network parameters specify the number of the steam headers, the 

steam level candidates for each header, equipment performance coefficients, 

the process heating and cooling demands, enthalpy and temperature data, 

condensate return properties, bounds on steam and power flows and capital 

and other cost data. These can be grouped into two categories – basic and 

derived. The values of the basic parameters are specified directly and the 

derived ones are calculated via parameter assignments. Appendix 4 provides a 

complete list of the steam network parameters. 

 

Domain definitions for the enthalpy of the process-generated steam 

The enthalpy of the process-generated steam is defined only over the domain 

(hdr,tb). This means, it is scenario independent. Usually, the enthalpy of the 

process-generated steam is kept constant and in most cases this is equal to the 

enthalpy of saturated dry vapour. However, if a need should arise, the domain 

of this parameter may be easily extended to (hdr,tb,sc), thus including also the 

operating scenarios. This won‟t cause any major difficulties, as this enthalpy 

participates only in one equation. 
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Domains of steam turbine performance coefficients and steam load bounds 

According to the obtained manufacturer data (Chapter 4), the steam turbine 

capacities are divided into two ranges – turbines smaller than 8 MW and those 

larger. This is necessary in order to achieve the good precision in the 

regression of the turbine performance data. In addition, any steam turbine in the 

superstructure could, potentially, fall into any of these capacity intervals, 

including one turbine smaller and another – larger than the interval limit of 8 

MW. This situation is modelled by introducing individual upper and lower power 

capacity bounds for each steam turbine option, together with individual sets of 

performance coefficients. 

 

Steam network variables 

The variables defined in the steam network model the selections of the steam 

turbines, steam level candidates, the operating schedules of the equipment 

items, the heat flows through the auxiliary heat cascades, the steam flows, 

steam enthalpies and other entities. A complete list of these variables is 

provided in Appendix 4. 

 

8.7.3. Steam network equations 

Model of the steam level selection 

As already discussed, the utility system is assumed to have one boiler main 

(termed the VHP header) and one condensing main. For the rest of the steam 

headers, the set (domain index) “hdr” is defined. This enumerates the 

intermediate steam network headers. The set for the steam level selection is 

“tb”, which enumerates the saturation temperatures, defined as steam level 

candidates for different headers. 

 

These two basic sets form the domain for selection of steam levels. As a result, 

every parameter or variable defined over this domain is a two-dimensional 

array. In effect, this defines a superset of steam level candidates for each 
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header. However, it is not realistic to expect that all headers will have the same 

number of steam level candidates. To reflect this, a two-dimensional mapping 

parameter “SLC(hdr,tb)” is defined. Its elements are binary (0-1) constants, 

which assume the value of 1 only for actual steam level candidates and zero in 

all other cases. An example of the contents of this parameter is shown in Table 

8-8. This example map defines three steam level candidates for header hdr01, 

four candidates for hdr02, and so on. 

 

Table 8-8. Sample map of steam level candidates: SLC(hdr,tb) 

 hdr01 hdr02 hdr03 hdr04 hdr05 

tb00 0 0 0 0 0 

tb01 1 1 1 1 1 

tb02 1 1 1 1 1 

tb03 1 1 0 1 1 

tb04 0 1 0 1 0 

tb05 0 0 0 1 0 

 

Additionally, a vector containing the number of steam level candidates for each 

header, is defined (NTB(hdr)). Its values are calculated from the matrix 

SLC(hdr,tb) by the following parameter assignment: 

     
tb

TB tb,hdrSLChdrN  (8-112) 

       0tb1hdrfor   

 

The assignment from Equation 8-112 is implemented in the simulation 

application and the values of NTB(hdr) are exported to the MILP model. 

 

The simulation application calculates the number of the steam headers NHDR by 

counting the members of the set “hdr”, Equation 8-113. 

  hdrrsCountMembeNHDR   (Simulation) (8-113) 
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The numbers of steam level candidates for the topmost and the bottommost 

headers (excluding the VHP one) are defined as separate parameters since it is 

necessary to overcome some indexing limitations imposed by the GAMS 

syntax: 

   HDRTB Nhdr|hdrNBtmTbMax   (8-114) 

   1hdr|hdrNTopTbMax TB   (8-115) 

 

The selection of steam level candidates is determined by the binary variables 

ySLS(hdr,tb). The following constraint makes sure that the steam level selection 

choices are feasible by selecting only temperature boundaries that do exist. 

     0tb,hdrSLCtb,hdrySLS   (8-116) 

 

Among all steam level candidates for a given header, exactly one must be 

chosen, Equation 8-117. 

    1tb,hdry
tb

SLS   (8-117) 

       0tb1hdrfor   

 

Heat source cascade 

The process heat sources reject heat to the utility system at temperature levels 

defined by the corresponding temperature boundaries of the site profiles. As 

discussed in section 8.3.3, the site heat sources form a heat source cascade 

(Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-9). This cascade consists of temperature intervals, 

accepting heat from the process sources at their lower temperature levels and 

any residual heat from the immediate upper temperature interval. Further, each 

temperature interval rejects the received heat either to steam level candidates 

via steam generation, or cascades it to the next lower temperature interval. 

 

The simulation application implements the heat source cascade calculations as 

direct assignments. The particular algorithm is as follows: 
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(a) First, the upper cascading heat flow for each interval QCascade is 

determined, depending on the location of the header and the 

temperature boundary. This involves QCascade = 0 for the topmost 

temperature boundary of the first header. 

(b) Next, for each cascade interval, the steam generation flows and the heat 

cascading flows are calculated by Equations 8-118 and 8-119. 

  
 

 
 tb,hdry

tb,hdrh

Qsc,tb,hdrQ
sc,tb,hdrm SLS

PG

CascadePG
PG 





 (Simulation) (8-118) 

       tb,hdry1sc,tb,hdrQsc,tb,hdrQ SLSPGPC   (Simulation) (8-119) 

 

The MILP implementation is described next. 

 

Direct process cooling demand 

The site process heat sources are mapped to the heat source cascade, which 

rejects part of the process waste heat to steam generation. However, the 

lowest-temperature steam level candidate is most likely to have higher 

temperature than some of the process cooling demands. This situation is 

illustrated in Figure 8-21. 

 

 

QPC(hdr,tb,sc), 

for (hdr = NHDR)  (tb=NTB(NHDR)) 

QDPC(sc) 

VLP header, 
i.e. hdr = NHDR 

 

 Figure 8-21. Modelling of the direct process cooling demand 

 

Thus, after the problem superstructure is set up and the temperature levels of 

the steam header candidates are known, the direct process cooling demand 
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(i.e. which will always be rejected to utility cooling) is calculated for each 

scenario and assigned to the parameter QDPC(sc). 

 

The topmost steam level candidate of the first steam header 

There is no heat cascade interval, defined for the VHP main, as it is, by problem 

definition, always located at temperatures higher than any process heat sink or 

source. In this case, there is no other higher temperature interval above the 

topmost steam header candidate and, hence, no residual heat can be cascaded 

into this interval, Figure 8-22. 

 

mPG(hdr,tb,sc) 
QPG(hdr,tb,sc) 

QPC(hdr,tb,sc) 

hdr = 1 and tb = 1 
 

 Figure 8-22. Model of the topmost heat source interval 

 

The energy balance for this temperature interval takes the following form: 

 
       

         1tb1hdrfor

sc,tb,hdrQtb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrmsc,tb,hdrQ PCPGPGPG



 
 (8-120) 

 (Optimisation) 

 

The topmost steam level candidates of the lower steam headers 

In this case, there is a cascading heat flow from a higher-temperature interval. It 

is cascaded not from the same group of steam header candidates, but from the 

lowest steam candidate of the next highest temperature header(i.e. hdr-1). The 

heat balances of these intervals are given in Equation 8-121. 

 

   

     

 1hdrNtb1tb1hdrfor

sctbhdrQtbhdrhsctbhdrm

sctb1hdrQsctbhdrQ

TBUP

PCPGPG

UPPCPG







           

,,,,,

,,,,

 (8-121) 
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 (Optimisation) 

 

All other steam level candidates 

For all other steam level candidates, the energy balance equations have the 

form: 

 
   

     sc,tb,hdrQtb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrm

sc,1tb,hdrQsc,tb,hdrQ

PCPGPG

PCPG






 (8-122) 

   hdrNtb1tbNhdr1hdrfor TBHDR            

 (Optimisation) 

 

The enthalpies of the process steam that could be generated at the various 

steam header candidates are specified as parameters. Usually, generation of 

dry saturated steam at the conditions of the corresponding temperature 

boundaries is assumed. 

 

The bottommost steam level candidate of the last steam header 

In this case, the heat cascaded down from the corresponding interval of the 

heat source cascade is added to the site utility cooling demand. The residual 

site utility cooling is discussed later in the section “Utility cooling”. 

 

Heat sink cascade 

Similar to process heat sources, the process heat sinks also can be seen as 

forming a heat cascade. Steam level candidates are considered to have one 

heat sink interval per temperature boundary. Each interval accepts heat from 

the current steam level candidates via steam usage. Another inlet heat flow is 

the cascaded residual heat from the immediate higher temperature heat sink 

interval. Further, the heat, collected in each interval, is supplied to the 

processes or cascaded down to the next lower temperature heat sink interval. 
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The net VHP steam demand is calculated by summing up the direct process 

VHP demand (specified as a parameter) and the cascaded VHP heat to any 

unselected temperature boundaries of the first header: 

  
   

SL,VHPVHP

VHP,UCVHP,PU

VHP,PU
hh

scQscQ
scm




  (Simulation) (8-123) 

 

The optimisation implementation of the heat sink cascade is discussed next. 

With respect to cascading, there are again three types of temperature intervals 

– the topmost interval of the first steam header, the topmost intervals for the 

lower steam headers and all other temperature intervals. 

 

The topmost steam level candidate of the first steam header 

In this case, the heat cascading flow from above comes from the VHP main. 

Hence, the heat balance in Equation 8-124 is used. 

 

      
     

1tb1hdrfor

sc,tb,hdrQsc,tb,hdrQscQ

tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrm

UCPUVHP,UC

SL,TBTBPU







     

 (8-124) 

 (Optimisation) 

 

The topmost steam level candidates of the lower steam headers 

In this case, the heat cascaded from above comes from the bottommost heat 

sink interval of the upper header, Equation 8-125. 

 

      
     

 1hdrNtb1tb1hdrfor

sc,tb,hdrQsc,tb,hdrQsc,tb,1hdrQ

tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrm

TBUP

UCPUUPUC

SL,TBTBPU







           

 (8-125) 

 (Optimisation) 

 

All other heat sink intervals 

All the other heat sink intervals cascade heat through their bottom cascading 

flows: 
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   sctbhdrQsctbhdrQ

sctbhdrQtbhdrhsctbhdrhsctbhdrm

UCPU

UCSLTBTBPU

,,,,
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 (8-126) 

   hdrNtb1tbNhdr1hdrfor TBHDR             , (Optimisation) 

 

However, no heat can be passed down through the heat sink cascade from the 

bottommost steam level candidate of the last steam header. Thus, these 

cascading flows are constrained to be zero: 

   0sc,tb,hdrQUC  , for  HDRTBHDR NNtbNhdr    ,  (8-127) 

 (Optimisation) 

 

All enthalpies of steam at steam level candidates are calculated by the 

appropriate energy balances, which are considered in a later section. 

 

The simulation implementation of the site heat sink cascade follows a different 

scheme, as it relies on direct calculations. Initially, estimates of the enthalpies at 

the steam level candidates are specified. The initial enthalpy estimates are 

obtained from the preliminary co-generation targeting of the steam system. This 

allows calculating steam usage flows without having the steam balances 

completed. Next, the steam usage and heat cascading flows are calculated 

from bottom up, starting from the lowest-temperature heat sinks. The calculation 

for each temperature interval is carried out according to the following equations: 

   0sc,tb,hdrQUC   (Simulation) (8-128) 

  HDRTBHDR NNtbNhdr    ,  

 

      sc,tb,hdrQsc,tb,hdrQsc,tb,hdrQ PUUCNEED   (Simulation) (8-129) 

  
 

 
   

 














1tb,hdry,

tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrh

sc,tb,hdrQ

0tb,hdry0
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 (8-130) 

 (Simulation) 

  
 

   








0tb,hdry,sc,tb,hdrQ

1tb,hdry0
upperQ

SLSNEED

SLS

UC

,                        
 (Simulation) (8-131) 
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The designation “QUC(upper)” stands for a domain of indices depending on the 

current header and steam level candidate. For the topmost temperature 

boundary of the first header, this is QUC,VHP(sc). For the other indices, this is the 

immediate upper temperature boundary in the heat cascade. More specifically, 

the following values are assigned to the domain “upper”: 

 upper = (hdr, tb-1, sc), if tb>1; 

 upper = (hdr-1, tbUP, sc), tbUP = NTB(hdr-1), if tb=1. 

 

Steam cascade (steam header candidates) 

The balance equations for the steam level candidates are standard mass and 

energy balances, involving the corresponding inlet and outlet steam flows. Each 

steam level candidate is modelled as a sequence of a mixer and a splitter, 

Figure 8-23. Based on this modelling approach, the mass and energy balances 

for the mixing part for all headers (hdr≥1 and hdr≤NHDR) and all steam level 

candidates for each header are given in Equations 8-132 and 8-133 below. 

      sc,tb,hdrmsc,tb,hdrmsc,tb,hdrm IN,TBPGIN,HC   (8-132) 

 
       

   sc,tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrm

tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrmsc,tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrm

TBIN,TB

PGPGIN,HCIN,HC




 (8-133) 

 (Simulation only) 

 

The mass balance of the splitting parts for all the steam level candidates of 

headers with hdr≥1 and hdr<NHDR is as follows: 

      sc,tb,hdrmsc,tb,hdrmsc,tb,hdrm PUOUT,HCIN,TB   (8-134) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtbNhdr HDR   

 

The energy balance for the splitting part is trivial, resulting in the enthalpies of 

the outlet streams being equal to hTB(hdr,tb,sc). 
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mHC,IN(hdr,tb,sc) 

mHC,OUT(hdr,tb,sc) 

mPG(hdr,tb,sc) mPU(hdr,tb,sc) 

mTB,IN(hdr,tb,sc) 

hHC,IN(hdr,tb,sc) 

hPG(hdr,tb) 

hTB(hdr,tb,sc) hTB(hdr,tb,sc) 

hTB(hdr,tb,sc) 

To lower steam 
turbine options 

To lower 
letdowns 

From upper steam 
turbine options 

From upper 
letdowns 

mDAV(tb,sc), 
for hdr=NHDR 

 

 Figure 8-23. Steam level candidate internal model 

 

The lowest-pressure steam main features a slightly different mass balance of 

the splitting part, reflecting the de-aerator steam supply: 

        sc,tb,hdrmsc,tb,hdrmsc,tb,hdrmsc,tb,hdrm DAVPUOUT,HCIN,TB  (8-135) 

        1tb,hdrSLC|tbtbNhdr HDR   

 

In GAMS, Equations 8-134 and 8-135 are implemented by a single conditional 

equation definition. 

 

Constraints for steam level selection 

Heat source cascade 

If a header candidate is selected, then process steam is generated at its 

saturation temperature and no heat is cascaded downwards: 

     0mtb,hdrysc,tb,hdrm VLSSLSPG   (8-136) 

      0Qtb,hdry1sc,tb,hdrQ VLSSLSPC   (8-137) 
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In addition to Equations 8-136 and 8-137, the optimisation formulation needs 

two more constraints to prevent non-zero flows for non-existing steam level 

candidates: 

     0mtb,hdrSLCsc,tb,hdrm VLSPG   (8-138) 

     0Qtb,hdrSLCsc,tb,hdrQ VLSPC   (8-139) 

 

Heat sink cascade 

Steam process usage is calculated on the basis of the heat needs of the 

processes in the various temperature intervals of the heat sink cascade. When 

a certain temperature boundary is selected as the level for a given steam 

header, the process steam usage from that particular level is enabled. 

Otherwise, it is forbidden. This feasibility condition is represented by Equation 

8-140: 

     0mtb,hdrysc,tb,hdrm VLSSLSPU   (8-140) 

 

However, in addition to this, the steam usage flows are feasible only from actual 

steam level candidates. This additional condition becomes necessary because 

of the way the different steam level candidates are represented in the steam 

network superstructure. As discussed in the section “Model of the steam level 

selection” in this chapter, their properties are defined as two-dimensional 

arrays over the domain (hdr,tb). This defines a number of actual and notional 

temperature boundaries. The distinction between them is made on the basis of 

the array parameter SLC(hdr,tb), discussed above. As a result, the additional 

feasibility constraints are defined as follows: 

     0mtb,hdrSLCsc,tb,hdrm VLSPU   (Optimisation) (8-141) 

     0Qtb,hdrSLCsc,tb,hdrQ VLSUC   (Optimisation) (8-142) 

 

The temperature intervals of the site heat sink cascade accept cascaded heat 

only from the intervals immediately above them and only if their corresponding 

steam level candidates are not selected, Equations 167 to 169. 
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      0Qtb,hdry1scQ VLSSLSVHP,UC   (8-143) 

 1tb1hdrfor          

      0Qtb,hdry1sc,tb,1hdrQ VLSSLSUPUC   (8-144) 

  1hdrNtb,1tb1hdr TBUP   

      0Qtb,hdry1sc,1tb,hdrQ VLSSLSUC   (8-145) 

   hdrNtb1tbNhdr1hdrfor TBHDR              

 

Steam cascade 

The cascading steam flows, entering steam level candidates, may be positive 

only if the corresponding candidates are selected: 

     0mtb,hdrysc,tb,hdrm VLSSLSIN,HC   (8-146) 

 

In addition, the following constraints are introduced to ensure feasibility of the 

cascading steam flow inlets to steam level candidates and of the letdown flows: 

     0mtb,hdrSLCsc,tb,hdrm VLSIN,HC   (8-147) 

     0mtb,1hdrSLCsc,tb,tb,hdrm VLSUPUPLD  , 1hdrfor    (8-148) 

   0tb1hdrfor0sc,tb,tb,hdrm UPUPLD       (8-149) 

     0mtb,hdrSLCsc,tb,tb,hdrm VLSUPLD   (8-150) 

 

Expansion zones 

Logical constraints for backpressure zones 

As a consequence of selection of different temperature boundaries as header 

pressure levels, some variants of each steam turbine option will be allowed for 

selection and others disallowed. This is reflected by Equations 8-151 to 8-154. 

 

Firstly, among the variants corresponding to a given backpressure steam 

turbine option, only one may be chosen, and only if the option is itself selected: 
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     sto,hdrytb,tb,sto,hdry STS

tb tb

UPSTLS

UP

  (8-151) 

 
  

  1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP





       

    
 

   1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrforand UP          

 

Secondly, a backpressure turbine variant is selected only if the corresponding 

steam level candidates are chosen as steam headers. Equation 8-152 defines 

this condition for the upper header candidates of each expansion zone. 

    UPSLSUPSTLS tb,1hdrytb,tb,sto,hdry   (8-152) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 

Equation 8-152 is defined only for zones with hdr>1. For zone No.1 (hdr=1), it 

becomes redundant since the VHP header is always selected. However, for 

zone No.1 any index value of tbUP larger than zero has no meaning and hence 

the corresponding statuses must be zero: 

   0tb,tb,sto,hdry UPSTLS   (8-153) 

 0tb,0tb,1hdrfor UP       

 

Equation 8-154 completes the definition of the selection of backpressure steam 

turbine variants, started in Equation 8-152. Equation 8-154 needs to be 

considered together with Equation 8-117. It stipulates that exactly one variant 

per steam turbine option is allowed for selection by ySTS. 

    tb,hdrytb,tb,sto,hdry SLSUPSTLS   (8-154) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

            1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrforand UP   
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Finally, steam turbines are allowed to operate only if they are selected in the 

design. This is reflected by the following inequality, involving the turbine variant 

selection status and the turbine operation status: 

    tb,tb,sto,hdrysc,tb,tb,sto,hdry UPSTLSUPSTO   (8-155) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

            1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrforand UP   

 

The backpressure steam turbines must be used if selected. Conceptually, this 

situation should be handled by the optimisation automatically. However, there 

are numerical issues that hinder this. For the performed case studies (Chapter 

9), the fixed term in the steam turbine cost is of the order of $105 and the total 

system cost is of the order of tens of millions of dollars (107), i.e. around two 

orders of magnitude larger. Thus, in terms of the solver tolerances, such cost 

differences are usually within the sensitivity tolerances. Consequently, a 

constraint is formulated such that if a turbine is selected in the design, it must 

operate during at least one scenario: 

     sto,hdrysc,tb,tb,sto,hdry STS

tb tb sc

UPSTO

UP

  (8-156) 

 

Logical constraints for the condensing zone 

Among the variants corresponding to a given condensing steam turbine option, 

only one may be chosen, and only if the option is itself selected, Equation 8-

157. This is a direct analogy with the backpressure turbine constraints. 

     stoytb,stoy CTS

tb

UPCTLS

UP

  (8-157) 

        1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

Also, a condensing turbine variant is selected only if the corresponding steam 

level candidates for the last steam header are chosen as steam headers. 

Equation 8-158 defines this condition for the upper header candidates for the 

condensing expansion zone. 
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    UPSLSUPCTLS tb,hdrytb,stoy   (8-158) 

        1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The condensing steam turbines may operate only if they are selected in the 

design: 

    UPCTLSUPCTO tb,stoysc,tb,stoy   (8-159) 

        1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

Similar to backpressure turbines, the condensing ones also must operate during 

at least one scenario if selected: 

     stoysc,tb,stoy CTS

tb sc

UPCTO

UP

  (8-160) 

        1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

Steam flows through backpressure expansion zones 

Each header pressure level candidate can deliver steam to all steam turbine 

options and the letdown in the next expansion zone. Each steam turbine option 

has one or more variants corresponding to all the combinations between that 

turbine option and the steam header candidates for the zone‟s upper and lower 

headers. For the backpressure zones starting from hdr=2, the steam supply 

from the upper header candidates is modelled by Equation 8-161. It represents 

the mass balance of splitting the steam outlet of the upper header candidate 

(hdr-1,tb) into different connections. 

 

 

       



tb tb

UPLD

sto

UPST

UPOUT,HC

sc,tb,tb,hdrmsc,tb,tb,sto,hdrm

sc,tb,1hdrm

 (8-161) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP
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The enthalpies of these split streams entering the current expansion zone hdr 

are equal to the enthalpy of the corresponding steam level candidate - 

hHC,OUT(hdr-1,tbUP,sc). 

 

The steam balance of the first zone, including the VHP header, is considered 

later.  

 

The steam level candidates for the last header (hdr=NHDR) are located at the 

top end of the condensing zone. Their outlet steam flows are distributed entirely 

between the condensing steam turbines. There is no letdown station in the 

condensing zone. 

 

The turbines and the letdown in each backpressure expansion zone exhaust the 

steam to the zone‟s lower header. The collection of these device outlets is 

modelled by a notional mixer placed before the lower header level candidate: 

 

 

      
UPUP tb

UPLD

tb sto

UPST

IN,HC

sc,tb,tb,hdrmsc,tb,tb,sto,hdrm

sc,tb,hdrm

 (8-162) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

The enthalpy of the expansion zone steam inlet to the header level candidates 

is calculated according to the mixing rule, Equation 8-163. This equation is 

implemented only in the simulation model. In the optimisation, these enthalpies 

are considered fixed. 

 

   

    

    

 







up_tb

UPTBUPLD

up_tb sto

UPOUT,STUPST

IN,HCIN,HC

sc,tb,1hdrhsc,tb,tb,hdrm

sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrhsc,tb,tb,sto,hdrm

sc,tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrm

 (8-163) 

 (Simulation only) 
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1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 

Equation 8-163 considers only the zones starting from hdr02 and further. For the 

first backpressure zone the energy balance has a different form: 

 

   

    

 

     0000UP

VHPUPLD

sto

UPOUT,STUPST

IN,HCIN,HC

tbtbtbtb1hdrfor

hsc,tb,tb,hdrm

sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrhsc,tb,tb,sto,hdrm

sc,tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrm











 

 (8-164) 

 (Simulation only) 

           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

In the simulation implementation, the steam turbine flows are explicitly required 

as specifications. This is because for each expansion zone it is possible to 

calculate exactly one steam flow. As the number of the turbine options per 

expansion zone is different for each problem solved, the only flow to be 

calculated with certainty remains the zone letdown. 

 

Steam flows through the condensing expansion zone 

At the entrance of the condensing zone, the steam flows leaving the lowest-

header pressure level candidates are distributed among the condensing steam 

turbine variants: 

     
sto

UPCTUPOUT,HC sc,tb,stomsc,tb,hdrm  (Optimisation) (8-165) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

As the number of the steam turbine options in the condensing zone is not 

generally known, in the simulation application the condensing steam turbine 

flows are left for specification by the user. Thus, equation 8-165 is implemented 

as a calculation check of the following form: 

     
sto

UPCTUPOUTHCbalance sctbstomsctbhdrmm ,,,,,Im  (Simulation) (8-166) 
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        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

After the condensers, the turbine condensate is collected and mixed together 

with the condensate returned by the process users.  

 

The returned process condensate is calculated as a fraction of the total steam 

supplied to the site processes (condensate return ratio), Equation 8-167. 

       








 
hdr

VHP,PU

tb

PUCRCR scmsc,tb,hdrmRscm  (8-167) 

       1tb,hdrSLC|tbtbhdrfor   

 

The condition of the returned condensate is specified by the user as a pair of 

parameters – the condensate return pressure PCR(sc) and the condensate 

return temperature TCR(sc). Typically, the condensate in industry is returned to 

the boiler house at atmospheric pressure (PCR=1 atm) and with temperature 

between 70 and 100 C. These parameters uniquely define the condensate 

return enthalpy: 

         tablessteamscPscThsch CRCRCRCR    ,  (8-168) 

 

The total flow-rate of the condensate, collected by the condensing header, is 

then computed as a sum of the condensing steam turbine exhausts and the 

process condensate return: 

       scmsc,tb,stomscm CR

sto tb

UPCTTCR

UP

  (8-169) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The enthalpy of the total condensate collected can be estimated from the 

energy balance of the mixing: 

           schscmhsc,tb,stomschscm CRCR

sto tb

COND,SLUPCTTCRTCR

UP

   (8-170) 

 (Simulation only) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   
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The condensate enthalpy is estimated using Equation 8-170 only during the 

simulation stages. 

 

Backpressure steam turbines 

Parameter calculations 

The full-load performance parameters of the backpressure steam turbine 

variants are calculated during the simulation stages only. They are further used 

to compute the coefficients of the Willan‟s lines for the turbines. 

 

The performance coefficients for the turbines in the uppermost expansion zone 

(hdr=1) are calculated separately, since they involve the saturation temperature 

of the boiler steam header TVHP. These assignments are shown in Equations 8-

171 to 8-173. 

 
 

      tb,hdrTTtb,tb,sto,hdratb,tb,sto,hdra

tb,tb,sto,hdrA

TB,SATVHP,SATUP1UP0

UPST




 (8-171) 

 
 

      tb,hdrTTtb,tb,sto,hdratb,tb,sto,hdra

tb,tb,sto,hdrB

TB,SATVHP,SATUP3UP2

UPST




 (8-172) 

 
 

      tb,hdrTTtb,tb,sto,hdrbtb,tb,sto,hdra

tb,tb,sto,hdrL

TB,SATVHP,SATUPLUPL

UPST




 (8-173) 

           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

For all other backpressure expansion zones the performance coefficients are 

defined as follows: 

 
   

      tbhdrTtbhdrTtbtbstohdra

tbtbstohdratbtbstohdrA

TBSATUPTBSATUP

UPUPST

,,1,,,

,,,,,,

,,1

0




 (8-174) 

 
   

      tbhdrTtbhdrTtbtbstohdra

tbtbstohdratbtbstohdrB

TBSATUPTBSATUP

UPUPST

,,1,,,

,,,,,,

,,3

2




 (8-175) 

 
   

      tbhdrTtbhdrTtbtbstohdrb

tbtbstohdratbtbstohdrL

TBSATUPTBSATUPL

UPLUPST

,,1,,,

,,,,,,

,, 


 (8-176) 
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1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 

Operation and sizing 

The isentropic enthalpy change hIS for a steam turbine stage is defined by the 

values of the steam inlet pressure, outlet pressure and inlet enthalpy. Among 

these, the pressures of steam level candidates are specified as fixed parameter 

values. However, the actual enthalpies of steam header level candidates may 

change with different iterations as they are variables. Thus, the isentropic 

enthalpy change is a two-fold entity. For simulation steps it is a variable. For 

MILP optimisation steps, it becomes a parameter (the enthalpies are fixed 

during optimisation stages). Thus, the actual values of the isentropic enthalpy 

change will differ for the various steam turbine combinations. They are 

calculated using a steam property package. The formulation for zones with 

hdr>1 is given in Equation 8-177. 

 

 

      
 tablessteam

tbhdrTscuptbhdrhuptbhdrTh

sctbuptbhdrh

TBSATTBTBSATIS

IS

  

,,,_,1,_,1

,,_,

,, 



 (8-177) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbup_tb,1hdrfor




 

 

The isentropic enthalpy drop for zone #1 is defined in Equation 8-178. 

     tb,hdrT,h,Ttables_steamsc,tb,tb,hdrh TB,SATPVHVHP,SATUPIS    (8-178) 

           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

From Equations 8-177 and 8-178, it can be seen that hIS varies with different 

scenarios. The reason for this is that it depends on the current process 

operation (through the header enthalpies hTB). For the purposes of steam 

turbine sizing and costing, however, such a scenario-dependent entity is not 

suitable. The workaround exploits the fact that, due to fixing the enthalpies for 

the MILP steps, the isentropic enthalpy drop is an optimisation parameter and a 
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simulation variable. For the power capacity calculations and constraints, the 

maximum value for hIS over all operating scenarios is used, as defined in 

Equation 8-179: 

  
 

  sc,tb,tb,hdrhmaxtb,tb,hdrh UPIS
sc

UPMAX,IS    (Simulation only) (8-179) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

This calculation is performed only during simulation steps and the hIS,MAX 

values are supplied as optimisation parameters. 

 

The slope and the intercept of the Willan‟s line for the backpressure steam 

turbines are calculated by the simulation application from the full-load 

performance coefficients and the isentropic enthalpy drop: 

 

 
 
 

 
 

  












sto,hdrm

tb,tb,sto,hdrA
sc,tb,tb,hdrh

tb,tb,sto,hdrB

1tb,tb,sto,hdrL
sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrn

MAX,ST

UPST
UPIS

UPST

UPST
UPST



 (8-180) 

 
 

 
 

      tb,tb,sto,hdrAsto,hdrmsc,tb,tb,hdrh

tb,tb,sto,hdrB

tb,tb,sto,hdrL
sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrW

UPSTMAX,STUPIS

UPST

UPST
UPST,INT







 (8-181) 

 (Simulation only) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

The power, generated by the backpressure steam turbines, is then estimated 

using the Willan‟s line equation: 

 

 

   

   sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrWsc,tb,tb,sto,hdry

sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrmsc,tb,tb,sto,hdrn

sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrW

UPST,INTUPSTO

UPSTUPST

UPST







 (8-182) 
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1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

The current steam load must not exceed the maximum steam load (the turbine 

size) and must become zero if the steam turbine does not operate. These 

constraints are reflected by Equations 8-183 and 8-184. 

     0sto,hdrmsc,tb,tb,sto,hdrm MAX,STUPST   (8-183) 

     0Upsc,tb,tb,sto,hdrysc,tb,tb,sto,hdrm MSTUPSTOUPST   (8-184) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

Also, the backpressure turbines have lower limits on the current steam load, 

expressed through the minimum part-load fraction RLST,MIN . Equations 8-185 

and 8-186 show the optimisation version of these constraints and Equation 8-

187 shows the corresponding simulation version. 

 
   

  0sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrs

sto,hdrmRLsc,tb,tb,sto,hdrm

UPSTO

MAX,STMIN,STUPST




 (8-185) 

      0Upsc,tb,tb,sto,hdry1sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrs MSTUPSTOUPSTO   (8-186) 

 (Optimisation version) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

 
 

    0,,,,,

,,,,

,,  sctbtbstohdrystohdrmRL

sctbtbstohdrm

UPSTOMAXSTMINST

UPST
 (8-187) 

 (Simulation version) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   
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Additionally, the steam capacity of the backpressure turbines is limited by upper 

and lower bounds: 

   MSTMAX,ST Upsto,hdrm   (8-188) 

   MSTMAX,ST Lowsto,hdrm   (8-189) 

 

The total energy consumed from the expanding steam by the turbine is related 

to the net power production via a linear regression, Equation 8-190. The 

difference between the two quantities is spent to cover machine energy losses – 

mainly mechanical and heat losses. 

 

 

   

   sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrWtb,tb,sto,hdrb

sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrytb,tb,sto,hdra

sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrW

UPSTUPTOT,ST

UPSTOUPTOT,ST

UPTOT,ST







 (8-190) 

 (Simulation only) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

The condition of the exhaust steam is calculated by using the turbine energy 

balance: 

 

   

   

 sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrW

sc,tb,1hdrhsc,tb,tb,sto,hdrm

sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrhsc,tb,tb,sto,hdrm

UPTOT,ST

UPTBUPST

UPOUT,STUPST







 (8-191) 

 (Simulation only) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

The overall power, generated by the backpressure steam turbines, is estimated 

as a sum over all variants in all backpressure expansion zones: 

     
hdr sto tb tb

UPSTSum,ST

UP

sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrWscW  (8-192) 
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1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

The capital cost for backpressure steam turbines can be modelled in relation to 

steam turbine power generation capacity. In order to estimate it, first the 

maximum power is related to the maximum steam flow via the general 

performance regression for full load, Equation 8-193. 

 

   

   

 tb,tb,hdrh

sto,hdrmtb,tb,sto,hdrD

tb,tb,sto,hdrCtb,tb,sto,hdrW

UPMAX,IS

MAX,STUPST

UPSTUPMAX,ST







 (8-193) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

In Equation 8-193, the last term on the right-hand side features a product of the 

maximum steam flow and the isentropic enthalpy drop. The latter is generally a 

variable, but is passed to the MILP steps as a fixed parameter due to fixing the 

enthalpies, so the equation becomes linear. 

 

The conversion coefficients CST and DST, used in Equation 8-193, are obtained 

from AST and BST according to Equations 8-194 and 8-195. 

  
 
 tb,tb,sto,hdrB

tb,tb,sto,hdrA
tb,tb,sto,hdrC

UPST

UPST
UPST   (Simulation only) (8-194) 

  
 tb,tb,sto,hdrB

1
tb,tb,sto,hdrD

UPST

UPST   (Simulation only) (8-195) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

The steam turbine capacities are constrained between specified lower and 

upper bounds. These limits are set by Equations 8-196 and 8-197. 
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     0tb,tb,sto,hdrUptb,tb,sto,hdrW UPSTUPMAX,ST   (8-196) 

     0tb,tb,sto,hdrLowtb,tb,sto,hdrW UPSTUPMAX,ST   (8-197) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

The reason for this is that the basic performance coefficients, using the current 

linearised steam turbine model, can be regressed with acceptable precision 

only within sufficiently small power capacity intervals. For the particular 

manufacturer dataset analysed, there are two ranges for backpressure steam 

turbines: one from 0 to 8 MW and another from 8 MW and larger. 

 

The capital-defining power generation capacities of the backpressure turbine 

variants are calculated by two different equivalent equations as follows. 

      tb,tb,sto,hdrWtb,tb,sto,hdrytb,tb,sto,hdrW UPMAX,STUPSTLSUPCCV,ST  (8-198) 

 (Simulation version) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 

 
    

 tb,tb,sto,hdrW

Wtb,tb,sto,hdry1tb,tb,sto,hdrW

UPCCV,ST

STVLUPSTLSUPMAX,ST




 (8-199) 

 
  

           

      

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdrfor UP




 

 and           1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdrfor UP   

 (Optimisation version) 

 

The actual capital costing capacity WST,CC of each backpressure steam turbine 

option is calculated as a sum over all the variants (note – only one variant per 

option may be selected): 
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UPtb tb

UPCCV,STCC,ST tb,tb,sto,hdrWsto,hdrW  (8-200) 

 for 
  

           

    

1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb

,1tb,1hdrSLC|tbtb,1hdr UP




 

 and for         1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdr UP   

 

The capital cost for backpressure steam turbines is estimated using the capital 

costing power generation capacity WST,CC: 

      sto,hdrWBsto,hdryAsto,hdrCC CC,STCCSTSTSCCSTST   (8-201) 

   
hdr sto

STSum,ST sto,hdrCCCC  (8-202) 

 

Condensing steam turbines 

The full-load performance coefficients and the intercept ratio for condensing 

steam turbines are estimated according to equations 8-203 to 8-205. All these 

are used directly only by the simulation application. 

     CONDUPTB,SAT1,CT0,CTUPCT Ttb,hdrTaatbA   (Simulation only) (8-203) 

     CONDUPTB,SAT3,CT2,CTUPCT Ttb,hdrTaatbB   (Simulation only) (8-204) 

     CONDUPTB,SATL,CTL,CTUPCT Ttb,hdrTbatbL   (Simulation only) (8-205) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The isentropic enthalpy drop for the condensing zone is defined in Equation 8-

206. It uses a steam property package. 

       CONDUPTBUPTBSATISCTUPISCT TsctbhdrhtbhdrThsctbh ,,,,,, ,,,   (8-206) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR  , (Simulation only) 

 

The corresponding maximum isentropic enthalpy drop hCT,IS,MAX is selected as 

the largest value of hCT,IS across all scenarios, Equation 8-207. It is passed on 

to the optimisation environment (GAMS) as a parameter. 

  
 

  sc,tbhmaxtbh UPIS,CT
sc

UPMAX,IS,CT    (Simulation only) (8-207) 
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        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The slope and the intercept of the Willan‟s line for the condensing steam 

turbines are calculated in a similar way to the ones for backpressure turbines: 

  
 
 

 
 
 











stom

tbA
sc,tbh

tbB

1tbL
sc,tb,ston

MAX,CT

UPCT
UPIS,CT

UPCT

UPCT
UPCT   (8-208) 

 

 

 
 

      UPTCMAXCTUPISCT

UPCT

UPCT

UPCTINT

tbAstomsctbh
tbB

tbL

sctbstoW





,,

,

,

,,

 (8-209) 

 (Simulation only) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The power, generated by the condensing steam turbines, is estimated by the 

corresponding Willan‟s lines: 

 

 

   

   sc,tb,stoWsc,tb,stoy

sc,tb,stomsc,tb,ston

sc,tb,stoW

UPCT,INTUPTOC

UPCTUPTC

UPCT







 (8-210) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The current steam load of the condensing steam turbines must not exceed the 

maximum steam load, Equation 8-211, and to become zero if the steam turbine 

does not operate, Equation 8-212. 

 

     0stomsc,tb,stom MAX,CTUPCT   (8-211) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

     0Upsc,tb,stoysc,tb,stom MSTUPCTOUPCT   (8-212) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   
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The lower bound on the current steam load for condensing steam turbines is 

expressed differently for the simulation and the optimisation (MILP) models as 

follows: 

 

       0sc,tb,stoystomRLsc,tb,stom UPTOCMAX,CTMIN,STUPCT   (8-213) 

 (Simulation) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

       0sc,tb,stosstomRLsc,tb,stom UPTOCMAX,CTMIN,STUPCT   (8-214) 

 (Optimisation) 

      0Upsc,tb,stoy1sc,tb,stos MSTUPCTOUPCTO   (8-215) 

 (Optimisation) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

Additionally, the steam capacity of the condensing turbines is limited by upper 

and lower bounds: 

   MSTMAX,CT Upstom   (8-216) 

   MSTMAXCT Lowstom ,  (8-217) 

 

The total energy, consumed from the steam by the condensing turbines, is 

related to the power production via a linear regression, Equation 8-218. 

    sc,tb,stoWbasc,tb,stoW UPCTTOT,CTTOT,CTUPTOT,CT   (8-218) 

 (Simulation only) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The condition of the steam, exhausted to the condensers, is calculated by using 

the turbine energy balance: 

 

   

   

 sc,tb,stoW

sc,tb,hdrhsc,tb,stom

sc,tb,stohsc,tb,stom

UPTOT,TC

UPBTUPTC

UPOUT,CTUPCT







 (8-219) 
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 (Simulation only) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The overall power, generated by the condensing steam turbines, is obtained by 

summation, Equation 8-220: 

     
sto tb

UPCTSum,CT

UP

sc,tb,stoWscW  (8-220) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The condensing turbine power capacities are calculated from the general 

regression for full load in the following form: 

          UPMAX,IS,CTMAX,CTUPTCUPCTUPMAX,CT tbhstomtbDtbCtb,stoW  (8-221) 

 for        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The conversion coefficients CCT and DCT are related to ACT and BCT as follows: 

  
 
 UPCT

UPCT
UPCT

tbB

tbA
tbC   (Simulation only) (8-222) 

  
 UPCT

UPCT
tbB

1
tbD   (Simulation only) (8-223) 

 for        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The condensing turbine capacity limits reflect the availability of the equipment 

items according to manufacturer specifications: 

   0Uptb,stoW CTUPMAX,CT   (8-224) 

   0Lowtb,stoW CTUPMAX,CT   (8-225) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The capital-defining power generation capacities of the condensing turbine 

variants are calculated by two different equivalent equations as follows. The 

simulation version is given in Equation 8-226 and the corresponding 

optimisation version is in Equation 8-227. 
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      UPMAX,CTUPCTLSUPCCV,CT tb,stoWtb,stoytb,stoW   (Simulation) (8-226) 

       UPCCV,TCSTVLUPCTLSUPMAX,CT tb,stoWWtb,stoy1tb,stoW   (8-227) 

 (Optimisation) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The actual costing capacity is calculated as a sum over the turbine variants, 

Equation 8-228. This approach uses the fact that, at most, one variant per 

condensing turbine option may be selected (Equation 8-157). 

     
UPtb

UPCCV,STCC,CT tb,stoWstoW  (8-228) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The capital cost for backpressure steam turbines is estimated using the costing 

power generation capacity WCT,CC in Equations 8-229 and 8-230. 

      stoWBstoyAstoCC CC,TCTCCCTSCTCCCCT   (8-229) 

   
sto

STSum,CT stoCCCC  (8-230) 

 

The condensing steam turbine exhausts require a certain amount of cooling in 

order to be condensed. The magnitude of the rejected heat flow is estimated by 

Equation 8-232 based on the current enthalpies of the exhausts hCT,OUT and the 

enthalpy of the saturated liquid at the condenser pressure, calculated in 

Equation 8-231. 

  CONDCOND,SL TtLiqenthalpySah   (Simulation only) (8-231) 

       COND,SLUPOUT,CTUPCTUPCOND hsc,tb,stohsc,tb,stomsc,tb,stoQ   (8-232) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The capital cost of the condensers is estimated based on the condenser 

maximum load. The latter is obtained in two different ways for the simulation 

(Equation 8-233) and for the optimisation (Equation 8-234). 

     sc,tb,stoQmaxstoQ UPCOND
sc,tb

CC,COND
UP

  (Simulation) (8-233) 
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    stoQsc,tb,stoQ CC,CONDUPCOND   (Optimisation) (8-234) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr UPHDR   

 

The capital cost estimates of the condensers are obtained using a linearised 

regression model: 

      stoQbstoyastoCC CC,CONDCCCTSCCCCCOND   (8-235) 

   
sto

CONDSum,COND stoCCCC  (8-236) 

Feasibility of steam enthalpy at the steam header candidates 

The enthalpy of steam at the steam header level candidates must not be lower 

than the one of the saturated vapour at the same pressure. The simulation 

implements this constraint directly: 

      tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrh SV,TBTBSH   (Simulation) (8-237) 

   0,,  sctbhdrhSH  (Simulation) (8-238) 

       1tb,hdrSLC|tbtbhdrfor   

 and      0,1,,  VLSLSSH htbhdrysctbhdrh  

 

In the optimisation formulation, the dryness of the steam is ensured indirectly by 

constraining the letdown flow to be a certain minimum flow, proportional to the 

total of the turbine flows for each expansion zone: 

 
 

     0,,,,,,,

,,,

,  
sto

UPSTUPMINLD

UPLD

sctbtbstohdrmsctbtbhdrL

sctbtbhdrm

 (8-239) 

 (Optimisation) 

 
  

   1,|        

, 1,1|   , 01





tbhdrSLCtbtb

tbhdrSLCtbtbhdrhdrfor UP
 

 and for         1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdr UP   

 

The values of the parameter LLD,MIN need to be set by the simulation application 

before each optimisation stage. Thus, these values may differ between two 
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consecutive optimisation stages. To handle this situation in an appropriate way, 

the proportion parameter LLD,MIN is calculated by the simulation, Equation 8-240: 

  
 
  



sto

UPST

UPLD
UPMIN,LD

sc,tb,tb,sto,hdrm

sc,tb,tb,hdrm
sc,tb,tb,hdrL  (Simulation only)(8-240) 

 
  

   1,|        

, 1,1|   , 01





tbhdrSLCtbtb

tbhdrSLCtbtbhdrhdrfor UP
 

 and for         1tb,hdrSLC|tbtb,0tb,1hdr UP   

 

Note that the calculation result from Equation 8-240 is useful only if the 

simulated system is feasible with respect to the imposed constraints. 

 

Balances of the VHP main and expansion zone No.1 

The VHP main receives steam from the operating VHP boilers and heat 

recovery steam generators. It further delivers steam to site processes (those 

which cannot be served by header No.1 if some of the lower-temperature 

candidates are selected). Also, it cascades the rest of the steam to expansion 

zone No.1, which contains backpressure steam turbine options and a letdown 

valve. 

 

       

 
     

 








gto

HRSG

bo btype

BLR

SL,VHPVHP

VHP,UC

VHP,PU

sto tb tb

UPLDUPST

sc,gtomsc,btype,bom
hh

scQ

scmsc,tb,tb,hdrmsc,tb,tb,sto,hdrm

(8-241) 

 for   1tb,hdrSLC|tb0tb1hdr UP   

 

Utility cooling 

The total utility cooling can be modelled as a sum of the heat duties on the 

steam turbine condensers plus all residual process cooling demands that 

cannot be used for steam generation: 

           
sto tb

PCDPCUPCONDCW

UP

sc,tb,hdrQscQsc,tb,stoQscQ  (8-242) 

 for          ,      HDRTBUPHDR NNtbtb1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr   
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The cost of utility cooling is calculated by using the mass flow of the cooling 

water, Equations 8-243 and 8-244. 

  
 

    scTscTCp

scQ
scm

Spl,CWtRe,CWW

CW
CW


  (8-243) 

        
sc

CWCW scicePrscYFHrYrscmCWC  (8-244) 

 

8.7.4. Boiler feed-water system 

Matching boiler feed-water and the steam generation 

The boiler feed-water produced must equal the total water demand for steam 

generators, including the heat recovery steam generators, the VHP boilers and 

process steam generators. This is reflected by Equation 8-245. 

 

      

    

  











hdr tb

PG

bo btype

BLR,BDBLR

gto

HRSG,BDHRSGBFW

sc,tb,hdrm

R1sc,btype,bom

R1sc,gtomscm

 (8-245) 

       1tb,hdrSLC|tbtbhdrfor   

 

Water make-up 

As certain amount of water is lost with steam generation and the condensate 

loss, there is a need to provide water make-up. This is done by using de-

mineralised water. The following equations give the mass and energy balances 

for the water make-up process: 

      scmscmscm TCRDWDAF   (8-246) 

          schscmhscmschscm TCRTCRDWDWDAFDAF   (8-247) 

 (Simulation only) 
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The enthalpy of the demineralised water is calculated as a parameter 

assignment from the specified values for temperature and pressure: 

  DWDWDWDW PThh ,  (Simulation only, steam property package) (8-248) 

 

In the simulation, Equation 8-246 is solved for the demineralised water mDW and 

Equation 8-247 is solved for hDAF. 

 

The make-up water cost is determined by summing up the usage over a year: 

      
sc

DWDW scYFHrYrscmicePrDWC  (8-249) 

 

8.7.5. De-aerator 

The presented synthesis method closes the steam system loop by adding a 

consideration of de-aerators. The de-aerators have two main functions: 

(a) To strip any non-condensing gases that may be carried with the feed 

water; 

(b) To heat up the boiler feed water to the specified enthalpy at the boiler 

inlet. Under different pressures water has the same enthalpy at different 

temperatures. The de-aerator pressure is always fairly close to the 

atmospheric one. On the other hand, the boiler steam is raised to much 

higher pressures – from 20 to 120 bara. 

 

In order to be evaluated, the de-aerator (Figure 8-24) needs several 

specifications: 

 De-aerator pressure 

 Steam vent fraction 

 Enthalpy of the vented steam 
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 Figure 8-24. De-aerator flow configuration 

 

The choice of de-aerator pressure defines the minimum pressure of steam to be 

used. Also, the difference between the steam saturation temperature and the 

temperature of the de-aerator feed must be larger than a certain minimum. A 

crude rule of thumb is that this minimum temperature difference is 15 C. 

 

In the current work, separate feed-water preheat is not considered. Hence the 

minimum temperature difference constraint for the de-aerator is assumed to be 

satisfied, as the condensate usually returns with a temperature of at most 80 

C, and the demineralised water usually comes at ambient temperature. This 

leaves sufficient temperature difference up to the lowest possible LP steam 

level. 

 

The following procedure for de-aerator specification can be adopted: 

(1) Specify PDA. Calculate the corresponding steam saturation temperature 

TDA,MIN, satisfying the de-aerator temperature difference constraint. 

(2) Find the lowest-temperature steam header that satisfies the temperature 

requirement from the previous step. Define this header as the one 

supplying steam to the de-aerator. 
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Usually, the above procedure should result in choosing the lowest-pressure 

steam header as a de-aeration steam source. In the current method, it is 

assumed that this is the case. 

 

Having these assumptions in effect, the following computational model is 

formulated. The enthalpy of the vented steam is calculated via a parameter 

assignment, assuming saturated vapour condition: 

  DADVDV Phh   (Simulation only, steam property package) (8-250) 

 

The mass balance around the de-aerator has the following form, which is 

simplified from the expression in Equation 5-9: 

        scmscmscmscm DVBFWDASDAF   (8-251) 

 

In the simulation, Equation 8-251 is solved for the de-aerator feed flow mDAF. 

 

The mass flow of the vented steam is related to the one of the steam feed by 

specifying a vent fraction (Equation 8-252), followed by the energy balance of 

the de-aerator, Equation 8-253. 

    scmVFscm DASDADV   (8-252) 

             DVDVBFWBFWDASDASDAFDAF hscmhscmschscmschscm   (8-253) 

 

The de-aeration steam can be drawn from any of the steam level candidates for 

the lowest pressure main, subject to their selection in the design. In order to 

handle the decision process, a pseudo-mixer for determining the condition of 

the de-aeration steam is defined. Thus, the amount of the delivered steam is 

calculated as a sum over all steam level candidates for the main hdr=NHDR. 

Equation 8-254. 

     
tb

DAVDAS sc,tb,hdrmscm  (8-254) 

 

The energy balance of this superstructure configuration is given in Equation 8-

255. 
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tb

TBDAVDASDAS sc,tb,hdrhsc,tb,hdrmschscm  (8-255) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr HDR   

 (Simulation only) 

 

It is important to note that the enthalpy of the de-aerator steam feed is fixed 

during the optimisation stages. Although the enthalpies of the different steam 

level candidates are also fixed, the optimisation may switch the current 

selection of pressure level for the lowest-pressure header. This would lead to 

different de-aerator steam enthalpy, because the steam source would be 

different. However, there are two factors that can be exploited to ensure a 

smoother convergence: 

 The de-aerator steam feed flow is relatively small compared with the boiler 

feed-water flow – around 10% to 15%. Thus, the influence of its fluctuations 

should be even smaller – around 2-5% of the boiler feed-water flow. Also, as 

the procedure progresses, these fluctuations usually decrease. 

 The steam level candidates for the lowest-pressure mains should be chosen 

in such a way that they do not feature very large saturation temperature 

differences. This should also help in keeping the fluctuations smaller. 

 

The simulation uses the formulation in Equation 8-256 to calculate the de-

aerator steam feed enthalpy. 

        
tb

TBSLSDAS sc,tb,hdrhtb,hdrysch  (8-256) 

 (Simulation only) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr HDR   

 

Although this is not a rigorous energy balance of mixing, it still reflects 

accurately the logic of the superstructure and the design constraints. In 

particular, from all pressure level candidates for the lowest header, only one will 

be selected and its enthalpy will be the true enthalpy of the de-aerator steam 

feed. 
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A special note regarding the simulation procedure is necessary. The steam 

system model contains two major computational loops, one of which is broken 

by specifying and re-calculating the mass flow of the de-aerator steam feed 

mDAV. The specified initial values of these flows are initially used to calculate the 

necessary make-up with demineralised water, observing only the mass 

balances of the de-aerator and the water make-up. The re-calculation steps 

employ the de-aerator energy balance as follows: 

  
 

        schscmhscmhscm
sch

1
scm DAFDAFDVDVBFWBFW

DAS

DAS  (8-257) 

 (Simulation only) 

 

The calculated flow is further propagated to the selected candidate for the 

lowest steam level: 

      scmtb,hdrysc,tb,hdrm DASSLSDAV   (8-258) 

 (Simulation only) 

        1hdrSLC|tbtb,Nhdr HDR   

 

The de-aerator size and cost are determined on the basis of the boiler feed-

water flows. De-aerators consist of a stripping section and a water storage tank. 

In most cases, the cost of the stripping section is insignificant compared with 

the cost of the tank. Therefore, the sizing is performed for the tank only. It is 

necessary, however, to point out that the de-aerator tank volume is intended to 

smooth dynamic flow fluctuations rather than to serve as a reserve water 

capacity. 

 

The size of the de-aerator mDA,SZ is calculated by taking the largest flow among 

all operating scenarios. Equation 8-259 shows the MILP implementation and 

Equation 8-260 shows the simulation version. 

   0mscm SZ,DABFW   (8-259) 

   scmmaxm BFW
sc

SZ,DA   (8-260) 
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The sizing de-aerator flow is used to estimate the de-aerator capital cost, 

Equation 8-261. 

 SZ,DADACDACDA mbaCC   (8-261) 

 

According to an internet source (Tray Deaerator Model Specifications 2003), 

there is a strong dependence of the de-aerator capital cost on the feed-water 

flow. The relationship is slightly non-linear with inflection. Thus, in terms of 

modelling precision, it is best described by a third-order polynomial, Figure 

8-25. The linear approximation features a slightly poorer precision with very 

small differences from the cubic polynomial. 
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 Figure 8-25. Capital cost for de-aerators 

 

Table 8-9. Cost coefficients for the lower range of de-aerator capacity 

Model Coefficients 

 Value Standard Error t-Statistic Probability(t) 

aDAC 39087.93 2650.6 14.7469 9.86E-11 

bDAC 524.4194 19.78 26.5078 1.20E-14 

Overall model properties 

 R2 F-Statistic Probability(F) 

 0.9777 702.66 1.20E-14 
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Table 8-10. Cost coefficients for the upper range of de-aerator capacity 

Model Coefficients 

 Value Standard Error t-Statistic Probability(t) 

aDAC 80173.22 11869.0 6.7549 5.14E-04 

bDAC 301.5654 10.95 27.5328 1.52E-07 

Overall model properties 

 R2 F-Statistic Probability(F) 

 0.9921 758.06 1.52E-07 

 

However, the capital cost equation cannot be eliminated from the MILP 

optimisation formulation. Thus, it is necessary to obtain a linear relationship. 

The linearisation can be performed over the whole interval of cost quotations 

(see Figure 8-25) or in a piecewise manner, by dividing the feed water capacity 

range into two intervals. These may be, for example, from zero to 300 t/h and 

from 300 to 1814 t/h (the largest de-aerator quoted). The coefficients resulting 

from a piecewise-linear analysis for the lower and the upper capacity ranges are 

shown in Table 8-9 and Table 8-10 respectively. 

 

Internal power consumption 

There is some internal power consumption for running the utility system itself. 

The most significant items of this consumption are: 

 Boiler feed-water pumping; 

 Boiler fan operation. 

 

Boiler fans usually consume a small amount of power at approximately constant 

rate, regardless of the current steam load, as long as the boiler in question 

operates. Hence, this situation is modelled by introducing a parameter SPDBFan, 

which specifies the fan power consumption for each boiler option as a linear 

function of the boiler size. The capital costs for the fans are assumed included 

in the cost of the boilers. 
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The pumping of boiler feed-water satisfies two major pressure raising demands: 

 Lifting the water from the level of the condensate line to the de-aerator; 

 Raising the feed-water pressure from the de-aerator conditions up to the 

boiler conditions. 

 

Additionally, there are certain pressure drops inherent to the pipes and all other 

devices, which also need to be overcome by the pumps. The exact values of all 

pressure resistances of the pipes and the equipment are not known during 

preliminary design. However, what is known from the problem specifications are 

the pressures in the de-aerator and the steam generators. The current method 

defines another additional parameter Ppipes, allowing the design engineer to 

specify any additional pressure resistance to be accounted for by the utility 

system pumps. 

 

For instance, the additional pumping pressure drop can be estimated by the rise 

in the height of the water. For every meter of height rise the pressure drop is: 

 



























m

bar

m

Pa

m

Pa
gp WATERspecific  1.0 10000 981081.91000 (8-262) 

where “g“ is the acceleration due to gravity. 

 

As a result, the power consumption for feed-water pumping will be defined as a 

product of the total of the pressure drops and the feed-water volume flow, 

Equation 8-263. 

  
 

  
6.3

1.0
PPP

scm
scPD pipesDAVHP

WATER

BFW
FWP  


 (8-263) 

 

Regarding the capital costs for the pumps, it is not possible to estimate them at 

the stage of preliminary design. The reason is that neither the number nor the 

location of the pumps is clear. In addition, some boiler manufacturers do include 

the pump capital costs into the quotations for boilers. Therefore, in the current 

work, the capital costs for the feed-water pumps are not considered. 
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The total internal power demand for a given operating scenario is estimated by 

adding up the fan requirements and the feed-water pump consumption, 

Equation 8-264. 

         scPDbtype,bombtype,boSPDscPD FWP

bo btype

CC,BLRBFanINTERN  (8-264) 

 

8.8. Power import and export (site scope) 

The site can import or export power, but not both. First, the site power balance 

is established, Equation 8-265. A positive value of the site power balance is 

defined as power import, and negative – as export. 

            scWscWscWscPDscPDscW sum,CTsum,STsum,GTINTERNSBal  (8-265) 

 

Next, the balance WSBal is bound to the import and export flows. The simulation 

implementation uses the following conditional assignments: 

  
   



 


se,  Otherwi
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scW

SBalSBal
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0  ,
 (Simulation) (8-266) 

  
   



 


se,  Otherwi

scWifscW
scW

SBalSBal

EXP
0

0  ,
 (Simulation) (8-267) 

  
 
 









0 0

01

scW, if

sc, if W
scy

SBal

SBal

IMP  (Simulation) (8-268) 

 

The optimisation implementation includes more equations due to the linearity 

requirement. First the site balance is bound to the power import and power 

export variables using the following equality constraint: 

       0scWscWscW EXPIMPSBal   (Optimisation) (8-269) 

 

The remaining task is to ensure that the import and export flows are not 

simultaneously non-zero, Equations 8-270 to 8-273. 

     0EscyscW VLIMPSBal   (Optimisation) (8-270) 

      0Escy1scW VLIMPSBal   (Optimisation) (8-271) 
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     0PDscyscW IMPIMP   (Optimisation) (8-272) 

      0Wscy1scW UP,EXPIMPEXP   (Optimisation) (8-273) 

 

Equation 8-270 ensures that the import mode variable yIMP assumes the value 

of one when the balance is positive. Similarly, Equation 8-271 ensures that 

import mode variable yIMP assumes the value of zero when the site power 

balance is negative. Equation 8-272 forces the power import variable to be 

positive or zero depending on the calculated site balance mode. The value of 

the power export variable is controlled in a similar way by Equation 8-273. 

Equations 8-272 and 8-273 act also as upper bounds to the corresponding 

power flows. 

 

In turn, it is necessary to introduce the upper bound on the power export also in 

the simulation model: 

   0,  UPEXPEXP WscW  (Simulation) (8-274) 

 

Next, the cost implications of the established power balance are modelled. The 

power import generates cost and an eventual export generates profit: 

        
sc

IMPIMPIMP scYFscicePrscWHrYrPC  (8-275) 

        
sc

EXPEXPEXP scYFscicePrscWHrYrPI  (8-276) 

 

The imported electricity also implies a certain amount of greenhouse gas 

emissions released by its generation by the electricity provider. The amounts of 

these power import related emissions are estimated based on average emission 

factors published by DEFRA (Environmental Reporting 2003). 

     IMP,2COIMPIMP,2CO EFscWscm   (Simulation only) (8-277) 

     IMP,2SOIMPIMP,2SO EFscWscm   (Simulation only) (8-278) 

     IMP,2NOIMPIMP,2NO EFscWscm   (Simulation only) (8-279) 
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It is assumed that the specified electricity import price covers any costs 

associated with the off-site emissions. As a result, the cost of the import-related 

emissions do not influence the optimisation and are omitted from the 

optimisation formulation. 

 

8.9. Total annualised emissions of greenhouse gases 

The estimates of the annualised greenhouse gas emissions are obtained by 

summation from the emissions for the gas turbines, heat recovery steam 

generators, utility (VHP) boilers and power import over all the device options 

and scenarios. This is given in Equations 8-280 to 8-282. 
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 (Simulation only) 

 

    

      

    

 



























































sc bo btype bf

BLR,2SO

sc gto gtf
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sc
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 (Simulation only) 

 

    

      

    

 



























































sc bo btype bf
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sc gto gtf
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sc

2NOSum,2NO
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 (Simulation only) 
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8.10. Total annualised cost and optimisation objective 

The total annualised cost is given by the sum of the operating costs over the 

relevant devices for all operating scenarios, plus the sum of the annualised 

capital costs. The annualisation of the capital costs is done on the basis of 

specified plant life (PLF) and average expected interest rate (IR), Equation 8-

283. Obviously, the interest rate is more difficult to predict. 
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 (8-283) 

 

The calculation of the total annualised cost is given below: 
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,,,,,

,,, (8-284) 

 

Conceptually, the optimisation objective is to minimise the total annualised cost 

TAC. The MILP optimisation formulation, however, employs a modified 

objective function, including the total annualised cost plus a penalty term. The 

latter is intended to eliminate infeasibilities on the heat recovery steam 

generator feasibility constraints, which cause computational difficulty to the 

MILP solver (CPLEX). The penalty term and the modified objective function are 

defined as follows: 

        
gto sc

STACKPINGT sc,gtossc,gtossc,gtosPCPenT  (8-285) 

 (Optimisation only) 

 PenTTACOBJ   (8-286) 

 (Optimisation only) 

 

8.11. Summary on the synthesis model and procedure 

In this chapter, a comprehensive model and procedure for performing initial 

synthesis of utility systems have been formulated. The model includes all of the 
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essential elements of a utility system, connected appropriately in a 

superstructure. The synthesis procedure provides means for partitioning the site 

heat sink and source profiles into candidates for steam header pressure levels, 

superstructure construction, initialisation and optimisation. A Successive Mixed 

Integer Linear Programming (SMILP) procedure is followed for the optimisation 

and reduction of the superstructure, which improves substantially the solution 

compared with the pure MILP methods. 
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Chapter 9. Case study on synthesis of utility systems 

9.1. Conventions 

The main currency unit used is the US dollar ($). In some places, the unit of 

“million dollars” is used with the designation “MM$”. 

 

9.2. Introduction 

This chapter presents a case study on synthesis of a new utility system. The 

aim is to demonstrate the application of the synthesis model and procedure 

described in Chapter 8. The case study covers the following stages: 

(1) Problem specification. This provides the initial data specifications about 

the system to be synthesised. 

(2) Initial co-generation targeting. A modified targeting procedure is applied. 

This defines all temperature boundaries in the site profiles as virtual steam 

headers and assigns optimistic overestimates for the steam turbine 

efficiencies. 

(3) Definition of the candidates for pressure levels of the steam headers. This 

is accomplished via partitioning the temperature boundaries of the site 

heat cascade into the relevant groups. 

(4) Superstructure construction and initialisation. 

(5) Superstructure optimisation and reduction. 

 

The above steps are executed for several different sets of parameter values in 

order to explore the sensitivity of the resulting optimal solution towards key 

factors. The factors varied for the sensitivity analysis are as follows: 

(i) Number of steam headers. 

(ii) Price of power for import and export. 

(iii) Emission costs. 

(iv) Fuel prices. 

(v) Fuel types. 
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The most significant specifications and results from the synthesis procedure are 

presented next. The complete details on the specifications are provided in 

Appendix 5. 

9.3. Problem specification 

9.3.1. Site configuration 

Two operating scenarios are considered for this case study – winter and 

summer, with relative duration 55% and 45% respectively. It is expected that 

the site will operate 8600 hours per year, the average credit interest rate will be 

0.08 (8%) and the equipment/plant life will be 10 years. The equipment 

installation factor for the site location is estimated to be 4. The base-case prices 

of electrical power in the market are estimated to be 20 $/MWh for winter and 

30 $/MWh for summer operation. The power demands from the site processes 

are 25 MW and 31 MW during the winter and summer periods respectively. 

 

9.3.2. Heating and cooling demands of the site processes 

The site heating and cooling demands are presented in Figure 9-1. 
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 Figure 9-1. Process heating and cooling demands 

 

The shown site profiles result in the cumulative heating and cooling 

requirements given in Table 9-1. 
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Table 9-1. Cumulative heating and cooling requirements in MW 

 Winter Summer 

Heating 83.024 68.215 

Cooling 44.710 61.913 

 

The site temperature boundaries have been identified and are provided in 

Appendix 5. The lowest level to be served by steam has been chosen at the 

temperature boundary No.11, TSAT,VLP = 130.51 C, which corresponds to PVLP 

= 2.74 bara. A check has been performed on the specified VHP steam pressure 

(PVHP = 90 bara). It corresponds to a saturation temperature TSAT,VHP = 303.35 

C, which is feasible with respect to the site heating and cooling demands. 

 

9.3.3. Gas turbine data analysis 

Two gas turbine options have been defined for the problem superstructure. 

Each gas turbine is allowed to use two fuels. For the base case natural gas and 

distillate oil are available. 

 

Gas turbine performance coefficients for rated conditions and estimates of the 

associated capital costs can be obtained from different sources. One good 

source of such information is the Gas Turbine World (2001). A regression 

analysis of the data included in the catalogue has been performed in order to 

obtain the necessary parameter values for the model described in Chapter 8. 

The range of gas turbine capacities, included in the regression, has been 

adjusted so that all likely gas turbine sizes are included and the regression 

precision is acceptable. 

 

In Figure 9-2a, the capital cost trend for a wider range of gas turbines is 

illustrated. This includes turbines with sizes from 0.548 MW to 334 MW. The 

general trade-off is that smaller power capacity intervals should lead to better 

regression precision. However, this might constrain the optimisation by missing 

good design options. 
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 (a) Wide range of power capacities (b) Regression for the reduced range 

Figure 9-2. Gas Turbine capital cost trends 

 

The particular gas turbine sizes used in the current case study are from 11.7 

MW to 85.4 MW (see Figure 9-2b). The reason for this is that gas turbines 

smaller than 11.7 MW would be quite expensive, as a result of high capital cost 

per unit power capacity, and any on-site power generation smaller than that can 

be mostly covered by co-generation using backpressure steam turbines. On the 

other hand, the upper bound on the power export is WEXP,Up = 10 MW. This, 

added to the largest site power demand of 31 MW, makes at most requirement 

for 41 MW for site power generation. Although around 40-45 MW would be 

enough as a maximum on the gas turbine capacity, an upper bound for the 

regression, equal to 85.4 MW, provides satisfactory precision and would allow 

re-use of these regression results in further case studies. The particular 

coefficient values obtained are provided in Appendix 5. 

 

9.3.4. Boiler specification 

Performance and capital cost specifications 

For the boiler performance, generic estimates of the corresponding coefficients, 

introduced in Equation 4-51 and referred to in Equation 8-88 have been 

specified. The field-erected boilers are given to be slightly more efficient than 

the packaged units. 
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The capital cost estimates have been obtained from the analysis of equipment 

capital costs published on the Internet by Matches Corp. - USA 

(http://www.matche.com). The regression has been performed separately for a 

data set of packaged boilers and field-erected boilers. The boiler steaming 

capacity and the nominal pressure of the generated steam have been defined 

as factors in the analysis. The particular values obtained are provided in 

Appendix 5. 

 

Steam system targeting 

Steam system targeting has been performed using the procedure described in 

Chapter 8. The isentropic efficiencies of the steam turbines have been set to the 

upper bound of 0.85 (-) and the mechanical efficiencies – to 0.95 The predicted 

VHP steam demands and power generation by backpressure steam turbines at 

pinched steam profiles are given in Table 9-2. These values indicate that 

package type boilers may be appropriate in the final design. However, a firm 

prediction regarding the final optimal boiler type cannot be made since the 

predicted VHP steam demands exhibit a significant difference between the two 

operating periods. The rest of the targeting results are used to initialise the 

steam network superstructure after its construction. 

 

Table 9-2. Main results from steam system targeting 

Property Winter Summer 

VHP requirement (t/h) 78.412 39.321 

Power from 

backpressure turbines 

(MW) 

7.297 4.448 

 

The largest capacities for package boilers are 70 t/h and for the field erected 

may be as large as 300 t/h. Since the VHP steam target exceeds the maximum 

capacity for package units, VHP boiler of field-erected type has been selected 
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for the superstructure initialisation. In addition, one HRSG has been also 

selected. This means that two steam generators have been selected. 

 

9.3.5. Steam network specifications 

Highest pressure main 

The highest pressure main is the one, to which the boilers and the heat 

recovery steam generators deliver steam. This is termed the VHP header. For 

the current case study, the pressure of the VHP header is set to PVHP = 90 bara. 

In addition, it is specified that the header has a superheat temperature 

difference TVHP,SH = 200 C. 

 

Number of steam headers 

The number of the steam headers, besides the VHP main, will determine the 

members of the “hdr” set, and further the level candidates for each of the 

steam headers. 
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Figure 9-3. UGCC representing the cogeneration targets 
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There are several possible indications of how many steam headers are 

necessary. One way is to look at the site profiles and identify the parts which 

feature significant heating or cooling demands over smaller temperature 

intervals. This would suggest temperature/pressure levels at which there would 

be a significant steam consumption or generation respectively. Another way is 

to examine the Utility Grand Composite Curves (UGCCs) resulting from the 

modified targeting procedure, described in Chapter 8. These would directly 

identify the temperature levels where significant net consumption or generation 

are likely to happen as a result of the balance between the individual steam 

flows from and to the site processes. A third way is to consider the temperature 

differences resulting from the division of the overall temperature range of the 

site profiles into equal parts. This would produce the size of an average 

expansion zone in the form of a temperature difference. To have reasonable 

steam turbine efficiency, this size should not fall below 30-40 C. 

 

From the site profiles in Figure 9-1, it can be suggested that at most three 

temperature levels should be expected, but more likely two. The UGCCs, 

resulting from the steam network targeting, are shown in Figure 9-3. They 

suggest that for the winter scenario, one possible steam header location can be 

visibly identified. Similarly, for the summer operation there are three possible 

locations. The approximate temperatures of these locations are indicated in 

Figure 9-3. Since having only 2 headers (VHP and VLP) is impractical, in this 

case study, two alternative cases are considered: 

a. 3 steam headers - VHP and 2 other at lower pressures and 

b. 4 steam headers - VHP and 3 other at lower pressures. 

 

Steam level candidates 

The VHP boiler pressure level of 90 bara defines the VHP main. Determining 

the steam level candidates for the other headers has different implications for 

the cases with 3 and 4 steam mains. Descriptions of the site profile analyses of 

the two cases follow. 
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Steam level candidates for three steam headers (NHDR=2 plus the VHP) 

For this case, the temperature range and the heat exchange ranges of the site 

profiles have been partitioned into two parts, according to the procedure 

described in Chapter 8. The nominated steam level candidates are indicated in 

Figure 9-4. 
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Figure 9-4. Steam level candidates for NHDR = 2 

As a result, for the steam main with hdr01, three level candidates have been 

identified with saturation temperatures 270.68 C, 209.15 C and 198.89 C. For 

hdr02 there is only one candidate with a saturation temperature 130.51 C. 
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Figure 9-5. Steam level candidates for NHDR = 3 
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In this case, three partitions were necessary (since NHDR=3). The partitioning for 

this case is illustrated in Figure 9-5. As a result, six temperature boundaries 

have been nominated as candidate levels for header hdr01, three for header 

hdr02 and one for hdr03. 

 

9.4. Superstructure construction and optimisation 

9.4.1. Case with three steam headers (NHDR = 2 plus the VHP) 

Base case 

The superstructure for the case of three steam headers (NHDR = 2) features two 

options for gas turbines and boilers, as well as two steam turbine options in 

each expansion zone. For each backpressure expansion zone, there is also a 

letdown station. The superstructure flow-sheet diagram is shown in Figure 9-6. 
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Figure 9-6. Superstructure diagram for NHDR = 2 
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The superstructure in Figure 9-6 defines the general MINLP problem. The 

corresponding linear MILP model contains 1021 variables, from which 266 are 

binary, and 1412 constraints. The typical CPU solution time for the base case of 

this problem is around 0.16 seconds. The optimisation procedure has been 

applied to the superstructure. Figure 9-7 shows the simplified optimal flowsheet 

that has been obtained for the base case. It features two fired steam boilers and 

one steam turbine sized to the steam flow for the winter period. 

 

The optimal flowsheet features relatively low on-site power generation and a 

significant amount of power import. No condensing steam turbines are selected. 

The power generation by the only backpressure steam turbine selected in zone 

1 is 4.767 MW during winter and 1.941 MW during summer operation. These 

constitute 65.33% and 43.64% of the idealised steam power generation targets, 

obtained during the superstructure initialisation. 
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Figure 9-7. Optimal flowsheet - base case (Case No.1), NHDR = 2 
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The main reasons for this are the relatively low power prices and the expensive 

capital. These factors prevent better utilisation of the cogeneration potential of 

the steam system. The total annualised cost of the optimal utility system is 

13.124 MM$/y. The emissions of greenhouse gases for the optimal flowsheet 

are 287 272 t/y CO2, 241 t/y NOx and 104 t/y SOx. 

 

Sensitivity study 

After synthesising the optimal flow-sheet for the base case with NHDR = 2, a 

sensitivity study has been performed with two main purposes. The first goal is to 

evaluate the utility system design in situations when serious measures on CO2 

abatement are undertaken. The second is to explore the economic sensitivity of 

the solutions towards the variation in the key market parameters, such as the 

prices of power and fuels. 

 

The sensitivity study includes performing the synthesis for a number of selected 

values of the price of power import and export, introduction of emission costs, 

different fuel prices and fuel types. With regard to the latter, the possibility of 

using a biofuel instead of fuel oil has been considered in a situation where costs 

on the greenhouse gas emissions are imposed. This specific point directly 

implements the concept of closing the carbon cycle introduced in Chapter 8. 

The fuel and power prices are varied until reaching values no likely to be 

exceeded in reality. 

 

Table 9-3. Basic parameter variations for the sensitivity study 

Case Price CO2 Price SOx Price NOx Power price 

 $/t $/t $/t $/MWh $/MWh 

1 0 0 0 20.00 30.00 

2 0 0 0 30.00 45.00 

3 40 500 1000 40.00 60.00 

4 40 500 1000 40.00 60.00 
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Table 9-4. Fuel parameter variations the sensitivity study 

Case Fuel A 

Price 

Fuel B 

Price 

Fuel C 

Price 

Fuel D 

    Fuel used Price EF NHV 

 $/t $/t $/t  $/t (-) MWh/t 

1 130 120 45 Fuel Oil 75 3.1170 12.047 

2 110 105 45 Fuel Oil 75 3.1170 12.047 

3 130 120 45 Fuel Oil 75 3.1170 12.047 

4 130 120 45 Biogas 75 0 10.000 

 

Four different instances of parameter variations have been considered, starting 

from the base case, designated as No.1. The different cases are listed in Tables 

9-3 and 9-4. The fuel designations in Table 9-4 are defined as follows: 

 Fuel A: Natural gas. This is available for gas turbines and for the fired 

boilers. 

 Fuel B: Distillate oil. This is available to gas turbines only. 

 Fuel C: Fuel gas. This is available for fired boilers only. 

 Fuel D: Fuel oil / Biofuel. This is available for fired boilers only. The switch to 

biofuel is made in the last sensitivity case. The column, entitled “EF” lists the 

CO2 emission factors for the corresponding fuels. 

 

The optimal flowsheet for Case No.2 is presented in Figure 9-8. This parameter 

case results in much larger on-site power generation and power export, due to 

the increased price of power. Compared with the base case (Case No.1), in this 

case one gas turbine with heat recovery steam generator and only one fired 

boiler have been selected. The VHP steam demand is completely satisfied by 

the heat recovery steam generator with the fired boiler being kept as a backup. 

There is also one more steam turbine in the second expansion zone (hdr02). 

Similar to the base case, no condensing steam turbines have been selected 

here also, which indicates that it is cheaper to use the gas turbine in combined 

cycle of power and heat cogeneration than to install condensing steam turbines. 

The total power generation by the backpressure steam turbines is 4.760 MW 
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during winter and 1.564 MW during summer operation. These constitute 

65.23% and 35.16% of the idealised steam power generation targets, obtained 

during the superstructure initialisation. 
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Figure 9-8. Optimal flowsheet - Case No.2, NHDR = 2 

 

It can be seen that the higher power prices have also defined a different 

economic equilibrium for the site, at which the total annualised cost for Case 

No.2 has risen to 15.001 MM$/y. The emissions of greenhouse gases for the 

optimal flowsheet are 178,717 t/y CO2, 84 t/y NOx and zero SOx. 

 

The first two parameter cases reflect the current situation in industry, generally 

characterised with absence of serious measures for CO2 abatement. In order to 

test the utility system synthesis methodology for situations where such 

measures are undertaken, costs on emissions are introduced in Case No.3. In 

parallel with emission charges, the price of power has been raised accordingly. 

The presumption is that if the industrial site under consideration pays for 
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emissions sequestration and treatment, then it is most likely that the central 

power plants would be in the same economic situation, and the power they 

produce would be more expensive also. 
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Figure 9-9. Optimal flowsheet - Case No.3, NHDR = 2 

 

The optimal flowsheet for Case No.3 features a topology, identical to the one 

obtained for Case No.2. Also, the steam flows in this case are very close to 

those for Case No.2, with most of them are within 1 t/h difference. This indicates 

that the upper limit on the system efficiency has been reached. This is valid for 

the superstructure building assumptions of the synthesis method. 

 

The total power generation by the backpressure steam turbines is 5.455 MW 

during winter and 1.924 MW during summer operation. These constitute 

74.76% and 43.26% of the idealised steam power generation targets obtained 

during the superstructure initialisation. This observation also confirms that 
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higher power prices, combined with accounting for the costs on emissions, have 

pushed the system efficiency to its limit. 

 

The total annualised cost in Case No.3 is 23.060 MM$/y, which is higher than in 

Case No.2. This should be expected, however, due to taking the cost of 

pollution prevention into account. The emissions of greenhouse gases for the 

optimal flowsheet are 182,107 t/y CO2, 86 t/y NOx and zero SOx emissions. 

 

Case No.4 is a variation of Case No.3. It explores the situation when the costs 

on greenhouse gas emissions are again in effect, but a biofuel is available. In 

this case, it is assumed that the biofuel replaces the fuel oil in the fired boilers. 

The biofuel is specified as having a zero carbon dioxide emission factor, 

reflecting that biofuels close the carbon cycle. The optimal system in this case is 

characterised with the lack of any gas turbines and the steam turbine power 

generation slightly increases to 5.498 MW during winter and 1.940 MW during 

summer operation, making respectively 75.35% and 43.62% of the 

cogeneration targets. This is a direct result of having to pay for all the emissions 

abatement if gas turbines were selected. Under the specified prices, the total 

annualised cost of the system is 21.615 MM$/y. The emissions of greenhouse 

gases for the optimal flowsheet are 98,216 t/y CO2, 695 t/y NOx and 520 t/y SOx 

emissions. 

 

A comparison of the CO2 emissions and the resulting total annualised costs for 

the cases in the sensitivity study has been performed. This is illustrated in 

Figure 9-10. The unit “kt/y” in the figure means “thousand tonnes per year”. The 

data for the CO2 reduction curve (the series with the diamonds in Figure 9-10) 

has been calculated relative to the base case. 
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Figure 9-10. Emissions and total cost for the sensitivity study 
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Figure 9-11. CO2 abatement cost 

 

From the figures it can be concluded that: 

(a) Increasing the charges on emissions is equivalent to increasing prices on 

the primary energy resources. 

(b) Increasing the prices on the primary energy resources (emission charges), is 

capable of reducing the CO2 emissions by around 35-40%. 

(c) However, after a certain increase of these charges, the efficiency limit of the 

system is reached and further charges only increase the costs without 

bringing any additional environmental benefit. The slight increase in the 

emissions of about 1% from Case No.2 to Case No.3, where the emission 
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charges are introduced, can be attributed to the optimisation tolerances, and 

is thus insignificant. 

(d) After the system efficiency limit is reached, the only option for further 

reduction in emissions is to employ other measures. For the example, such 

a measure is fuel switching for the fired boilers from fuel oil to biofuel. This 

emission reduction comes at a slightly higher cost than the initial emission 

reduction, related to increasing the system efficiency. This conclusion is 

supported by the analysis of the CO2 abatement cost, represented by the 

marginal price of CO2 reduction (Figure 9-11). It can be seen from this 

second figure that merely making the energy resources more expensive 

does not help in reducing the CO2 emissions and only makes, in turn, the 

utility system more expensive. The reason is that after the utility system 

reaches its upper limit on efficiency, the latter is no longer a degree of 

freedom and cannot offset the larger energy costs. 

 

Additional conclusions can be drawn from the analysis presented in Figure 9-11 

in terms of the economic cost of CO2 abatement. The marginal price of avoided 

carbon dioxide up to the point of reaching the efficiency limit is around 17 $/t. 

On the other hand, applying more expensive measures such as closing the 

carbon cycle with biofuels and CO2 sequestration costs approximately twice as 

much. In the particular example, the biofuel option exhibits a marginal price of 

avoided carbon dioxide of around 45 $/t. This fits in the middle of the cost range 

established by other researchers for CO2 sequestration (Li et al. 2003). Exactly 

which of the options of biofuels or sequestration, will be more economic would 

obviously depend on the specific economic situation. The particular choice of 

such options will vary from one case to another. 

 

9.4.2. Case with four steam headers (NHDR=3 plus the VHP) 

Base case 

The superstructure for NHDR = 3 is shown in Figure 9-12. 
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Figure 9-12. Superstructure diagram for NHDR = 3 

 

This superstructure is analogous to that for three headers (NHDR = 2). It also 

features two options for gas turbines and boilers, as well as two steam turbine 

options in each expansion zone with a letdown station in each backpressure 

expansion zone. One important distinction is that more pressure level 

candidates have been identified for the steam headers. Six steam level 

candidates have been identified for the first header hdr01, three for hdr02 and 

only one for hdr03. The data are provided in Appendix 5. The corresponding 

MILP model contains 2860 variables, from which 989 are binary, and 4182 

constraints. The typical CPU solution time for the base case of this problem is 

around 1.01 seconds. 

 

After the optimisation, the flowsheet shown in Figure 9-13 has been obtained. 

The gas turbines have been excluded from the design, as in the base case for 

NHDR=2, and the two boilers have been selected as firing machines. They are of 

package type. One steam turbine has been selected in zone 1, two in zone 2 
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and no turbines in zone 3. Also, no condensing steam turbines have been 

selected. In total, the on-site power generation is larger in the winter period, 

which leads to smaller power import. This fact can be explained easily with the 

larger steam demand during the winter period and the fact that all power 

generation is performed only by backpressure steam turbines. 

 

Table 9-5. Base case perfromance for different number of steam headers 

Property NHDR=2 NHDR=3 Increase from 

NHDR=2 to 

NHDR=3 

Total steam turbine power (MW) 

 Winter 

 Summer 

 

4.767 

1.941 

 

8.003 

3.942 

 

3.236 

2.001 

Total VHP steam demand (t/h) 

 Winter 

 Summer 

 

93.323 

45.049 

 

105.554 

53.892 

 

12.231 

8.843 

Total boiler capacity (t/h) 121.334 137.500 16.166 

Total annualised cost (MM$/y) 13.124 14.014 0.890 

 

A comparison can be made between the performance and the economics of the 

optimal flowsheets for the base case when NHDR=2 and NHDR=3. Some key 

characteristics are compared in Table 9-5. It can be seen that the power 

generation by the backpressure steam turbines rises significantly from NHDR=2 

to NHDR=3. However, the total annualised cost also rises by almost one million 

dollars per year. 

 

This can be easily explained by comparing the VHP steam demand for the two 

parameter cases. The rise of the power generation is merely a side effect from 

the increased steam flows, which offsets some power import costs. However, 

the larger VHP steam demand raises both the fuel costs and the boiler capital 

costs. In addition, the larger number of steam turbines selected for NHDR=3, also 

contributes to the investment cost increase. 
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Figure 9-13. Optimal flowsheet for the base case (Case No.1), NHDR = 3 

 

Sensitivity study 

A sensitivity check with respect to power and fuel process has also been 

performed for this number of steam headers (NHDR=3), which includes Case 

No.2 from Tables 9-3 and 9-4. The flowsheet with the lowest total annualised 

cost for this parameter case is shown in Figure 9-14. The firing configuration 

includes one gas turbine sized to 33.449 MW and one fired boiler. During the 

summer period, the VHP steam demand is completely satisfied by the heat 

recovery steam generator. 

 

Compared to the base case results from Figure 9-13, again three backpressure 

steam turbines are selected. However, there is a general shift towards installing 

steam turbines in lower-pressure expansion zones. This is supported by the 

selection of one condensing steam turbine. Also, parameter Case No.2 from 
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Tables 9-3 and 9-4 features higher power prices. Because of this, in the firing 

configuration of the system one gas turbine and one fired boiler have been 

selected. 
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Figure 9-14. Optimal flowsheet for Case No.2, NHDR = 3 

 

An interesting detail is that the cheapest network identified for this case has a 

total annualised cost of 15.827 MM$/y. In the course of the optimisation 

procedure, however, a different configuration with very close cost has also been 

produced. It features a different steam level selection pattern and no 

condensing steam turbine. This alternative configuration has a total annualised 

cost of 15.873 MM$/y, which is only 4600 $/y more expensive. This fact 

indicates that although all non-linear equations in the optimisation formulation 

are only bi-linear, the mere fact of the high complexity of the superstructure 

gives rise to such different flowsheets with very close costs. 
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Table 9-6. Case No.2 performance for different number of steam headers 

Property NHDR=2 NHDR=3 Increase from 

NHDR=2 to 

NHDR=3 

Total power from steam turbines 

(MW) 

 Winter 

 Summer 

 

4.760 

1.564 

 

4.479 

10.255 

 

-0.261 

8.691 

Total VHP steam demand (t/h) 

 Winter 

 Summer 

 

94.120 

44.470 

 

100.000 

92.168 

 

5.880 

47.698 

Total boiler capacity (t/h) 27.568 36.000 8.432 

Total annualised cost (MM$/y) 15.001 15.827 0.826 

 

Compared to the results from Case No.2 for NHDR=2, the flowsheet in Figure 

9-14 also exports power. However, in this case the summer export is much 

larger. More detailed comparison of the optimal results for parameter Case No.2 

for the different number of steam headers is given in Table 9-6. It can be seen, 

that in this case the system with four headers (NHDR=3) is again more expensive 

than the one with three headers (NHDR=2). The difference here is slightly 

smaller. 

 

9.4.3. Features of the optimisation progress (SMILP iterations) 

A very important issue is the progress of the optimisation procedure with 

respect to simulation-optimisation loops. Figure 9-15 shows the optimisation 

progress for the base case and for Case No.4 (the second one with cost on 

emissions) for three steam headers (NHDR=2). 

 

The plots illustrate the robustness of the procedure, which sometimes can 

converge as fast as in three iterations. 
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Figure 9-15. Total annualised cost versus iteration number for NHDR=2 

 

Optimisation Progress: Case No.2, NHDR=3
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 Figure 9-16. Optimisation progress for Case No.2, NHDR=3 

 

There is an additional point, however, which illustrates the advantage of using 

SMILP procedure over the pure MILP methods. This can be better explained by 

the first plot, in which most of the cost reduction is obtained immediately after 

the first iteration with subsequent fine-tuning of the trade-off between on-site 

power generation and power import / export. In the course of the iterations, after 

the first one, in many cases the solutions generated have very similar total costs 
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and at the same time very different equipment choices. This confirms the 

importance of accounting for the non-linearity of the utility system model. This 

conclusion is best illustrated by the results from Case No.2 for NHDR=3, which 

was discussed in the previous section. The progress of the SMILP optimisation 

for this particular case is shown in Figure 9-16, where the close-cost results are 

indicated with arrows. 

 

9.5. Summary of the case study on synthesis of utility systems 

9.5.1. Base cases 

The base case favours power import because this is relatively cheap. Steam 

turbines are used to exploit only a small part of the power co-generation 

potential because the capital is relatively expensive. 

 

Introducing costs on gaseous emissions forces selection of a more energy-

efficient configuration, such as a gas turbine with a heat recovery steam 

generator, combined with more and larger backpressure steam turbines. 

 

9.5.2. Sensitivity studies 

The sensitivity studies have been performed with two main purposes. The first 

goal is to evaluate the utility system design in situations when serious measures 

for CO2 abatement are undertaken. The second is to explore the economic 

sensitivity of the solutions towards the variation in the key market parameters, 

such as the prices of power and fuels. 

 

With regard to the first goal, it can be readily concluded that introducing costs 

on the gaseous emissions forces the optimisation to choose more efficient 

system configurations, based on gas turbines and combined cycles.  
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9.5.3. Differences between different header numbers 

In the previous sections, the optimum flowsheets of the desired utility system for 

three steam headers (NHDR=2) and for four steam headers (NHDR=3) have been 

synthesised. From the two comparisons in Table 9-5 and Table 9-6, it can be 

concluded that for the particular problem, the systems with four steam headers 

tend to be more expensive than those with only three headers and the cost 

difference is close to 1 MM$/y. For this reason, the sensitivity study has been 

performed completely only for the cases with three steam headers (NHDR=2). 

 

9.5.4. Abatement of gaseous emissions 

An analysis of the options for reduction in gaseous emissions has been 

performed. There are two major conclusions from this analysis: 

(i) Firstly, increasing the efficiency of the system is the cheapest option for CO2 

abatement, but has a relatively limited scope. 

(ii) The next economic option for the particular problem is to close the carbon 

cycle by using biofuels. In general, however, CO2 capture and sequestration 

could also be considered. It should be stressed that the technologies for 

biofuel production are still relatively new and are not available for large scale 

production. The CO2 capture and sequestration technologies are also at the 

stage of preliminary evaluation, especially concerning CO2 storage. 
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Chapter 10. Conclusions and future work 

10.1. Conclusions 

This thesis presents improved methods for utility system modelling and 

optimisation. First, improved performance models for the utility equipment types 

have been developed. These are tailored for use in optimising the system 

operation and design. Also, procedures for robust operational optimisation and 

superstructure optimisation have been formulated. These are based on a 

successive MILP approach to solve the MINLP problems of utility system 

optimisation. Procedures for targeting the utility system performance using the 

power-to-heat ratio and for targeting of site energy saving projects via top-level 

analysis, have been developed. Finally, a synthesis procedure for utility 

systems has been developed, which incorporates the issue of reduction of 

greenhouse gas emissions. These results are analysed next in more detail. 

 

10.1.1. Improved equipment models 

A number of significant improvements to the previous work have been 

introduced, including improved models for boilers, steam turbines, and gas 

turbines and a detailed model for heat recovery steam generators. 

 

The models for steam and gas turbines account for the various different factors, 

influencing the performance of turbines. They offer a uniform modelling 

framework, based on the concept of the Willan‟s line. A major development in 

this respect is the recognition of the fact that the Willan‟s line can be used as an 

approximation tool and its parameters should not be interpreted in the sense of 

rigorous physical characteristics. 

 

Specifically for steam turbines, their efficiency performance has been modelled 

as a combination of isentropic efficiency, characterising the fraction of the spent 

energy with regard to the steam expansion potential, and machine efficiency, 

characterising the fraction of the generated power with regard to the spent 
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energy. Further, the steam turbine performance has been modelled using linear 

relationships between the isentropic power and the generated power, combined 

with the concept of the intercept ratio. This results in a simpler model, which 

allows incorporating the information from vendor quotations using regression 

analysis. 

 

An analysis of steam turbine manufacturer‟s data has been performed, which 

has revealed that the machine efficiency can be represented as a linear 

dependency between the energy spent in the turbine and the generated power. 

Also, the intercept ratio has been found to depend linearly on the saturation 

temperature drop for steam expansion across the turbine. 

 

A model has been developed for gas turbines similar to that for steam turbines. 

The fuel-to-air ratio at part load has been investigated. The generic model 

defines the fuel-to-air ratio as a user-supplied parameter, while the utility system 

synthesis model extends this and adds several dimensionless relationships for 

approximating the fuel-to-air ratio. 

 

Regarding fired boilers, an additional term, accounting for the boiler blowdown, 

has been added to the model, developed by Shang (2000). This feature makes 

the model more general. 

 

Heat recovery steam generators (HRSG) have been modelled in order to 

include them in the overall model for synthesis of utility systems. The HRSG 

model includes a steam generation part, accounting for blowdown, and model of 

the flue gas cooling. The temperature feasibility constraints in the flue gas 

model have been adapted to a linear optimisation formulation. For the synthesis 

procedure, heat flow inequalities are introduced in the place of the explicit 

temperature difference inequalities. 

 

For gas turbines, heat recovery steam generators and fired boilers, the relevant 

mechanisms for estimation of the greenhouse gas emissions have been 
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developed and applied to the problem of utility system synthesis. It has been 

found that it is sufficiently accurate to model them as linear functions of the fuel 

mass flows using emission factors. The values for the emission factors, 

however, are obtained using slightly different procedures for different firing 

machines. 

 

10.1.2. Improved optimisation procedures 

The improvements in the hardware models were followed by a revision in the 

overall system model and the procedure for optimisation of existing utility 

systems, as well as the procedure for synthesis of new systems. 

 

An improved SMILP procedure has been developed to optimise existing 

systems. It features rigorous simulation using the complete non-linear model 

and MILP optimisation using a simplified model. The procedure converges 

rapidly to small error levels. 

 

Regarding the synthesis of new systems, the overall procedure includes steam 

network and co-generation targeting, superstructure construction, initialisation 

and optimisation. As a part of the superstructure construction, a partitioning 

procedure for nomination of steam level candidates has been developed.  

 

10.1.3. Targeting the utility system efficiency 

The improvements made to the R-curve analysis over previous publications are 

described in Chapter 6. The improved analysis reveals that if the on-site power 

generation and the power demand by processes are differentiated, this provides 

a better picture of the utility system efficiency envelope. Further, it has been 

pointed out that the R-curve analysis can be used in the context of 

understanding the efficiency limitations of utility systems, but does not provide 

direct insights or targets regarding their economic performance. 
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10.1.4. Targeting energy saving projects in site processes 

Chapter 7 of the thesis gives a novel method for estimating the economics of 

potential energy saving projects on industrial sites. The procedure developed 

applies stepwise optimisation to determine the marginal price of steam at 

different rates of potential steam savings. The use of the steam marginal price 

as an analysis criterion and the general formulation of the procedure ensure the 

robustness of the analysis and independence of the procedure from the 

underlying utility system model. Moreover, the original application of the 

analysis to assessment of energy saving projects can be easily extended to 

situations where an increase of the process steam demands is evaluated, for 

instance caused by plans for production increase. 

 

10.1.5. The synthesis model 

The utility system synthesis model developed in this thesis accounts for all 

significant system components. It introduces new and improved features, 

enabling the implementation of the SMILP optimisation procedure. These 

include: 

 Modelling the equipment sizes as continuous variables, as opposed to 

having a large number of device options with fixed sizes; 

 Accounting for temperature feasibility constraints in heat recovery steam 

generators and adapting these to the MILP model; 

 Improved costing for heat recovery steam generators; 

 Accounting for the issue of reliable steam  generation; 

 Simultaneous optimisation of the steam level selection and the co-

generation by steam turbines; 

 Introduction of steam turbine condensers and de-aerators into the synthesis 

model; 

 Internal power demand of the utility system (self-consumption) is also taken 

into account; 

 The model consists of a rigorous non-linear model and a simplified linear 

version, both allowing power export as an option. 
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10.1.6. Evaluating the synthesis of utility systems for cost-effective de-

carbonisation 

An evaluation of the potential options for reduction of emissions of carbon 

dioxide and the oxides of sulphur and nitrogen in the context of utility system 

synthesis has been performed in this thesis. The results show clearly that none 

of the possible measures for emission reduction, applied alone, has sufficient 

capacity to realise significant reductions. Hence, a priority list enumerating all 

the options needs to be constructed and followed. The economic considerations 

in the case study in Chapter 9 indicate that the most economic measure for 

emission reduction is an increase of the efficiency of the utility system, which is 

capable of reducing the CO2 release by approximately 35 to 40%. After that, a 

switch to biofuels can produce further savings of the same relative magnitude, 

but at a higher cost. 

 

10.2. Future work 

There are many possible directions for future developments and issues needing 

further clarification. They can be broadly classified into the following categories: 

 Improvements to the synthesis and optimisation procedures; 

 Further developments and additional details; 

 Retrofit of utility systems. 

 

Some issues belonging to these categories are discussed next in more detail. 

 

10.2.1. Improvements to the synthesis and optimisation procedures 

Better automation of the synthesis 

In the method for utility system synthesis developed in the current thesis, the 

small infeasibilities, resulting from the simplifications in the MILP model are 

resolved using the simulation environment developed. In some cases it is 
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possible to eliminate a given infeasibility by using more than one degree of 

freedom. For instance, an imbalance in the condensing zone can be 

compensated by manipulating the loads on different fired boilers or heat 

recovery steam generators. Therefore, a possible way to improve the synthesis 

procedure and enable better optimisation, is by employing NLP optimisation to 

manipulate the degrees of freedom for elimination of the infeasibilities. 

 

Discriminating between alternative sub-optimal flowsheets 

The case study has shown that it is possible to obtain flowsheets, featuring very 

different structural and operating decisions, and still having very close total 

annualised costs. Therefore, it is necessary to find ways to further discriminate 

between these alternatives, possibly by including additional engineering 

judgement and imposing reliability and other requirements. 

 

10.2.2. Further developments and additional details 

Procedure for detailed design 

A further development requires also a procedure for more detailed equipment 

selection. After a flowsheet among the close-cost alternatives has been chosen, 

the detailed design stage can assume fixed steam levels and choose between 

discrete equipment configurations. The necessity of such a design stage arises 

from the errors in the performance and cost regression models of the different 

hardware types involved in the utility system synthesis. This is the case for all 

equipment types – gas turbines, heat recovery steam generators, fired boilers, 

steam turbines, de-aerators, etc. They all involve regression models, whose 

parameter values are estimated with certain errors. This introduces an inherent 

uncertainty in the actual values of the decision variables. 

 

In addition, equipment is usually manufactured and sold in discrete sizes, while 

the synthesis procedure treats the equipment sizes as continuous variables. 

This fact introduces another source of error. 
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For example, if a gas turbine with capacity of 12 MW is selected by the 

synthesis procedure, there may be two potential uncertainties associated with 

this choice: 

 Gas turbines may not exist with exactly 12 MW capacity. The closest actual 

capacities may be, for instance, 11.7 MW and 12.876 MW. 

 Since the synthesis procedure inevitably needs to compare between many 

gas turbines, the capital cost regression model features a scatter, which may 

be interpreted such that the selected gas turbine capital cost may 

correspond with several gas turbines. 

 

The synthesis procedure assumes only one de-aerator for the entire utility 

system. However, for operability reasons, it is more practical to have more than 

one de-aerator. Therefore, as a part of the procedure for detailed design, the 

number and key properties of the system de-aerators need to be chosen. The 

sizes of each de-aerator and the amount of its water hold-up must be 

determined. 

 

Better process heat utilisation 

In the current method for utility system synthesis, the waste heat from the site 

processes available at temperatures below the chosen lowest steam level is 

assumed to be rejected to utility cooling. If better energy efficiency is to be 

achieved, such low-temperature process heat can be used for preheating the 

boiler feed water. 

 

The boiler feed-water can be preheated in two places – before and after the de-

aerator. Preheating before the de-aerator has the advantage that more heat can 

be potentially recovered because of the larger temperature differences. 

However, such an option is constrained by the minimum temperature difference 

that must be ensured between the de-aeration steam and the de-aerator feed 

water in order to have appropriate de-aeration. 
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Other heating options 

Fired steam boilers can be built to produce intermediate level steam instead of, 

or in addition to, boilers producing highest pressure steam. Such an 

arrangement will not have a high co-generation efficiency, but may be economic 

and even environmentally friendly under some conditions. For instance, the site 

may have very low power-to-heat ratio, and/or there may be a cheap fuel or 

biomass-derived fuel available, suitable for fired steam boilers only. 

 

Additionally, consideration of direct fired heating should also be added to the 

synthesis procedure. 

 

Improvement to gas turbine representation in the synthesis model 

An interesting problem for research is the dependence of the gas turbine 

performance on the ambient temperature. In general, for a particular gas turbine 

this relationship is derived in the form of a correction curve. However, the 

current lack of published comprehensive studies, including a description of such 

a relationship for many gas turbines, prevents its incorporation into the 

synthesis model. 

 

Steam turbine condensers 

In the current thesis, cooling water condensers are assumed. Thus, a further 

development could be to implement the choice of the condenser type for the 

condensing steam turbines to be air-cooled or water-cooled. 

 

Each condensing steam turbine involves capital costs for both the turbine with 

its transmission equipment, as well as for the condenser. On the one hand, 

water-cooled condensers involve high water cost and a relatively small capital 

cost for heat exchange area. On the other hand, air-cooled condensers involve 
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virtually no operating expenses, but the condenser surface is much larger, 

which increases the capital costs significantly. 

 

Process steam generators 

Currently, no capital cost is introduced for the process steam generators, i.e. 

the waste heat boilers. It is assumed that these are utility exchangers, which are 

sized and costed during the design of the particular processes and their heat 

exchanger networks. 

 

In this regard, a possible direction for future development is to account for such 

heat exchangers explicitly. This can be done in a variety of ways. One 

interesting way might be to connect the design of processes and their heat 

exchanger networks (HENs), following an iterative procedure. Such a procedure 

can start with targeting of the process HENs, assuming initial estimates of the 

utility prices. This can be then followed by targeting of the central utility system. 

Further, a loop of design stages can be introduced until the estimates of the 

utility prices for HEN design come close enough to the prices, calculated as a 

result of the utility system design. A diagram, illustrating this scheme, is given in 

Figure 10-1. 

 

 
BEGIN 

END 

Design processes 

Target process HENs 

Estimate utility prices 

Target utility system 

(CHP) 

Design process HENs 

Design utility system 

Recalculate utility prices 

Utility prices 
Converged 

? 

NO 

YES 

 

 Figure 10-1. Design integration scheme for HENs and utility systems 
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Boiler header and the condensing mains 

For the current work, the conditions (pressure, temperature) of the highest-

pressure steam header are specified as fixed parameters. In fact, they can also 

be optimised. One way to deal with this problem is to define several optional 

discrete pressure levels for these headers. In addition, the superheat 

temperature of the highest-pressure mains may be also optimised using the 

same approach. 

 

Water-related utilities 

In this thesis, the cooling water system and the demineralised water production 

are not considered explicitly. Instead, the prices for these utilities are specified. 

Thus, possible future work could cover the systems for cooling water and 

demineralised water in conjunction with the heat-and-power issues, described in 

the current thesis. 

 

Possible interesting questions to answer when designing the water-related 

utilities are: 

 How large water buffer tanks to install and where, in order to improve the 

system operability? 

 How much raw-water storage to provide? 

 

Charges on carbon emissions 

In many countries, states have introduced, or plan to introduce, charges on the 

carbon dioxide emitted. In the United Kingdom this type of legislation is known 

as the Climate Change Levy (2004). In the current thesis, the issue of emission 

reduction is considered with the introduction of certain prices for avoiding or 

sequestration of the produced carbon dioxide. In the legislation, however, the 

actual scheme, by which these charges are calculated, is more complex and 

depends on several different factors. A better understanding and a more 
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detailed model of the way the carbon tax is calculated would be very useful for 

the practical application of the operational optimisation and synthesis 

procedures by the industry. 

 

For the purposes of the levy, the following commodities are defined as taxable: 

 Electricity, 

 Natural gas as supplied by a gas utility, 

 Petroleum and hydrocarbon gas in a liquid state, 

 Coal and lignite, 

 Petroleum coke. 

 

Steam for heating is excluded from the list of taxable commodities. 

 

In addition, there is a special assessment scheme, under which different 

production sites may qualify for tax exemption. 

 

10.2.3. Related research 

Retrofit of utility systems 

Another interesting direction is the retrofit of existing systems based on the 

optimisation framework developed. Essentially, a superstructure, reflecting the 

possible modifications to the utility system, may be constructed and then 

optimised. Additional constraints for retaining certain existing units would have 

to be formulated. 

 

One tool that could be used for determining the possible improvements to the 

utility system is the top-level analysis, described in Chapter 7. 

 

Condensate system 

The contamination of the steam condensate, returning from the processes, is an 

important practical issue, which may be considered by the synthesis or the 
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detailed design procedures. There are two basic alternatives that are in need of 

evaluation: 

(a) To accept the contamination and send the contaminated condensate to 

treatment and disposal; 

(b) Prevent the contamination. 

 

Option (a) results in the loss of all residual heat content and the mass of treated 

water from the condensate. Option (b) is more difficult to implement, as it 

involves interfacing with other plants on the site, or even with other companies. 

It also involves additional treatment processes and extensive maintenance, 

which would increase the system total cost. 
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Appendix 1. Obstacles to the gas turbine regression analysis 

A1.1. Capital costs and performance at design conditions 

Technical and economic data about industrial gas turbines have been analysed. 

The particular source used (Gas Turbine World 2001), provides specifications of 

gas turbines for open and combined cycle operating at full load, at ISO 

conditions (15 C, 1 atm and 60% relative humidity). The following properties 

have been correlated against the rated ISO power: 

 Capital cost; 

 Mass flow of the exhaust; 

 Fuel consumption heat flow (based on the specified heat rates). 
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Figure A1-1. Residual plot for the GT capital cost regression (5 – 255 MW 

ISO) 

 

All these properties show good correlation and the models are statistically 

significant. However, a large scatter is also present. If the complete range of 

industrial gas turbines (from around 0.5 MW to 255 MW) is analysed as a 

whole, there is a significant systematic relative error.  A typical plot for relative 

residuals from the capital cost regression analysis is given in Figure A1-1. 
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The main reason for this behaviour is the economy of scale, inherent to the all 

types of industrial equipment. Narrowing the range of the regression analysis 

reduces the systematic error to insignificant levels. A sample residual plot for 

the cost analysis of a subset of the gas turbines from Figure Figure A1-1 is 

given in Figure A1-2. It can be seen that although the residuals are still large, 

this is not a result of a systematic error with respect to the factor of the 

regression (the rated ISO power). The remaining scatter is a result mainly of 

non-process cost factors, such as the market policy of different companies. 
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Figure A1-2. Residual plots for GT capital cost regression on a smaller 

gas turbine range (11.7 – 85.4 MW ISO) 

 

Thus, it becomes apparent that gas turbine properties must be modelled with 

account for the scale of the power rating. One way to deal with it is to partition 

the complete size range from 0.5 to 255 MW into sub-intervals and provide 

separate values for the regression parameters in each sub-interval. 

 

However, in order to keep the design procedure as simple as possible, it is 

better to work with only one uniform set of gas turbine correlations. The 

following strategy is suggested to tackle the problem. An approximate range of 

gas turbines most likely to be used by the site can be obtained from the overall 

site power requirements and the site profiles. The gas turbine properties can be 
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regressed for that particular range and passed to the design procedure. If 

subsequently, the design selects a gas turbine with a size at one of the interval 

boundaries, it could be repeated with correlations for shifted range of gas 

turbine sizes. 

 

A1.2. Properties of the exhaust flue gas at ISO ratings 

The heat, contained in the GT exhaust, and the exhaust temperatures have 

been extensively analysed. A regression was attempted for the relationship 

between the exhaust heat and the gas turbine rated power based on the 

following equation: 

 MAX,GTQEXQEXMAX,EX WBAQ   (A1-1) 

 

The error levels obtained were too high: 17.05% average error and 65.06% 

maximum error, based on the following definition: 
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  (A1-2) 

 

In order to model the temperature of the gas turbine exhaust indirectly, the heat 

losses to the environment from the gas turbines in Gas Turbine World (2000) 

have also been analysed. To derive estimates of the losses, two values for the 

specific heat capacity of the exhaust gases have been used: 1.05 kJ/(kg∙C) 

and 1.10 kJ/(kg∙C). For reference, the specific heat capacity of the dry air at 

ISO conditions is around 1.005 kJ/(kg∙C). The analysis results are shown in 

Figure A1-3. As it can be seen from Figure A1-3, the scatter is random and 

quite significant, which indicates that no uniform treatment is suitable for the 

different gas turbines regarding the exhaust gas properties and the gas turbine 

energy losses. 
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 (a) Cp,ex = 1.05 kJ/(kg·C) (b) Cp,ex = 1.10 kJ/(kg·C) 

 Figure A1-3. Energy losses from the analysed industrial gas turbines 

 

The main reason for the problem is that gas turbines are complex flowsheets. 

Moreover, as the gas turbine data are quoted approximately in the catalogue 

(Gas Turbine World 2001) and mainly for budgetary purposes, the data sets are 

inherently incomplete. For instance, the specific heat capacities of the exhaust 

gases, the direct heat losses and the exact composition of the used natural gas 

are not given. Thus, important degrees of freedom, which are exploited 

differently by the manufacturers, cannot be directly quantified. Therefore, the 

exhaust gas properties are estimated by an approximation, neglecting the direct 

GT energy losses. 
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Appendix 2. Symbols for the hardware models and the 

operational optimisation 

This appendix presents the notation for the equations in Chapter 4 and Chapter 

5. The acronym “HRSG” stands for “heat recovery steam generator”. 

 

a (-) Adiabatic efficiency of a steam turbine 

Blr (-) Efficiency of a steam boiler in terms of a heat fraction 

g (-) Efficiency of an electrical generator 

gt (-) Electrical efficiency of a gas turbine at current load 

gt,max (-) Electrical efficiency of a gas turbine at maximum load 

max (-) Overall steam turbine efficiency at maximum load 

hgen (MWh/t) Enthalpy rise required for steam generation in a 

boiler 

his (MWh/t) Isentropic enthalpy change across a steam turbine 

hpre (MWh/t) Enthalpy rise required to preheat the boiler feed-

water to the state of saturated liquid 

hreal (MWh/t) Actual enthalpy change across a steam turbine 

hVHP,evap (MWh/t) Enthalpy rise for water evaporation in HRSG 

hVHP,pre (MWh/t) Enthalpy rise for water preheat in HRSG 

hVHP,sh (MWh/t) Enthalpy rise for steam superheat in HRSG 

is (-) Isentropic efficiency of a steam turbine 

m (-) Machine efficiency of a steam turbine 

mech (-) Mechanical efficiency of a steam turbine 

st (-) Overall steam turbine efficiency at current load 

st,max (-) Overall steam turbine efficiency at maximum load 

TFGSLIQ (C) Temperature difference at the cold end of the 

evaporator of a HRSG 

TFGSVAP (C) Temperature difference at the hot end of the 

evaporator of a HRSG 

THRSG,IN (C) Temperature difference at the hot end of a HRSG 
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TMIN,HRSG (C) Minimum allowed temperature difference in a HRSG 

Tsat (C) Saturation temperature drop across a steam turbine 

A (MW) Intermediate regression parameter in the steam 

turbine model 

aBlr (-) Regression parameter for the thermal performance of 

a boiler 

Agt (MW) Regression parameter for gas turbine performance at 

full load 

Agt,t (MW) Regression parameter for the fuel heat to a gas 

turbine with respect to the ambient temperature 

aL (-) Regression parameter for the intercept ratio in a 

steam turbine 

am0 (t/h) Regression parameter for calculation of the exhaust 

mass flow of a gas turbine with respect to ambient 

temperature 

am1 (t/h/C) Regression parameter for calculation of the exhaust 

mass flow of a gas turbine with respect to ambient 

temperature 

am2 (t/h/MW) Regression parameter for calculation of the exhaust 

mass flow of a gas turbine with respect to ambient 

temperature 

am3 (t/h/MW/C) Regression parameter for calculation of the exhaust 

mass flow of a gas turbine with respect to ambient 

temperature 

Amex (t/h) Regression parameter for calculation of the exhaust 

mass flow of a gas turbine with respect to ambient 

temperature 

atotal (MW) Regression parameter for the total energy flow in a 

steam turbine 

B (-) Intermediate regression parameter in the steam 

turbine model 

b0 MW Regression parameter in the steam turbine model 
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b1 MW/C Regression parameter in the steam turbine model 

b2 (-) Regression parameter in the steam turbine model 

b3 (1/C) Regression parameter in the steam turbine model 

bBlr (-) Regression parameter for the thermal performance of 

a boiler 

Bgt (-) Regression parameter for gas turbine performance at 

full load 

Bgt,t (MW/C) Regression parameter for the fuel heat to a gas 

turbine with respect to the ambient temperature 

bL (1/C) Regression parameter for the intercept ratio in a 

steam turbine 

Bmex (t/h/MW) Regression parameter for calculation of the exhaust 

mass flow of a gas turbine with respect to ambient 

temperature 

btotal (-) Regression parameter for the total energy flow in a 

steam turbine 

Cgt,t (MW/(C2)) Regression parameter for the fuel heat to a gas 

turbine with respect to the ambient temperature 

Cp,ex (MWh/t/C) Specific heat capacity of the gas turbine exhaust 

f (-) Fuel to air ratio for a gas turbine at current load 

h1 (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the inlet steam into a steam turbine 

h2 (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the outlet steam from a steam turbine for 

the case of isentropic expansion 

h2
’ (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the outlet steam from a steam turbine for 

the case of actual expansion 

ha (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the inlet air into a gas turbine at current 

load 

hBFW (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the boiler feed-water 

hCOND (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the returning condensate 

hDSH,ld (MWh/t) Enthalpy of de-superheating water, entering a 

letdown station 

hex (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the exhaust from a gas turbine 
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hf (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the fuel feed to a gas turbine 

hhdr (MWh/t) Enthalpy of steam at a steam header 

hin (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the inlet steam to a steam turbine 

hin,ld (MWh/t) Steam enthalpy at the inlet of a letdown station 

hinlet,hdr (MWh/t) Enthalpy of steam at an inlet of a steam header 

hMK (MWh/t) Enthalpy of make-up water 

hout (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the outlet steam from a steam turbine 

hout,ld (MWh/t) Steam enthalpy at the outlet of a letdown station 

HR (-) Heat rate for a gas turbine 

hst (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the injected steam to a gas turbine 

hstm,da (MWh/t) Enthalpy of steam entering the de-aerator 

hV,da (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the steam vented from the de-aerator 

L (-) Steam turbine intercept ratio 

Lgt (-) Gas turbine intercept ratio 

m (t/h) Current steam mass flow through a steam turbine 

ma t/h Mass flow of air to a gas turbine at current load 

mBFW (t/h) Mass flow of the boiler feed-water 

mCOND (t/h) Mass flow of the returning condensate (from process 

steam usage) 

mDSH,ld (t/h) Mass flow of de-superheating water, entering a 

letdown station 

mex (t/h) Mass flow of the exhaust from a gas turbine at 

current load 

mex,max (t/h) Largest exhaust mass flow from a gas turbine 

mf (t/h) Mass flow of fuel to a gas turbine at current load 

mf,max (t/h) Mass flow of fuel to a gas turbine at full load 

mHRSG (t/h) Steam generation in a HRSG 

min,ld (t/h) Mass flow of steam at the inlet to a letdown station 

minlet,hdr (t/h) Mass flow of steam at an inlet to a steam header 

mmax (t/h) Maximum steam mass flow through a steam turbine 

mMK (t/h) Mass flow of make-up water 

mout,ld (t/h) Mass flow of steam at the outlet of a letdown station 
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moutlet,hdr (t/h) Mass flow of steam at an outlet of a steam header 

msf,fuel (t/h) Supplementary fuel consumption in a HRSG 

mst (t/h) Mass flow of steam injection to a gas turbine at 

current load 

mstm (t/h) Current steam load on a boiler 

mstm,da (t/h) Mass flow of steam entering the de-aerator 

mstm,max (t/h) Maximum steam load on a boiler 

mtotal,hdr (t/h) Total mass flow of steam, entering a steam header 

mV,da (t/h) Mass flow of steam, vented from the de-aerator 

n (MWh/t) Slope of the Willan‟s line for a steam turbine 

ngt (MWh/t) Slope of the Willan‟s line for a gas turbine 

NHV (MWh/t) Net heating value of fuel 

NHVfuel (MWh/t) Net heating value of a specific fuel 

QBF (MW) Heat from fuel combustion in a steam boiler 

Qex (MW) Heat flow carried with the gas turbine exhaust 

Qf (MW) Heat flow from fuel combustion in a gas turbine at 

current load 

Qf,max (MW) Heat flow from fuel combustion in a gas turbine at full 

load 

QHRSG (MW) Heat required for steam generation in a HRSG 

QHRSG,evap (MW) Heat required for water evaporation in a HRSG 

QHRSG,LOSS (MW) Heat losses in a HRSG 

QHRSG,pre (MW) Heat required for water preheat in a HRSG 

QHRSG,sh (MW) Heat required for steam superheat in a HRSG 

Qin (MW) Heat entering a HRSG with the gas turbine exhaust 

Qsf (MW) Amount of supplementary firing 

RBD (-) Blow-down ratio for a boiler in terms of mass fraction 

RBD,HRSG (-) Blow-down ratio for a HRSG in terms of mass fraction 

s (-) Steam to air ratio for a gas turbine at current load 

Tamb (C) Ambient temperature 

TBFW (C) Temperature of the boiler feed water 

TDEW,FG (C) Acid dew point of the flue gas in the HRSG 
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Tex (C) Temperature of the gas turbine exhaust 

TFG,SVAP (C) Flue gas temperature at the hot end of the 

evaporation section of the HRSG 

TFGSLIQ (C) Temperature of the flue gas at the cold end of the 

evaporation section of the HRSG 

THRSG,IN (C) Flue gas inlet temperature in the HRSG 

Tin (C) Steam temperature at the inlet of a steam turbine 

Tsat,in (C) Saturation temperature of the inlet steam to a steam 

turbine 

Tsat,out (C) Saturation temperature of the outlet steam from a 

steam turbine 

Tstack (C) Stack temperature of the flue gas in the HRSG 

Tstack,MIN (C) Minimum allowed stack temperature in the HRSG 

TVHP (C) Temperature of the generated steam in a HRSG 

TVHP,SAT (C) Saturation temperature of the generated steam 

W (MW) Steam turbine power generation at current load 

Wgt (MW) Gas turbine power generation at current load 

Wgt,max (MW) Power generation from a gas turbine at full load 

Wgt.int (MW) Intercept of the Willan‟s line for gas turbines 

Wint (MW) Intercept of the Willan‟s line for steam turbines 

Wis (MW) Isentropic power from a steam turbine at current load 

Wis,max (MW) Maximum isentropic power from a steam turbine 

WL,gt (MW) Energy losses from a gas turbine 

WLoss (MW) Energy losses from a steam turbine 

Wmax (MW) Maximum power from a steam turbine 

Wmin (MW) Minimum power from a steam turbine 

wsp (MWh/t) Specific shaft work for a gas turbine 

Wtotal (MW) Total energy flow consumed in a steam turbine 
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Appendix 3. Symbols for the analysis of utility systems 

This appendix presents the notation for the equations in Chapter 6 and Chapter 

7. The following acronyms are used: 

 HRSG stands for “heat recovery steam generator”; 

 VHP stands for “very high pressure”. 

 

B (-) Efficiency of utility boilers 

central (-) Efficiency of power generation by central power stations 

cogen (-) Cogeneration efficiency 

Cost ($/h) Change in the operating cost of the utility system 

mstm,header (t/h) Change in steam demand for the given header 

PMheader ($/t) Marginal price of steam for the given header 

QCW (MW) Heat rejected to utility cooling (with cooling water) 

Qfuel (MW) Heat supplied by fuel combustion to generate VHP steam 

Qg,{header} (MW) Heat available for steam generation at a given header 

Qp,{header} (MW) Demand for process heating at a given header 

Qsupply (MW) Total heat for raising steam, supplied to the site utility 

system 

Qusg (MW) Site process heating demands 

QVHP (MW) Heat required to supply with VHP steam 

R (-) Power to heat ratio 

RPINCH (-) Power-to-heat ratio at which the backpressure steam 

turbines exploit the full cogeneration potential of the site 

Wgen (MW) Power generated on-site by the utility system 

Wproc (MW) Total power demand by the site processes 
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Appendix 4. Symbols for the synthesis models 

This appendix presents the notation of the model for synthesis of new utility 

systems. The parameters and the variables of the different modules are listed in 

separate tables, following the order of presentation in Chapter 8. If not explicitly 

specified, the corresponding parameters and variables are used in both the 

simulation and the optimisation models.  

 

The acronym “HRSG” stands for “heat recovery steam generator”. 

 

Site-scope parameters 

hVHP,EVAP (MWh/t) Enthalpy rise for water evaporation at TVHP,SAT 

hVHP,PRE (MWh/t) Enthalpy rise for water preheat from TBFW to TVHP,SAT 

hVHP,SH (MWh/t) Enthalpy rise for VHP steam superheat 

TVHP,SH (C) Superheat temperature difference of the VHP steam. 

Simulation only 

AF (1/y) Annualisation factor 

CpW (MWh/t/C) Specific heat capacity of liquid water between 0 and 

100 C at 1 atm 

EFCO2,IMP (t/MWh) CO2 emission factor for the imported electricity. 

Simulation only 

EFNO2,IMP (t/MWh) NOx emission factor for the imported electricity. 

Simulation only 

EFSO2,IMP (t/MWh) SOx emission factor for the imported electricity. 

Simulation only 

EPS (-) Tolerance for floating-point number comparisons. 

Simulation only 

EVL (MW) Very large energy (heat or power) flow. Used for 

relaxation of HRSG constraints and for the MILP 

implementation of the power import/export mode. 

FCEI (-) Equipment installation cost factor 

hBFW (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the boiler feed water. 
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HrYr (h/y) Number of working hours per year 

hVHP (MWh/t) Actual enthalpy of the VHP steam 

hVHP,SL (MWh/t) Enthalpy of saturated liquid for PVHP 

hVHP,SV (MWh/t) Saturated vapour enthalpy for PVHP. Simulation only 

IR (-) Average expected interest rate; Simulation only 

PCGT ($/(MW∙y)) Penalty coefficient for the HRSG temperature 

feasibility constraints; Optimisation only 

PD(sc) (MW) Site power demand for each operating scenario 

PLF (y) Expected plant life; Simulation only 

PriceCO2 ($/t) Price of CO2sequestration 

PriceCW(sc) ($/t) Price of the cooling water 

PriceEXP(sc) ($/MWh) Price of exported power 

PriceIMP(sc) ($/MWh) Price of imported power 

PriceNO2 ($/t) Price of NO2 treatment 

PriceSO2 ($/t) Price of SO2 treatment 

PSTM,MIN (bara) Minimum allowed steam pressure. Superstructure 

construction 

PVHP (bara) Pressure of the VHP steam 

T SAT,VHP (C) Saturation temperature of the VHP steam 

TA (C) Temperature of the ambient (air). 

TBFW (C) Temperature of the boiler feed water. Simulation 

only 

TCW,Ret(sc) (C) Cooling water temperature returning to the cooling 

tower. Simulation only 

TCW,Spl(sc) (C) Cooling water supply temperature. Simulation only 

TSAT,MIN (C) Steam saturation temperature corresponding to 

PSTM,MIN. Superstructure construction 

TVHP (C) Actual temperature of the VHP steam 

TVL (C) Very large temperature. Used for relaxation of 

constraints in the HRSG model. Simulation only 

WEXP,Up (MW) Upper limit on power export. 

YF(sc) (-) Yearly fraction (y/y) of operating scenario “sc” 
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Site-scope variables 

mCO2,IMP(sc) (t/h) CO2 emissions resulting from power import. 

Simulation only 

mCO2,Sum (t/y) Total annual CO2 emissions from the utility system. 

Simulation only 

mNO2,Sum (t/y) Total annual NO2 emissions from the utility system. 

Simulation only 

mSO2,Sum (t/y) Total annual SO2 emissions from the utility system. 

Simulation only 

OBJ ($/y) (free) Objective function value for the optimisation. 

Optimisation only 

PCIMP ($/y) 

(positive) 

Annual cost of the imported power 

PenT ($/y) (free) Penalty term for the optimisation objective function. 

Optimisation only 

PIEXP ($/y) 

(positive) 

Annual income from exported power 

TAC ($/y) Total annualised cost of the site utility system 

WEXP(sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Site power export 

WIMP(sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Site power import 

WSBal(sc) (MW) 

(free) 

Site power balance 

yIMP(sc) (binary) Import-export mode of the site 

 

 

Gas turbine parameters 

TMIN,HRSG (C) Minimum allowable temperature difference in 

the HRSG 
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TUA,EVAP(gto,sc) (C) Limiting log mean temperature difference for 

evaporator sections 

TUA,PRE(gto,sc) (C) Limiting log mean temperature difference for 

preheater sections 

TUA,SH(gto,sc) (C) Limiting log mean temperature difference for 

superheater sections 

afrel (-) Intercept in the regression equation for the 

relative change in the fuel-to-air ratio with part-

load. Simulation only 

AGTF (MW) The fixed term in the regression equation for 

the gas turbine fuel heat consumption  

aLGT(gtf) (-) Regression coefficient for the intercept ratio for 

gas turbines – fixed term. Simulation only 

AMEX (t/h) Intercept of the regression for gas turbine 

exhaust mass flow at design load (ISO rating) 

bfrel (-) Slope in the regression equation for the relative 

change in the fuel-to-air ratio with part-load. 

Simulation only 

BGTF  (-) The slope in the regression equation for the 

gas turbine fuel heat consumption 

bLGT(gtf) (-) Regression coefficient for the intercept ratio for 

gas turbines – multiplier before the logarithm 

function. Simulation only 

BMEX (t/MWh) Slope of the regression for gas turbine exhaust 

mass flow at design load (ISO rating) 

CpEX (MWh/t/C) Specific heat capacity of the gas turbine 

exhaust and the HRSG flue gas 

EFGTF,CO2(gtf) (-) Carbon dioxide emission factors for gas turbine 

fuels in tonnes CO2 per 1 tonne of fuel. 

EFGTF,NO2(gtf) (-) Emission factors of nitrogen oxides for gas 

turbines in tonnes NO2 per 1 tonne fuel 
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EFGTF,SO2 (gtf) (-) Emission factors of sulphur oxides for gas 

turbine fuels in tonnes SO2 per 1 tonne of fuel. 

FCFG ($) Fixed term for HRSG capital cost - flue gas 

component 

FCSTM ($) Fixed term for HRSG capital cost – steam 

generation component 

FCUA ($) Fixed cost for the conductance capital cost 

component in HRSG 

GTcap,fix ($) The fixed term in the regression equation for 

the gas turbine capital cost 

GTcap,inc ($/MW) The slope in the regression equation for the 

gas turbine capital cost 

ICFG ($/(t/h)) Incremental term for HRSG capital cost - flue 

gas component 

ICSTM ($/(t/h)) Incremental term for HRSG capital cost – 

steam generation component 

ICUA,EVAP ($/(MW/C)) Incremental cost for the conductance-related 

capital cost component in HRSG evaporators 

ICUA,PRE ($/(MW/C)) Incremental cost for the conductance-related 

capital cost component in HRSG preheaters 

ICUA,SH ($/(MW/C)) Incremental cost for the conductance-related 

capital cost component in HRSG superheaters 

LowWGT (MW) Minimum gas turbine power capacity. 

mSR,EVAP (-) Limiting steam generation rate for the HRSG 

units regarding the evaporator section 

mSR,MAX (-) Largest steam generation rate for the HRSG. 

Calculated at gas turbine full load and 

maximum supplementary firing. 

mSR,PRE (-) Limiting steam generation rate for the HRSG 

preheater section 

mSR,SH (-) Limiting steam generation rate for the HRSG 

superheater section 
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mVLF (t/h) Very large fuel flow to activate and relax 

constraints. 

NHVGTF(gtf) (MWh/t) Net heating values of gas turbine fuels 

PriceGTF(gtf) ($/t) Prices of gas turbine fuels 

RBD,HRSG (-) Blow-down ratio for the HRSGs 

RLGT,MIN (-) Lower bound on the relative gas turbine load 

(energy fraction) 

TSTACK,MIN (C) Minimum stack temperature for HRSG 

UAVL (MW/C) Very large conductance for calculation of the 

HRSG conductance values. Optimisation only 

UpWGT (MW) Maximum gas turbine power capacity. 

VSF (t/h) Very small flow. Used to prevent division by 

zero. Simulation only 

 

 

Gas turbine variables (includes HRSG) 

TFGSLIQ(gto,gtf,sc) (C) Temperature difference at the cold end of 

the HRSG evaporator. Simulation only 

TFGSVAP(gto,gtf,sc) (C) Temperature difference at the hot end of 

the HRSG evaporator. Simulation only 

THRSG,IN(gto,gtf,sc) (C) 

(positive) 

Temperature difference at the HRSG hot 

end. Simulation only 

TSTACK(gto,gtf,sc) (C) Temperature difference at the stack end of 

the HRSG. Simulation only 

CCFG(gto) ($) 

(positive) 

Flue gas related capital cost of the heat 

recovery steam generator 

CCGT ($) 

(positive) 

Capital cost for the gas turbines 

CCHRSG(gto) ($) 

(positive) 

Capital cost of a HRSG 

CCHRSG,sum ($) 

(positive) 

Capital cost for all heat recovery steam 

generators 
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CCSTM(gto) ($) 

(positive) 

Steam flow related capital cost of the heat 

recovery steam generator 

CCUA(gto) ($) 

(positive) 

Conductance component of the HRSG 

capital cost 

ECGT(sc) ($/h) Emission cost for gas turbine fuel 

combustion 

ECGT,Sum ($/y) Annualised cost of emissions from gas 

turbines 

ECSF(sc) ($/y) Cost of emissions from supplementary firing 

ECSF,Sum ($/y) Annualised cost of emissions from 

supplementary firing 

FCGT ($/y) 

(positive) 

Annual cost of gas turbine fuels 

FCSF ($/y) 

(positive) 

Annual cost of supplementary firing 

fMAX(gto,gtf) (-) (positive) Gas turbine fuel-to-air ratio at full-load. 

Simulation only 

fREL(gto,sc) (-) (positive) Relative change of the fuel-to-air ratio at 

part-load with respect to the one at full-load. 

Simulation only 

LGT(gto,gtf) (-) Intercept ratio for each gas turbine option. 

Simulation only 

mCO2,GT(gto,gtf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

CO2 emissions from gas turbines 

mCO2,SF(gto,gtf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

CO2 emissions from supplementary firing in 

heat recovery steam generators 

mEX(gto,gtf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flow of the gas turbine exhaust at 

current load. Simulation only 

mEX,MAX(gto) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Gas turbine exhaust mass flow at full-load 
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mFG,CC(gto) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Flue gas flow through each heat recovery 

steam generator, to which capital cost is 

assigned 

mGTF(gto,gtf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Fuel consumption in gas turbines at current 

load 

mGTF,MAX(gto,gtf) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flow of fuel consumption by gas 

turbines at ISO rating 

mHRSG(gto.dc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Steam generation by the HRSG 

mHRSG,CC(gto) (t/h) 

(positive) 

HRSG steam generation, to which capital 

cost is assigned 

mNO2,GT(gto,gtf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

NOx emissions from gas turbines 

mNO2,SF (gto,gtf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

NOx emissions from supplementary firing in 

heat recovery steam generators 

mSF(gto,gtf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Fuel for supplementary firing in heat 

recovery steam generators 

mSO2,GT(gto,gtf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

SOx emissions from gas turbines 

mSO2,SF (gto,gtf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

SOx emissions from supplementary firing in 

heat recovery steam generators 

mVHP,HRSG(gto,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

VHP steam generation by HRSG 

nGT(gto,gtf) (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

Slope of the gas turbine Willan‟s line. 

Optimisation parameter 

QEX(gto,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Heat flow with a gas turbine exhaust 

QGF,MAX(gto) (MW) 

(positive) 

Gas turbine fuel heat consumption at 

maximum load 

QHRSG(gto,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Total heat, required for steam generation in 

a HRSG 
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QHRSG,EVAP(gto,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Heat of steam evaporation in a HRSG 

QHRSG,PRE(gto,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Preheat of the boiler feed-water to 

saturated liquid condition in a HRSG 

QHRSG,SH(gto,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Superheat of steam in a HRSG 

QIN(gto,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Heat flow input to HRSG with the gas 

turbine exhaust. Includes any 

supplementary firing. 

QSF(gto,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Supplementary firing in a heat recovery 

steam generator 

RFA(gto,gtf,sc) (-) (positive) Gas turbine fuel-to-air ratio at current load. 

Simulation only 

sGTO(gto,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Slack variable for gas turbine power 

generation constraints 

sIN(gto,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Violation of the modified constraint on the 

HRSG inlet temperature difference. 

Optimisation only 

sP(gto,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Violation of the modified constraint on the 

HRSG pinch temperature difference. 

Optimisation only 

sSTACK(gto,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Violation of the modified constraint on the 

HRSG stack temperature. Optimisation only 

TEX(gto,gtf,sc) (C) 

(positive) 

Temperature of the gas turbine exhaust at 

current load. Simulation only 

TFGSLIQ(gto,gtf,sc) (C) Flue gas temperature at the cold end of the 

HRSG evaporation section. Simulation only 

TFGSVAP(gto,gtf,sc) (C) Flue gas temperature at the hot end of the 

HRSG evaporation section. Simulation only 

THRSG,IN(gto,gtf,sc) (C) 

(positive) 

Temperature of the flue gas at the HRSG 

inlet. Simulation only 
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TSTACK(gto,gtf,sc) (C) Stack temperature of the flue gas in the 

HRSG. Simulation only 

UAEVAP(gto) (MW/C) 

(positive) 

Conductance of the evaporator section of a 

heat recovery steam generator 

UAPRE(gto) (MW/C) 

(positive) 

Conductance of the preheater section of a 

heat recovery steam generator 

UASH(gto) (MW/C) 

(positive) 

Conductance of the superheater section of 

a heat recovery steam generator 

WCC,GT(gto) (MW) 

(positive) 

Gas turbine capacity for cost calculation 

WGT(gto,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Power generation by a gas turbine option at 

current load 

WGT,MAX(gto) (MW) 

(positive) 

Gas turbine ISO rating 

WGT,sum(sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Total power generation by the all gas 

turbines at current load 

WINT,GT(gto,gtf) (MW) Intercept in the gas turbine Willan‟s line. 

Optimisation parameter 

yGTF(gto,gtf,sc) (binary) Fuel usage status for gas turbine operation 

yGTO(gto,sc) (binary) Gas turbine operating status 

yGTS(gto) (binary) Gas turbine selection in the design 

ySF(gto,gtf,sc) (binary) Fuel usage status for supplementary firing 

 

 

Parameters for the fired boilers 

hVHP,GEN (MWh/t) Total enthalpy rise for VHP steam generation. 

Comprises all three components for water 

preheat, evaporation and superheat 

aB,0(btype) ($) Fixed term in the expression for the fixed capital 

cost for boilers. Simulation only 
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aB,1(btype) ($) Coefficient in the logarithmic term in the 

expression for the fixed capital cost for boilers. 

Simulation only 

aBLR(btype) (-) Boiler performance coefficient before the sizing 

load 

ACCB(btype) ($) Fixed capital cost for boilers 

bB,0(btype) ($·h/t) Fixed term in the expression for the incremental 

capital cost for boilers. Simulation only 

bB,1(btype) ($·h/t) Coefficient in the logarithmic term in the 

expression for the incremental capital cost for 

boilers. Simulation only 

bBLR(btype)  (-) Boiler performance coefficient before the current 

load 

BCCB(btype) (($·h/t) Incremental capital cost for boilers 

EFBF,CO2(bf) (-) CO2 emission factors for boiler fuels 

EFBF,NO2(bf) (-) NOx emission factors for boiler fuels 

EFBF,SO2(bf) (-) SOx emission factors for boiler fuels 

FRC (-) Excess capacity to allow for boiler failures. A 

mass fraction between 0 and 1 

LowBLR(btype) (t/h) Lower limit on boiler steaming capacity 

NHVBF(bf)  (MWh/t) Net heating values of boiler fuels 

NSG,MIN (count) Minimum number of site steam generators to 

select in the final design 

PriceBF(bf) ($/t) Prices of boiler fuels 

QVL,BF (MW) Very large boiler fuel heat flow. Acts as an upper 

boundary switch 

RBD,BLR  (-) Blow-down ratio for fired boilers 

SPDBFan(bo,btype) (MWh/t) Specific fan power demands from boilers 

UpBLR(btype) (t/h) Upper limit on boiler steaming capacity 
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Variables of the boiler module 

CCBLR(bo,btype) ($) (positive) Capital cost for each boiler option 

CCBLR,Sum ($) (positive) Total capital cost for VHP boilers 

ECBLR(sc) ($/h) Cost of emissions from boiler fuel 

combustion 

ECBLR,Sum ($/y) Annualised cost of emissions from 

VHP boilers 

FCBLR ($/y) 

(positive) 

Fuel cost for boilers 

FHBF(bo,btype,sc) (MW) Heat, released by fuel combustion. 

Simulation only 

mBF(bo,btype,bf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Boiler fuel consumption at current load 

mBLR(bo,btype,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Boiler steam generation at current 

load 

mBLR,CC(bo,btype) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Costing boiler steam capacity 

mBLR,MAX(bo,btype) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Steaming capacity of a boiler option 

mBLR,SZ(bo,btype,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Sizing boiler steam capacity 

mCO2,BLR(bo,btype,bf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

CO2 emissions from boiler options 

mNO2,BLR(bo,btype,bf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

NOx emissions from boiler options 

mSO2,BLR(bo,btype,bf,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

SOx emissions from boiler options 

mVHP,REQ(sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Total VHP steam requirement for each 

scenario 

QBF(bo,btype,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Heat released by burning boiler fuels 

yBO(bo,btype,sc) (binary) Boiler operational status 
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yBS(bo,btype) (binary) Boiler selection status 

 

 

Steam network parameters 

hPG(hdr,tb) (MWh/t) Enthalpy rise for steam generation from 

process heat 

PPIPES (bar) Additional pressure resistance to be 

overcome by the utility system pumps. E.g. 

height lift, friction pressure drop, etc. 

WATER (kg/m3) Average density of liquid water 

a0(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (MW) Regression coefficient to calculate the 

parameter AST – fixed term. Simulation 

only 

a1(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (MW/C) Regression coefficient to calculate the 

parameter AST – slope. Simulation only 

a2(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (-) Regression coefficient to calculate the 

parameter BST – fixed term. Simulation 

only 

a3(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (1/C) Regression coefficient to calculate the 

parameter BST – slope. Simulation only 

aCCC ($) Capital cost coefficient for the steam 

turbine condensers – intercept 

ACCCT ($) Capital cost coefficient for condensing 

steam turbines – fixed term 

ACCST ($) Capital cost coefficient for backpressure 

steam turbines – fixed term 

ACT(tbUP) (MW) Condensing steam turbine performance 

parameter (intercept) in the full-load 

regression of isentropic power versus 

actual power. Simulation only 
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aCT,0 (MW) Regression coefficient to calculate the 

parameter ACT – fixed term. Simulation 

only 

aCT,1 (MW/C) Regression coefficient to calculate the 

parameter ACT – slope. Simulation only 

aCT,2 (-) Regression coefficient to calculate the 

parameter BCT – fixed term. Simulation 

only 

aCT,3 (1/C) Regression coefficient to calculate the 

parameter BCT – slope. Simulation only 

aCT,L (-) Regression coefficient to calculate the 

parameter LCT – fixed term. Simulation 

only 

aCT,TOT (MW) Regression parameter representing 

condensing turbine machine efficiency – 

fixed term. Simulation only 

aDAC ($) Fixed capital cost coefficient for de-

aerators 

aL(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (-) Regression coefficient to calculate the 

parameter LST – fixed term. Simulation only 

AST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (MW) Steam turbine performance parameter  

(intercept) in the full-load regression of 

isentropic power versus actual power 

aST,TOT(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (MW) Regression parameter representing 

backpressure turbine machine efficiency – 

fixed term. Simulation only 

bCCC ($/MW) Capital cost coefficient for the steam 

turbine condensers - slope 

BCCCT ($/MW) Capital cost coefficient for condensing 

steam turbines – slope 

BCCST ($/MW) Capital cost coefficient for backpressure 

steam turbines – slope 
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BCT(tbUP) (-) Condensing steam turbine performance 

parameter (slope) in the full-load 

regression of isentropic power versus 

actual power. Simulation only 

bCT,L (1/C) Regression coefficient to calculate the 

parameter LCT – incremental term. 

Simulation only 

bCT,TOT (-) Regression parameter representing 

condensing turbine machine efficiency – 

slope. 

bDAC ($ / (t/h)) Incremental capital cost coefficient for de-

aerators 

bL(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (1/C) Regression coefficient to calculate the 

parameter LST – slope. Simulation only 

BST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (-) Steam turbine performance parameter 

(slope) in the full-load regression of 

isentropic power versus actual power 

bST,TOT(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (-) Regression parameter representing 

backpressure turbine machine efficiency – 

slope. Simulation only 

CCT(tbUP) (MW) Condensing steam turbine performance 

coefficient for full load for the reverse 

relationship between the generated and 

the isentropic power 

CST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (MW) Backpressure steam turbine performance 

coefficient for full load for the reverse 

relationship between the generated and 

the isentropic power 

DCT(tbUP) (-) Condensing steam turbine performance 

coefficient for full load for the reverse 

relationship between the generated and 

the isentropic power. 
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DST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (-) Backpressure steam turbine performance 

coefficient for full load for the reverse 

relationship between the generated and 

the isentropic power. 

hCR(sc) (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the returned process 

condensate 

hDV (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the vented de-aerator steam 

hDW (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the demineralised water. 

Simulation only 

hPG(hdr,tb) (MWh/t) Enthalpy of the process-generated steam. 

Simulation only 

hSL,COND (MWh/t) Enthalpy of saturated liquid at the 

saturation temperature of the condensing 

level 

hTB,SL(hdr,tb) (MWh/t) Enthalpies of saturated liquid water at the 

conditions of steam level candidates 

hTB,SV(hdr,tb) (MWh/t) Enthalpies of saturated dry vapour at the 

conditions of steam level candidates 

hVL (MWh/t) Very large enthalpy. Used to activate and 

relax constraints. Simulation only 

LCT(tbUP) (-) Intercept ratio for condensing steam 

turbines. Simulation only 

LLD,MIN(hdr,tbUP,tb,sc) (-) Minimum letdown fraction in each 

backpressure expansion zone. 

Optimisation parameter 

LowCT (MW) Lower bound on the condensing steam 

turbine power capacities 

LowMST (t/h) Lower bound on the steam turbine steam 

capacities (backpressure and condensing) 

LowST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (MW) Lower bounds for backpressure steam 

turbine power capacities 
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LST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (-) Intercept ratio for backpressure steam 

turbines 

mPU,VHP(sc) (MW) Direct VHP steam usage by processes 

mVLS (t/h) Very large steam flow. Used to activate or 

relax constraints. 

NHDR (integer) The number of the steam headers in 

addition to the VHP main 

NTB(hdr) (integer) A vector containing the number of steam 

level candidates for each header 

PCR(sc) (bara) Pressure of the returned process 

condensate. Simulation only 

PDA (bara) De-aerator pressure 

PDW (bara) Pressure of the demineralised (make-up) 

water. Simulation only 

PriceDW ($/t) Price of the demineralised (make-up) 

water 

QDPC(sc) (MW) Direct utility cooling requirement of 

process heat sources. 

QPG(hdr,tb,sc) (MW) Heat from site process heat sources for 

steam generation 

QPU(hdr,tb,sc) (MW) Utility heat requirement by processes from 

the steam headers below the VHP main 

QPU,VHP(sc) (MW) Utility heat required by the processes from 

the VHP steam header. Simulation only 

QVLS (MW) Very large heat flow for process steam. 

Upper bound in integer constraints. 

RCR (-) Rate of condensate return from the 

processes 

RLST.MIN (-) (mass 

fraction) 

Lower bound on the relative steam turbine 

load (compared to the capacity) 
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SLC(hdr,tb) (binary) Mapping array of binary parameters 

reflecting whether a given steam level 

candidate with index „’tb” is defined for 

header “hdr”. 

TCR(sc) (C) Temperature of the returned process 

condensate. Simulation only 

TDW (C) Temperature of the demineralised water. 

Simulation only 

TSAT,TB(hdr,tb) (C) Saturation temperatures of the steam level 

candidates. Simulation only 

UpCT (MW) Upper bounds on the condensing steam 

turbine power capacities 

UpMST (t/h) Upper bound for steam turbine steam 

capacities (backpressure and condensing) 

UpST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (MW) Upper bounds for backpressure steam 

turbine power capacities 

VFDA (-) Steam vent fraction in the de-aerator 

WSTVL (MW) Very large steam turbine power 

generation. Upper bound in integer 

constraints. 

 

 

Variables in the steam network model 

hCT,IS(tbUP,sc) (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

Isentropic enthalpy drop for the 

condensing expansion zone during 

each scenario. Simulation only 

hCT,IS,MAX(tbUP (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

The largest isentropic enthalpy drop 

for the condensing expansion zone 

across all scenarios. Optimisation 

parameter 
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hIS(hdr,tbUP,tb,sc) (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

Isentropic enthalpy change for the 

different expansion zone variants 

during different scenarios. Simulation 

only 

hIS,MAX(hdr,tbUP,tb) (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

Largest isentropic enthalpy change for 

each expansion zone variant across 

all scenarios. Optimisation parameter 

hSH(hdr,tb,sc) (MWh/t) Specific superheat at steam level 

candidates. Simulation only 

CCCOND(sto) ($) 

(positive) 

Capital cost of a steam turbine 

condenser 

CCCOND,Sum ($) 

(positive) 

Capital cost of all steam turbine 

condensers 

CCCT(sto) ($) 

(positive) 

Capital costs of a condensing steam 

turbine option 

CCCT,Sum ($) 

(positive) 

Capital cost for all condensing steam 

turbines 

CCDA ($) 

(positive) 

De-aerator capital cost 

CCST(hdr,sto) ($) 

(positive) 

Capital cost of a backpressure steam 

turbine option 

CCST,Sum ($) 

(positive) 

Capital cost for all backpressure 

steam turbines 

CWC ($/y) 

(positive) 

Annual cost of cooling water 

DWC ($/y) 

(positive) 

Annual demineralised water cost 

hCT,OUT(sto,tbUP,sc) (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

Enthalpy of a condensing steam 

turbine exhaust 

hDAF(sc) (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

Enthalpy of the de-aerator water feed. 

Simulation only 
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hDAS(sc) (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

Enthalpy of the de-aerator steam feed. 

Optimisation parameter 

hHC,IN(hdr,tb,sc) (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

Enthalpy of steam entering a steam 

level candidate from the expansion 

zone above it. Simulation only 

hST,OUT(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb,sc) (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

Enthalpy of a backpressure steam 

turbine exhaust. Simulation only 

hTB(hdr,tb,sc) (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

Enthalpy of steam at each steam level 

candidate. Optimisation parameter. 

hTCR(sc) (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

Enthalpy of the overall flow of returned 

condensate from turbines and 

processes. Optimisation parameter 

LLD,MIN(hdr,tbUP,tb,sc) (-) Minimum letdown flow fraction. 

Optimisation parameter 

mBFW(sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flow of the overall boiler feed-

water for the utility system 

mCR(sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flow of the condensate returned 

by processes 

mCT(sto,tbUP,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Steam flows through condensing 

turbine variants 

mCT,MAX(sto) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Maximum steam load on a condensing 

steam turbine option 

mCW(sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flowrate of cooling water 

consumption  

mDA,SZ (t/h) 

(positive) 

Sizing feed-water capacity of the de-

aerator 

mDAF(sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flow of the water feed to the de-

aerator 

mDAS(sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flow of the overall steam feed to 

the de-aerator 

mDAV(hdr,tb,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Steam feed flows to the de-aerator 

from different steam level candidates 
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mDV(sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flow of the de-aerator steam 

vent 

mDW(sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flow of the demineralised water 

consumption 

mHC,IN(hdr,tb,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flow of steam cascaded from the 

upper expansion zone into the steam 

level candidates for the current header 

mHC,OUT(hdr,tb,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flow of steam cascaded down 

from steam level candidates into the 

variants of the lower expansion zone 

mLD(hdr,tbUP,tb,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Letdown steam mass flows  

mPG(hdr,tb,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flows of process-generated 

steam 

mPU(hdr,tb,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flows of process steam usage 

mST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Mass flows of steam through 

backpressure steam turbine variants 

mST,MAX(hdr,sto) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Backpressure steam turbine capacities 

in terms of steam mass flow 

mTB,IN(hdr,tb,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Total steam, entering a steam level 

candidate 

mTCR(sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Total returned condensate. Includes 

the condensing steam turbine 

exhausts and the process condensate. 

nCT(sto,tbUP,sc) (MWh/t) 

(positive) 

Willan‟s line slopes for condensing 

steam turbines. Optimisation 

parameter 

nST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb,sc) (MWh/t) Willan‟s line slopes for backpressure 

steam turbines. Optimisation 

parameter 
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PDFWP(sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Internal power demand for boiler feed-

water pumping  

PDINTERN(sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Internal power demand by the utility 

system. 

QCOND(sto,tbUP,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Heat rejected to utility cooling by the 

condensing steam turbine exhausts 

QCOND,CC(sto) (MW) 

(positive) 

Largest duties of the turbine 

condensers for capital cost calculation 

QCW(sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Overall heat rejected to utility cooling 

(using cooling water) 

QNEED(hdr,tb,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

A helper variable to calculate the heat 

cascade. 

QPC(hdr,tb,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Heat cascaded down from a process 

heat source temperature interval 

QUC(hdr,tb,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Heat cascaded down from a process 

heat sink temperature interval. 

QUC,VHP(sc) (MW) Heat cascaded down from the VHP 

main to the heat sink cascade interval 

with hdr=hdr01 and tb=tb01 

sCTO(sto,tbUP,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Slack variable for linearisation of the 

lower limit on current steam load for 

condensing steam turbines. 

Optimisation only 

sSTO(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb,sc) (t/h) 

(positive) 

Slack variable for linearisation of the 

lower limit on current steam load for 

backpressure steam turbines. 

Optimisation only 

WCT(sto,tbUP,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Power generation by condensing 

steam turbines at current load 

WCT,CC(sto) (MW) 

(positive) 

Capital-defining power generation 

capacities of the condensing steam 

turbine options 
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WCT,CCV(sto,tbUP) (MW) 

(positive) 

Capital-defining power generation 

capacities of the condensing steam 

turbine variants 

WCT,MAX(sto,tbUP) (MW) 

(positive) 

Largest possible power generation by 

condensing steam turbine variants 

WCT,Sum(sc) (MW), 

(positive) 

Total power produced by condensing 

steam turbines during each scenario 

WCT,TOT(sto,tbUP,sc) (MW) The total energy consumed from the 

expanding steam in the condensing 

steam turbine variants. Simulation only 

WINT,CT(sto,tbUP,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Willan‟s line intercept for condensing 

steam turbines. Optimisation 

parameter 

WINT,ST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb,sc) (MW) Willan‟s line intercept for backpressure 

steam turbines. Optimisation 

parameter 

WST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (MW) 

(positive) 

Power generation by backpressure 

steam turbines at current load 

WST,CC(hdr,sto) (MW) 

(positive) 

Capital-defining power generation 

capacities of the backpressure steam 

turbine options 

WST,CCV(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (MW) 

(positive) 

Capital-defining power generation 

capacities of the backpressure steam 

turbine variants 

WST,MAX(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (MW) 

(positive) 

Largest possible power generation by 

backpressure steam turbine variants 

WST,Sum(sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

Total power produced by 

backpressure steam turbines during 

each scenario 

WST,TOT(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb,sc) (MW) 

(positive) 

The total energy consumed from the 

expanding steam in the backpressure 

turbine variants. Simulation only 
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yCTLS(sto,tbUP) (binary) Selection statuses of the condensing 

steam turbine variants. 

yCTO(sto,tbUP,sc) (binary) Operating statuses of the condensing 

steam turbines 

yCTS(sto) (binary) Selection statuses of condensing 

steam turbine options 

ySLS(hdr,tb) (binary) Selection statuses of the steam level 

candidates 

ySTLS(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (binary) Selection statuses of the backpressure 

steam turbine variants. 

ySTO(hdr,sto,tb_up,tb,sc) (binary) Operating statuses of the 

backpressure steam turbine variants 

ySTS(hdr,sto) (binary) Selection statuses of the steam 

turbine options 
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Appendix 5. Synthesis of new utility systems – detailed case 

study data 

1.1 Conventions for data specifications 

In most cases, the representation of the set members has been changed from 

using underscores (GAMS requirement – Brooke et al. 1998) to indices in order 

to reflect the usual mathematical notation. This is the case with the numbering 

of the gas turbine options: gt1, gt2, etc. However, there are some literals 

reflecting names consisting of more than one word and not numbers. In such 

cases, the connecting underscores are retained. Examples of literals of the 

second type are ‘nat_gas’ standing for natural gas and ‘distillate oil’. 

 

1.2 Site specifications 

1.2.1 Operating periods (scenarios) 

Two operating scenarios are considered for this case study, which are provided 

in Table A5-1. 

 

Table A5-1. Site-scope set definitions – operating periods (scenarios) 

Index Set Name Members 

sc Operating scenarios „winter‟, „summer‟ 

 

1.2.2 Site-scope parameters 

The specifications for the site parameters are given in Tables A5-2 and A5-3. 

The names of the operating scenarios have been abbreviated to ‘w’ for winter 

and ‘s’ for summer. Note that these are specifications for the base case. The 

sensitivity check, described in Chapter 9, introduces some alterations to these 

default values. 
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Table A5-2. Site-scope parameter specifications (simple) 

Parameter Units Values 

HrYr h/y 8600 

IR (-) 0.08 

PLF y 10 

FCEI - 4.0 

EVL MW 2000 

PCGT ($/(MW∙y)) 105 

TA C 15.00 

TBFW C 120.00 

TVL C 2000.00 

PVHP bara 90.00 

TVHP,SH C 200.00 

 

Parameter Units Values 

PSTM,MIN bara 2.74 

WEXP,Up MW 10.000 

TCOND C 50.00 

CpW MWh/t/C 1.1639∙10-3 

PriceCO2 $/t 0 

PriceSO2 $/t 0 

PriceNO2 $/t 0 

EFCO2,IMP t/MWh 0.46 

EFSO2,IMP t/MWh 0.45∙10-3 

EFNO2,IMP t/MWh 0.50∙10-3 

EPS (-) 10-4 

 

Table A5-3. Site-scope parameter specifications (lists) 

Parameter Units Values 

YF(sc) (-) YF(w)=0.55 

YF(s)=0.45 

TCW,Spl(sc) C TCW,Spl(w)=25.00 

TCW,Spl(s)=30.00 

TCW,Ret(sc) C TCW,Ret(w)=35.00 

TCW,Ret(s)=40.00 

PriceCW(sc) $/t PriceCW(w)=0.0185 

PriceCW(s)=0.0212 

PriceIMP(sc) $/MWh PriceIMP(w)=20 

PriceIMP(s)=30 

PriceEXP(sc) $/MWh PriceEXP(w)=20 

PriceEXP(s)=30 

PD(sc) MW PD(w) = 25.000 

PD(s) = 31.000 
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1.3 Site process heating and cooling demands 

The site process heating and cooling demands are represented by the site heat 

sink and heat source profiles, Figure A5-1. Their corresponding numerical 

representation is given in Table A5-4 and Table A5-5. 
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 Figure A5-1. Process heating and cooling demands 

 

The temperature boundaries identified are shown in Table A5-6. They are the 

same for both winter and summer operation. 

 

The lowest level to be served by steam has been specified at temperature 

boundary No.11, TSAT,VLP = 130.51 C, which corresponds to PVLP = 2.74 bara. 

A check has been made on the specified VHP steam pressure (PVHP = 90 bara). 

It corresponds to a saturation temperature TSAT,VHP= 303.35 C, which is 

feasible with respect to the site heating and cooling demands. 
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Process cooling demands 
 

Table A5-4. Winter 

TS TT QH 

C C MW 

286.07 270.68 12.000 

270.68 262.14 0.700 

262.14 209.15 7.000 

209.15 198.89 1.300 

198.89 190.34 8.000 

190.34 130.51 7.500 

130.51 118.55 3.900 

118.55 87.78 4.310 

 

 

Table A5-5. Summer 

TS TT QH 

C C MW 

68.97 110.00 5.824 

110.00 130.51 8.836 

130.51 190.34 13.178 

190.34 198.89 37.413 

198.89 209.15 1.635 

209.15 250.17 5.878 

250.17 269.83 2.864 

269.83 280.94 3.846 

 

 

Table A5-6. Temperature boundaries 

 

No. Temperature 

 C 

1  290.00 

2  286.07 

3  280.94 

4  270.68 

5  269.83 

6  262.14 

7  250.17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8  209.15 

9  198.89 

10  190.34 

11  130.51 

12  118.55 

13  110.00 

14  87.78 

15  68.97 
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1.4 Gas turbine data 

1.4.1 Gas turbine sets 

The gas turbine sets with their particular members for the base case are listed 

in Table A5-7. They reflect the number of the gas turbine options, available to 

the utility system superstructure, and the fuels each gas turbine may use. For 

the base case these are natural gas and distillate oil. 

 

Table A5-7. Gas turbine sets 

Index Set Name Members 

gto Alternative gas turbine options 'gt1', 'gt2' 

gtf Gas turbine fuels. Subset of site fuels. 'nat_gas', 'distillate_oil‟ 

 

1.4.2 Gas turbine specifications 

The specifications for the gas turbine module consist of parameter 

specifications, provided in Table A5-8 and variable specifications 

(initialisations), provided in Table A5-9. 

 

Table A5-8. GT module parameters 

Parameter Units Values 

AGTF MW 0 

BGTF  (-) 

i.e. MW/MW 

2.6818 

LowWGT MW 11.700 

UpWGT MW 85.400 

PriceGTF(gtf) $/t PriceGTF(nat_gas) = 130.00 

PriceGTF(distillate_oil) =120.00 

NHVGTF(gtf) MWh/t NHVGTF(nat_gas) = 13.876 

NHVGTF(distillate_oil) = 11.179 
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Table A5-8. GT module parameters (continued) 

EFGTF,CO2(gtf) (-) i.e. (t/t) EFGTF,CO2(nat_gas) = 2.636 

EFGTF,CO2(distillate_oil) = 2.795 

EFGTF,SO2 (gtf) (-)i.e. (t/t) EFGTF,SO2(nat_gas) = 0 

EFGTF,SO2(distillate_oil) = 10-3 

EFGTF,NO2(gtf) (-)i.e. (t/t) EFGTF,NO2(nat_gas) = 1.24∙10-3 

EFGTF,NO2(distillate_oil) = 1.15∙10-3 

GTcap,fix $ 2.7313∙106 

GTcap,inc $/MW 2.5395∙105 

RBD,HRSG (-) 0.030 

aLGT(gtf) (-) aLGT(nat_gas) = 0.15200 

aLGT(distillate_oil) = 0.14400 

bLGT(gtf) MW-1 bLGT(nat_gas) = -0.00142 

bLGT(distillate_oil) = -0.00153 

mVLF t/h 104 

AMEX t/h 52.474 

BMEX t/MWh 10.4108 

afrel (-) 0.25300 

bfrel (-) 0.743147 

RLGT,MIN (-) 0.700 

TSTACK,MIN C 150.00 

TMIN,HRSG C 20.00 

TUA,PRE C 33.52 

TUA,EVAP C 94.34 

TUA,SH C 65.66 

ICUA,PRE $/(MW/C) 1.25096∙106 

ICUA,EVAP $/(MW/C) 7.50575∙105 

ICUA,SH $/(MW/C) 1.25096∙106 

FCUA $ 3.21669∙105 

ICFG $/(t/h) 730.10 
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Table A5-8. GT module parameters (continued) 

FCFG $ 0.00 

ICSTM $/(t/h) 3623.18 

FCSTM $ 0.00 

mSR,PRE (-) 0.195073 

mSR,EVAP (-) 0.190341 

mSR,SH (-) 0.104951 

mSR,MAX (-) 0.234810 

CpEX MWh/(t∙C) 3.000∙10-4 

UAVL MW/C 106 

 

Table A5-9. Variable specifications for the gas turbine module 

Variable Units Values 

yGTS(gto) binary yGTS(gt1) = 1 

yGTS(gt2) = 0 

yGTO(gto,sc) binary yGTO(gt1,winter) = 1 

yGTO(gt1,summer) = 1 

yGTO(gt2,winter) = 0 

yGTO(gt2,summer) = 0 

yGTF(gto,gtf,sc) binary Initialised as follows: first fuel for each GT 

option in each scenario is used, the others are 

not. 

WGT,MAX(gto) MW 

(positive) 

WGT,MAX(gt1) = 11.7003 

WGT,MAX(gt2) = 11.7001 

mGTF(gto,gtf,sc) t/h (positive) For the used fuel – initialised to the maximum 

fuel flow mGTF,MAX. For all other fuels – to zero. 

ySF(gto,gtf,sc) (binary) Initialised to zero. 

mSF(gto,gtf,sc) t/h (positive) Initialised to zero. 

mHRSG(gto.dc) t/h (positive) Manipulated during simulation and optimisation 

to be maximised. Starting value – zero. 
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1.5 Fired (VHP) boilers 

1.5.1 Boiler sets 

Table A5-10. Boiler options and fuels 

Index Set Name Members 

bo Alternative boiler options 'b01', 'b02' 

bf Boiler fuels. Subset of site fuels 

 

'nat_gas', 'fuel_gas', „fuel_oil‟ 

btype Boiler type „pack‟, „field‟ 

 

1.5.2 Boiler specifications 

The specifications for the boilers are also classified into parameter 

specifications and variable initialisation specifications, presented next. 

 

Table A5-11. Boiler parameter specifications 

Parameter Units Values 

aB,0(btype) $ aB,0(pack)=138979.0 

aB,0(field)=   45496.0 

aB,1(btype) (?) aB,1(pack)=123359.0 

aB,1(field)= 262176.0 

bB,0(btype) ($·h)/t bB,0(pack)=4131.5 

bB,0(field)=1762.1 

bB,1(btype) (?) bB,1(pack)=9470.1 

bB,1(field)=10168.0 

SPDBfan(bo,btype) MWh/t All pack = 0.0050 

All field  = 0.0045 

UpBLR(btype) t/h UpBLR(pack)=70.000 

UpBLR(field)=300.000 

LowBLR(btype) t/h LowBLR(pack)=10.000 

LowBLR(field)=65.000 
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Table A5-11. Boiler parameter specifications (continued) 

Parameter Units Values 

aBLR(btype) (-) aBLR(pack)= 0.0126 

aBLR(field)= 0.0105 

bBLR(btype) (-) bBLR(pack)= 0.2156 

bBLR(field)= 0.1598 

RBD,BLR (-) 0.03 

NHVBF(bf) MWh/t NHVBF(nat_gas)= 13.876 

NHVBF(fuel_gas)= 9.029 

NHVBF(fuel_oil)= 12.047 

QVL,BF MW 104 

EFBF,CO2(bf) (-) EFBF,CO2(nat_gas)= 2.636 

EFBF,CO2(fuel_gas)= 2.768 

EFBF,CO2(fuel_oil)= 3.117 

EFBF,SO2(bf) (-) EFBF,SO2(nat_gas)= 0 

EFBF,SO2(fuel_gas)= 10-4 

EFBF,SO2(fuel_oil)= 0.01 

EFBF,NO2(bf) (-) EFBF,NO2(nat_gas) = 3.007∙10-3 

EFBF,NO2(fuel_gas) = 1.956∙10-3 

EFBF,NO2(fuel_oil) = 6.899∙10-3 

PriceBF(bf) $/t PriceBF(nat_gas)= 130.00  

PriceBF(fuel_gas)= 75.00 

PriceBF(fuel_oil)= 55.00 

NSG,MIN (count) 2 

FRC (-) (mass fraction) 0.3 
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Table A5-12. Initial boiler selection statuses 

bo btype yBS(bo,btype) 

b01 pack 0 

b01 field 1 

b02 pack 0 

b02 field 0 

 

Table A5-13. Initial boiler steaming capacities 

bo btype mBLR,MAX(bo,btype) 

b01 pack 70.000 

b01 field 140.000 

b02 pack 10.000 

b02 field 65.000 

 

 

Table A5-14. Initial boiler operating statuses 

bo btype sc yBO(bo,btype,sc) 

b01 pack winter 0 

b01 pack summer 0 

b01 field winter 1 

b01 field summer 1 

b02 pack winter 0 

b02 pack summer 0 

b02 field winter 0 

b02 field summer 0 
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Table A5-15. Current steam load of the VHP boilers - initialisation 

bo btype sc mBLR(bo,btype,sc) 

   t/h 

0 0 0 0.000 

0 0 1 0.000 

0 1 0 114.0290 

0 1 1 80.0761 

1 0 0 0.000 

1 0 1 0.000 

1 1 0 0.000 

1 1 1 0.000 

 

 

Table A5-16. Initial fuel consumption in VHP boilers 

bo btype bf sc mBF(bo,btype,sc) 

(t/h) 

b01 pack nat_gas winter 0 

b01 pack nat_gas summer 0 

b01 pack fuel_gas winter 0 

b01 pack fuel_gas summer 0 

b01 pack fuel_oil winter 0 

b01 pack fuel_oil summer 0 

b01 field nat_gas winter 7.783382 

b01 field nat_gas summer 5.491114 

b01 field fuel_gas winter 0 

b01 field fuel_gas summer 0 

b01 field fuel_oil winter 0 

b01 field fuel_oil summer 0 

b02 pack nat_gas winter 0 
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Table A5-16. Initial fuel consumption in VHP boilers (continued) 

bo btype bf sc mBF(bo,btype,sc) 

(t/h) 

b02 pack nat_gas summer 0 

b02 pack fuel_gas winter 0 

b02 pack fuel_gas summer 0 

b02 pack fuel_oil winter 0 

b02 pack fuel_oil summer 0 

b02 field nat_gas winter 0 

b02 field nat_gas summer 0 

b02 field fuel_gas winter 0 

b02 field fuel_gas summer 0 

b02 field fuel_oil winter 0 

b02 field fuel_oil summer 0 

 

1.6 Steam network data 

1.6.1 Case with three steam headers (NHDR=2) 

The set of steam headers can be defined after the number of its members is 

specified. For the current case study, it was necessary to evaluate the optimal 

utility system flowsheets for different numbers of steam headers. The reason for 

this is that, although the number of steam headers is regarded as a parameter 

for the superstructure optimisation, in the real problem of utility system 

synthesis it is actually an important degree of freedom. In this case study, two 

possible variants are considered: NHDR=2 and NHDR=3. The set specifications for 

these cases are given in Table A5-18 and Table A5-35 respectively. 

 

Steam network sets 

The temperature and heat-interval analysis of the site profiles resulted in 

nominating three temperature boundaries for steam header levels for the first 
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header (hdr01) and one for the second header (hdr02). The complete superset 

of the steam level candidates is listed in Table A5-17. 

 

Table A5-17. Steam level candidates for NHDR = 2 

Header # Temperature Suggested by 

 C  

hdr01 270.68 UGCC 

209.15 Temperature analysis, Heat interval analysis 

198.89 Temperature analysis, Heat interval analysis 

hdr02 130.51 Temperature analysis, Heat interval analysis 

 

Table A5-18. Sets for defining the steam network items for NHDR = 2 

Index Set Name Members 

hdr Steam headers „hdr01„, „hdr02„ 

tb Temperature boundaries for steam level candidates, 

identified from the site profiles 

„tb01‟, „tb02‟, „tb03‟ 

sto Backpressure steam turbine options „st01‟, „st02‟ 

 

Steam network parameters and variable initialisations 

 

Table A5-19. Steam network general parameters 

Parameter Units Values 

QPU,VHP(sc) MW QPU,VHP(winter) = 3.550 

QPU,VHP(summer) = 3.175 

mVLS t/h 104 

QVLS MW 104 

RCR (-) 1.0 

PCR(sc) bara 1.01325 
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Table A5-19. Steam network general parameters (continued) 

Parameter Units Values 

TCR(sc) C TCR(winter) = 55.00 

TCR(summer) = 75.00 

UpMST t/h 200.000 

LowMST t/h 20.000 

RLST.MIN (-) 

(mass fraction) 

0.5 

UpST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) MW   8.000 

for all items 

LowST(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) MW   0.000 

for all items 

aST,TOT(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) MW   0.7412 

for all items 

bST,TOT(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (-)   1.0147 

for all items 

WSTVL MW   500.000 

ACCST $ 23418.00 

BCCST $/MW 55347.30 

aCT,TOT MW 0.14219 

bCT,TOT 

 

(-) 1.017400 

UpCT MW 59.298 (for NHDR = 2) 

60.000 (for NHDR = 3) 

LowCT MW 2.000 

ACCCT $ 23418.00 

BCCCT $/MW 55347.30 

aCCC $ 152000 

bCCC $/MW 5000 

hVL MWh/t 100 
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Table A5-19. Steam network general parameters (continued) 

Parameter Units Values 

QDPC(sc) MW QDPC(winter)= 8.210 

QDPC(summer)= 10.632 

PDW bara 1.01325 

TDW C 20.00 

VFDA (-) 0.05 

PriceDW $/t 0.15 

PDA bara 1.2 

aDAC $ 60081 

bDAC $/(t/h) 319.69 

PPIPES bar 3.00 

WATER kg/m3 1000 

 

For NHDR = 2, the array of feasible steam level candidates is given in Table 

A5-20. 

 

Table A5-20. Values for the SLC(hdr,tb) for NHDR = 2 

 hdr01 hdr02 

tb00 0 0 

tb01 1 1 

tb02 1 0 

tb03 1 0 

 

Table A5-21 lists the general initialisations of the variables in the steam 

network. By default, the table gives the corresponding values common for NHDR 

= 2 and NHDR = 3. However, where applicable, it is stated explicitly that the 

values given are only for NHDR = 2. In such cases, the corresponding variable 

initialisation values are listed separately in the section with the specifications for 

NHDR = 3 that follows. 
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Table A5-21. Steam network variable initialisations - general list 

Variable Units Values 

ySTS (binary) ySTS(hdr,st01) = 1 

ySTS(hdr,st02) = 0 

for  hdr=1..NHDR 

mST 

for NHDR = 2 

t/h 

(positive) 

mST(hdr01,st01,tb00, tb01,winter) = 80.754 

mST(hdr01,st01,tb00, tb01,summer) =80.000 

mST(hdr02,st01,tb01, tb01,winter) = 28.000 

mST(hdr02,st01,tb01, tb01,summer) =15.200 

The rest are zero. 

mDAV(hdr,tb,sc) t/h 

(positive) 

All zero 

yCTS (binary) yCTS(st01) = 1 

yCTS(st02) = 0 

mCT,MAX 

(for NHDR = 2) 

t/h 

(positive) 

mCT,MAX(st01) = 45.000 

mCT,MAX(st01) = 45.000 

 

Table A5-22. Initial values for the steam level selections for NHDR = 2 

hdr tb ySLS(hdr,tb) 

hdr01 tb00 0 

hdr01 tb01 1 

hdr01 tb02 0 

hdr01 tb03 0 

hdr02  tb00 0 

hdr02 tb01 1 

hdr02 tb02 0 

hdr02 tb03 0 
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Table A5-23. Process heat available for steam generation for NHDR = 2 

hdr tb sc Temperature 

(C) 

QPG(hdr,tb,sc) 

(MW) 

hdr01 tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr01 tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr01 tb01 winter 270.68 12.000 

hdr01 tb01 summer 270.68 16.885 

hdr01 tb02 winter 209.15 7.700 

hdr01 tb02 summer 209.15 13.383 

hdr01 tb03 winter 198.89 1.300 

hdr01 tb03 summer 198.89 2.877 

hdr02 tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr02 tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr02 tb01 winter 130.51 15.500 

hdr02 tb01 summer 130.51 18.136 

hdr02 tb02 winter (does not exist) 0.000 

hdr02 tb02 summer (does not exist) 0.000 

hdr02 tb03 winter (does not exist) 0.000 

hdr02 tb03 summer (does not exist) 0.000 

 

Table A5-24. Enthalpy rise for process steam generation for NHDR = 2 

hdr tb Temperature 

(C) 

hPG(hdr,tb) 

(MWh/t) 

hdr01 tb00 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr01 tb01 270.68 0.6331 

hdr01 tb02 209.15 0.6353 

hdr01 tb03 198.89 0.6337 

hdr02  tb00 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr02  tb01 130.51 0.6141 

hdr02 tb02 (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr02 tb03 (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 
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Table A5-25. Process heat requirements for steam usage for NHDR = 2 

hdr tb sc Temperature 

(C) 

QPU(hdr,tb,sc) 

(MW) 

hdr01 tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr01 tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr01 tb01 winter 270.68 9.038 

hdr01 tb01 summer 270.68 5.956 

hdr01 tb02 winter 209.15 1.635 

hdr01 tb02 summer 209.15 1.501 

hdr01 tb03 winter 198.89 50.591 

hdr01 tb03 summer 198.89 43.777 

hdr02 tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr02 tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr02 tb01 winter 130.51 14.660 

hdr02 tb01 summer 130.51 10.632 

hdr02 tb02 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02 tb02 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02 tb03 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02 tb03 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

 

There are two backpressure steam turbine ranges in the efficiency regression 

model: 

• From 0 to 8 MW 

• From 8 MW and larger 

 

The results from the steam network targeting, discussed earlier, produce overall 

power generation estimates on the order of magnitude of 5 to 8 MW. Therefore, 

it is most likely all backpressure turbines in the system will have sizes not larger 

than 8 MW. As a result, the steam performance coefficients of the backpressure 

steam turbines are initialised to the common values for this range, Table A5-27. 
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Table A5-26. Initialisation enthalpies of the steam level candidates for 

NHDR = 2 

hdr tb sc Temperature 

(C) 

hTB(hdr,tb,sc) 

(MWh/t) 

hdr01 tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.0001 

hdr01 tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.0001 

hdr01 tb01 winter 270.68 0.8797 

hdr01 tb01 summer 270.68 0.8458 

hdr01 tb02 winter 209.15 0.8120 

hdr01 tb02 summer 209.15 0.7849 

hdr01 tb03 winter 198.89 0.8009 

hdr01 tb03 summer 198.89 0.7755 

hdr02 tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.0001 

hdr02 tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.0001 

hdr02 tb01 winter 130.51 0.7525 

hdr02 tb01 summer 130.51 0.7496 

hdr02 tb02 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 

hdr02 tb02 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 

hdr02 tb03 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 

hdr02 tb03 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 
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The coefficient values, given in Table A5-27 are valid for all domain members. 

 

Table A5-27. Initial backpressure steam turbine coefficient values for NHDR 

= 2 and for NHDR = 3 

Coefficient Units Value 

a0(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) MW 3.92182∙10-1 

a1(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) MW/C 1.05049∙10-3 

a2(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (-) 1.33997 

a3(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) 1/C -5.27711∙10-4 

aL(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) (-) 0.2 

bL(hdr,sto,tbUP,tb) 1/C -4.04931∙10-5 

 

Table A5-28. Saturation temperatures of the steam level candidates for 

NHDR = 2 

hdr tb TSAT,TB(hdr,tb) 

(C) 

hdr01 tb00 0.00 (dummy TB) 

hdr01 tb01 270.68 

hdr01 tb02 209.15 

hdr01 tb03 198.89 

hdr02 tb00 0.00 (dummy TB) 

hdr02 tb01 130.51 

hdr02 tb02 (doesn‟t exist) 

hdr02 tb03 (doesn‟t exist) 
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Table A5-29. Maximum steam flows through backpressure turbines - 

initialisation values for NHDR = 2 

hdr sto mST,MAX(hdr,sto) 

(t/h) 

hdr01 st01 100 

hdr01 st02 100 

hdr02 st01 40 

hdr02 st02 40 

 

Table A5-30. Enthalpy of process generated steam for the steam level 

candidates for NHDR = 2 

 

hdr tb hPG(hdr,tb) 

(MWh/t) 

hdr01 tb00 0.0001 

hdr01 tb01 0.7748 

hdr01 tb02 0.7769 

hdr01 tb03 0.7754 
 

 

 

 

hdr tb hPG(hdr,tb) 

(MWh/t) 

hdr02  tb00 0.0001  

hdr02  tb01 0.7558 

hdr02  tb02 0.0001 

hdr02  tb03 0.0001 

 

 

After one simulation, changes to bounds and turbine performance coefficients 

became necessary. These are given in Table A5-31 and Table A5-33. 

Table A5-31. Corrections to steam turbine bounds for NHDR = 2 

hdr sto tbUP tb LowST UpST WST,MAX 

    MW MW MW 

0 (hdr01) 0 (st01) 0 (VHP) 2 (tb02) 8.000 35.000 9.124 

0 (hdr01) 0 (st01) 0 (VHP) 3 (tb03) 8.000 35.000 10.199 

0 (hdr01) 1(st02) 0 (VHP) 2 (tb02) 8.000 35.000 9.124 

0 (hdr01) 1(st02) 0 (VHP) 3 (tb03) 8.000 35.000 10.199 
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Table A5-32. Corrections to steam turbine coefficients for NHDR = 2 

hdr sto tbUP tb a0 a1 a2 a3 aL bL 

    MW MW/C (-) 1/C (-) 1/C 

hdr01 st01 tb00 tb02 9.0∙10-2 1.295∙10-2 1.22477 -3.019∙10-4 0.190 -3.848∙10-5 

hdr01 st01 tb00 tb02 9.0∙10-2 1.295∙10-2 1.22477 -3.019∙10-4 0.190 -3.848∙10-5 

hdr01 st02 tb00 tb02 9.0∙10-2 1.295∙10-2 1.22477 -3.019∙10-4 0.190 -3.848∙10-5 

hdr01 st02 tb00 tb02 9.0∙10-2 1.295∙10-2 1.22477 -3.019∙10-4 0.190 -3.848∙10-5 

 

The performance coefficients for condensing steam turbines in Table A5-33 

refer to both NHDR = 2 and NHDR = 3. 

 

Table A5-33. Performance coefficients for condensing steam turbines 

Parameter Units Values 

aCT,0 MW -2.07914∙10-8 

a CT,1 MW/C 2.97263∙10-4 

a CT,2 (-) 1.60170 

a CT,3 1/C -1.59646∙10-3 

a CT,L (-) -1∙10-2 

b CT,L 1/C 3.25613∙10-4 
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1.6.2 Case with four steam headers (NHDR=3) 

 

Table A5-34. Steam level candidates for NHDR = 3 

Header # Temperature 

 C 

1 286.07 

280.94 

270.68 

269.83 

262.14 

250.17 

2 209.15 

198.89 

190.34 

3 130.51 

 

 

Table A5-35. Sets for defining the steam network items for NHDR = 3 

Index Set Name Members 

hdr Steam headers „hdr01„, „hdr02„, 

„hdr03„ 

tb Temperature boundaries for steam level 

candidates, identified from the site profiles 

„tb01‟, „tb02‟, „tb03‟, 

„tb04‟, „tb05‟, „tb06‟ 

sto Backpressure steam turbine options „st01‟, „st02‟ 
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Table A5-36. Steam network variable initialisations - general list for NHDR = 

3 

Variable Units Values 

mST(hdr,sto,tb_up,tb,sc) t/h 

(positive) 

mST(hdr01,st01,tb00, tb01,winter) = 100.000 

mST(hdr01,st01,tb00, tb01,summer) =87.000 

mST(hdr02,st01,tb01, tb01,winter) = 80.000 

mST(hdr02,st01,tb01, tb01,summer) =70.000 

mST(hdr03,st01,tb01, tb01,winter) = 30.000 

mST(hdr03,st01,tb01, tb01,summer) =26.800 

The rest are zero. 

 

Table A5-37. Values for the SLC(hdr,tb) for NHDR = 3 

 hdr01 hdr02 hdr03 

tb00 0 0 0 

tb01 1 1 1 

tb02 1 1 0 

tb03 1 1 0 

tb04 1 0 0 

tb05 1 0 0 

tb06 1 0 0 
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Table A5-38. Initial values for the steam level selection for NHDR = 3 

 

hdr tb ySLS(hdr,tb) 

hdr01 tb00 0 

hdr01 tb01 1 

hdr01 tb02 0 

hdr01 tb03 0 

hdr01 tb04 0 

hdr01 tb05 0 

hdr01 tb06 0 

hdr02  tb00 0 

hdr02  tb01 1 

hdr02  tb02 0 

hdr02  tb03 0 

 

hdr tb ySLS(hdr,tb) 

hdr02  tb04 0 

hdr02  tb05 0 

hdr02  tb06 0 

hdr03 tb00 0 

hdr03 tb01 0 

hdr03 tb02 0 

hdr03 tb03 0 

hdr03 tb04 0 

hdr03 tb05 0 

hdr03 tb06 0 

 

 

Table A5-39. Process heat available for steam generation for NHDR = 3 

hdr tb sc Sat T 

(C) 

QPG(hdr,tb,sc) 

(MW) 

hdr01 tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr01 tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr01 tb01 winter 286.07 0.000 

hdr01 tb01 summer 286.07 0.000 

hdr01 tb02 winter 280.94 4.000 

hdr01 tb02 summer 280.94 5.628 

hdr01 tb03 winter 270.68 8.000 

hdr01 tb03 summer 270.68 11.257 

hdr01 tb04 winter 269.83 0.070 

hdr01 tb04 summer 269.83 0.188 

hdr01 tb05 winter 262.14 0.630 
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Table A5-39. Process heat available for steam generation for NHDR = 3 

(continued) 

hdr tb sc Sat T 

(C) 

QPG(hdr,tb,sc) 

(MW) 

hdr01 tb05 summer 262.14 1.689 

hdr01 tb06 winter 250.17 1.581 

hdr01 tb06 summer 250.17 2.598 

hdr02  tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr02  tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr02  tb01 winter 209.15 5.419 

hdr02  tb01 summer 209.15 8.909 

hdr02  tb02 winter 198.89 1.300 

hdr02  tb02 summer 198.89 2.877 

hdr02  tb03 winter 190.34 8.000 

hdr02  tb03 summer 190.34 9.381 

hdr02  tb04 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02  tb04 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02  tb05 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02  tb05 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02  tb06 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02  tb06 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr03 tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr03 tb01 winter 130.51 7.500 

hdr03 tb01 summer 130.51 8.755 

hdr03 tb02 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb02 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb03 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb03 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb04 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb04 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 
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Table A5-39. Process heat available for steam generation for NHDR = 3 

(continued) 

hdr tb sc Sat T 

(C) 

QPG(hdr,tb,sc) 

(MW) 

hdr03 tb05 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb05 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb06 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb06 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

 

 

Table A5-40. Enthalpy rise for process steam generation for NHDR = 3 

hdr tb Temperature 

(C) 

hPG(hdr,tb) 

(MWh/t) 

hdr01 tb00 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr01 tb01 286.07 0.6284 

hdr01 tb02 280.94 0.6302 

hdr01 tb03 270.68 0.6331 

hdr01 tb04 269.83 0.6333 

hdr01 tb05 262.14 0.6348 

hdr01 tb06 250.17 0.6364 

hdr02  tb00 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr02  tb01 209.15 0.6353 

hdr02  tb02 198.89 0.6337 

hdr02  tb03 190.34 0.6321 

hdr02 tb04 (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr02 tb05 (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr02 tb06 (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr03  tb00 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr03 tb01 130.51 0.6141 
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Table A5-40. Enthalpy rise for process steam generation for NHDR = 3 

(continued) 

hdr tb Temperature 

(C) 

hPG(hdr,tb) 

(MWh/t) 

hdr03 tb02 (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr03 tb03 (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr03 tb04 (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr03 tb05 (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

hdr03 tb06 (doesn‟t exist) 0.0001 (to prevent division by zero) 

 

 

Table A5-41. Process heat requirements for steam usage for NHDR = 3 

hdr tb sc Sat T 

(C) 

QPU(hdr,tb,sc) 

(MW) 

hdr01 tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr01 tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr01 tb01 winter 286.07 0.000 

hdr01 tb01 summer 286.07 0.000 

hdr01 tb02 winter 280.94 3.550 

hdr01 tb02 summer 280.94 3.175 

hdr01 tb03 winter 270.68 0.296 

hdr01 tb03 summer 270.68 0.265 

hdr01 tb04 winter 269.83 1.121 

hdr01 tb04 summer 269.83 0.857 

hdr01 tb05 winter 262.14 1.743 

hdr01 tb05 summer 262.14 1.332 

hdr01 tb06 winter 250.17 5.878 

hdr01 tb06 summer 250.17 3.502 

hdr02  tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr02  tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 
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Table A5-41. Process heat requirements for steam usage for NHDR = 3 

(continued) 

hdr tb Sc Sat T 

(C) 

QPU(hdr,tb,sc) 

(MW) 

hdr02  tb01 winter 209.15 1.635 

hdr02  tb01 summer 209.15 1.501 

hdr02  tb02 winter 198.89 37.413 

hdr02  tb02 summer 198.89 34.396 

hdr02  tb03 winter 190.34 13.178 

hdr02  tb03 summer 190.34 9.381 

hdr02  tb04 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02  tb04 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02  tb05 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02  tb05 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02  tb06 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr02  tb06 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr03 tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr03 tb01 winter 130.51 14.660 

hdr03 tb01 summer 130.51 10.632 

hdr03 tb02 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb02 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb03 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb03 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb04 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb04 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb05 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb05 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb06 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 

hdr03 tb06 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.000 
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Table A5-42. Initialisation enthalpies of the steam level candidates for 

NHDR = 3 

hdr tb sc Sat T 

(C) 

hTB(hdr,tb,sc) 

(MWh/t) 

hdr01 tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr01 tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr01 tb01 winter 286.07 0.9295 

hdr01 tb01 summer 286.07 0.9295 

hdr01 tb02 winter 280.94 0.9200 

hdr01 tb02 summer 280.94 0.9200 

hdr01 tb03 winter 270.68 0.8790 

hdr01 tb03 summer 270.68 0.8433 

hdr01 tb04 winter 269.83 0.8782 

hdr01 tb04 summer 269.83 0.8426 

hdr01 tb05 winter 262.14 0.8694 

hdr01 tb05 summer 262.14 0.8326 

hdr01 tb06 winter 250.17 0.8576 

hdr01 tb06 summer 250.17 0.8221 

hdr02  tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr02  tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.000 

hdr02  tb01 winter 209.15 0.8114 

hdr02  tb01 summer 209.15 0.7834 

hdr02  tb02 winter 198.89 0.8004 

hdr02  tb02 summer 198.89 0.7763 

hdr02  tb03 winter 190.34 0.7831 

hdr02  tb03 summer 190.34 0.7740 

hdr02  tb04 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr02  tb04 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr02  tb05 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr02  tb05 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 
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Table A5-42. Initialisation enthalpies of the steam level candidates for 

NHDR = 3 (continued) 

hdr tb Sc Sat T 

(C) 

hTB(hdr,tb,sc) 

(MWh/t) 

hdr02  tb06 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr02  tb06 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr03 tb00 winter 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.0000 

hdr03 tb00 summer 0.00 (dummy TB) 0.0000 

hdr03 tb01 winter 130.51 0.7552 

hdr03 tb01 summer 130.51 0.7556 

hdr03 tb02 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr03 tb02 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr03 tb03 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr03 tb03 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr03 tb04 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr03 tb04 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr03 tb05 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr03 tb05 summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr03 tb06 winter (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

hdr03 tb06 Summer (doesn‟t exist) 0.0000 

 

 

The initial values for the backpressure steam turbine performance coefficients 

for the case when NHDR = 3 are the same as for NHDR = 2 and are listed in Table 

A5-27. 
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Table A5-43. Saturation temperatures of the steam level candidates for 

NHDR = 3 

 

hdr tb TSAT,TB(hdr,tb) 

(C) 

hdr01 tb00 0.00 (dummy TB) 

hdr01 tb01 286.07 

hdr01 tb02 280.94 

hdr01 tb03 270.68 

hdr01 tb04 269.83 

hdr01 tb05 262.14 

hdr01 tb06 250.17 

hdr02  tb00 0.00 (dummy TB) 

hdr02  tb01 209.15 

hdr02  tb02 198.89 

hdr02  tb03 190.34 

 

hdr tb TSAT,TB(hdr,tb) 

(C) 

hdr02 tb04 0.00 (doesn‟t exist) 

hdr02 tb05 0.00 (doesn‟t exist) 

hdr02 tb06 0.00 (doesn‟t exist) 

hdr03  tb00 0.00 (dummy TB) 

hdr03 tb01 130.51 

hdr03 tb02 0.00 (doesn‟t exist) 

hdr03 tb03 0.00 (doesn‟t exist) 

hdr03 tb04 0.00 (doesn‟t exist) 

hdr03 tb05 0.00 (doesn‟t exist) 

hdr03 tb06 0.00 (doesn‟t exist) 
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Table A5-44. Maximum steam flows through backpressure turbines - 

initialisation values for NHDR = 3 

hdr sto mST,MAX(hdr,sto) 

(t/h) 

hdr01 st01 100 

hdr01 st02 100 

hdr02 st01 80 

hdr02 st02 80 

hdr03 st01 30 

hdr03 st02 30 

 

Table A5-45. Enthalpy of process generated steam for the steam level 

candidates for NHDR = 3 

 

hdr tb hPG(hdr,tb) 

(MWh/t) 

hdr01 tb00 0.0001 

hdr01 tb01 0.7701 

hdr01 tb02 0.7719 

hdr01 tb03 0.7748 

hdr01 tb04 0.7750 

hdr01 tb05 0.7765 

hdr01 tb06 0.7780 

hdr02  tb00 0.0001 

hdr02  tb01 0.7769 

hdr02  tb02 0.7754 

hdr02  tb03 0.7738 

 

hdr tb hPG(hdr,tb) 

(MWh/t) 

hdr02 tb04 0.0001 

hdr02 tb05 0.0001 

hdr02 tb06 0.0001 

hdr03  tb00 0.0001 

hdr03 tb01 0.7558 

hdr03 tb02 0.0001 

hdr03 tb03 0.0001 

hdr03 tb04 0.0001 

hdr03 tb05 0.0001 

hdr03 tb06 0.0001 

 

The performance coefficients for condensing steam turbines for the case when 

NHDR = 3 are given in Table A5-33. 
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